QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M

1.

OPL171.000 001/C/AiTIGl/ALARAI/295038G2.3.2//2.5/2.9/0606R NEW 5/26/2007

Unit 3 has experienced an accident that results in fuel failure. A gaseous release is in
progress with Site Assembly of personnel in progress. You are assigned to perform
accountability for 44 personnel (including the Radcon Technician and yourself). The
Radcon Technician assigned to your party reports that the dose rate in the Mods
parking lot is 26 mr/hr. The dose rate in the Alternate Assembly area is 10 mr/hr.
If 30 minutes are required to perform assembly of these personnel, how much dose
would be saved by moving to the Altern~te Assembly area?
(Assume no dose received during travel time)

A. 132 mr
B. 320 mr
C~

352 mr

D. 704 mr

295038G2.3.2 Knowledge of facility ALARA program.

2.5/2.9

44*13 = 572 mr
44*5 = 220 mr
572-220 = 352 mr
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2. OPL171.000 002/MEM/TIGl/RESPlRATORY//600000AAl.Ol//3.0/2.9/0606R NEW 6/23/2007
Unit 2 has experienced a fire on Control Bay elevation 3C. The Shift Manager has
directed Control Room personnel to don SCBAs.
Which ONE of the following describes the percentage of air left in the SCBA when the
audible alarm sounds and the approximate remaining usage time with this amount of
air?

A. 15 percent, 25 minutes
B. 20 percent, 20 minutes
C~

25 percent, 15 minutes

D. 30 percent, 10 minutes
600000AA1.01 Ability to operate and / or monitor the following as they apply to PLANT
FIRE ON SITE: Respirator air pack
Reference: HPT063.002 rev 7, page 7
A. incorrect, 25% and 15 minutes
B. incorrect, 25% and 15 minutes
C. correct answer
D. incorrect, 25% and 15 minutes
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HPT063.002
Revision 7
Page 7 of21

(

INSTRUCTOR NOTES

X.

LESSON BODY:

B.

Requirements for Wearing SCBA Equipment:

Objective 2

1.

Workers must have proper and up-to-date training. Proper
training consists of Radworker Training (RWT010/RWTOOO),
Radiological Respiratory Training (RRT010) and
HPT063.002 courses. This training must be completed
initially and updated annually.

Stress the importance of
keeping all training and
medical clearances up-todate.

2.

Workers must have a current medical exam. The medical
exam to use SCBA equipment consists of S-3 and S-4
clearances. These exams are completed initially and must be
updated annually. These medical exams will determine if
workers are physically capable of functioning while wearing
SCBA equipment.

3.

Workers must have a current respirator fit test. This is also an
annual requirement.

4.

Workers must have a current whole body count or other type
of bioassay when wearing the SCBA for RADCON purposes.

5.

Workers must be clean shaven and have corrective eyewear if
required for both issue of a SCBA unit and mask fit.

Self-checking - STAR

C.

Capabilities and Limitations of the SCBA:
1.

Objective 5

Capabilities:
a.

Offers highest assigned protection factor against gases,
vapors and particulates (PF = 10,000).

b.

2.

Workers should make sure
prescription eyewear is
available and that prescription
is up-to-date. - Self-checking

Your response is to exit the
area immediately even though
you may think you have time
to finish the job..

Limitations:
a.

Heavy and bulky, which makes movement in small
cramped areas difficult.

QUESTIONS REPORT
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3.

(

OPL171.000 003/MEM/T3/IV//G2.3.2//2.512.9/0606R BANK

Valve line-up checklists are being conducted on Unit 2 and the initial positioning has
been completed for a valve located in the drywell.
RADCON reports a change in radiological condition when the Independent Verifier
reports to the drywell control point. The General Area dose rates are 150 mr/hr;
however, the independent verification (IV) of the valve should only take 15 minutes.
Under what circumstances can the Unit Supervisor waive the IV requirement for this
valve?

A"! Independent verification may be waived by the Unit Supervisor solely due to ALARA
concerns.
B. Independent verification must be performed; direct Radcon to determine other
means of dose reduction.
C. Independent verification may be waived by the Shift Manager only if the system is
not an ECCS system.

(

D. Independent verification may be waived by the Shift Manager only if alternate
means of verification are available.
2.3.2 Knowledge of facility ALARA program.

Reference: SPP-10.3 rev 1, page 9
A. correct answer
B., C. and D. incorrect, procedure waives IV requirement if exposure >1 Omr will be
received
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(

TVAN STANDARD
PROGRAMS AND
PROCESSES

3.4.2

VERIFICATION PROGRAM

SPP-10.3
Rev. 1
Page 9 of 16

A.

All valves, breakers, and other components in safety-related systems
where an inappropriate positioning could adversely affect system/plant
operation or containment integrity.

B.

All valves, breakers, and other components in fire protection system
major flow paths, including fire fighting water supply and storage, carbon
dioxide storage systems, fire protection systems, and all components
necessary for the system to function and supply extinguishing media to
the fire.

C.

All valves, breakers, and other components in gaseous and liquid
radioactive waste handling and processing systems where an
inappropriate positioning could result in radioactive material release to
the environment.

Activities Exempt From Independent and Second-Party Verification
Requirements
A.

Calculations performed by qualified computer software.

B.

Activities for which verifications would be required and one or more of
the following conditions exist:
•

Out-of-service systems/channels/components for which
configuration control will not be maintained and will be verified
to be in the proper configuration during the return to operable
status.

•

Activities involving significant radiation exposure. As a
guideline, an exposure greater than 10 mrem TEDE to perform
the verification would be considered excessive.

•

Activities occurring during emergency conditions (imminent
danger to plant or personnel) requiring rapid personnel action.

•

Activities that could jeopardize personnel safety.

•

Components located within locked/covered/controlled access
areas provided access to the area has not occurred since the
last documented verification.

For these instances, the decision not to perform a verification is to be
documented on the procedure/instruction or work document.

3.4.3

(

Independent Verification Requirements
IV is used to confirm that an activity or condition has been implemented in
conformance with specified requirements. The individual performing the IV must
physically check the condition without relying on observation or verbal
confirmation by the initial performer. However, the independent verifier may be
involved in unrelated portions of the same activity. IV is required for the
following:

QUESTIONS REPORT
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(

OPL171.000 004/MEM/T3/EPIP//2.3.4//2.5/3.1/0606R NEW 6/23/2007

During the performance of Fuel Pool c1eanout, a failure of the Refuel bridge monorail
hoist results in a bucket containing irradiated stellite ball bearings being raised above
the fuel pool water level. The radiation level on the refuel floor causes a ventilation
isolation on all 3 units. The AUO on the bridge receives a dose of 12 rem while
manually lowering the bucket below water level.
Does this constitute an emergency exposure per EPIP-15 and why or why not?

A. This is an emergency exposure, only 25 rem exposure is allowed for equipment
problems.
B~

This is not an emergency exposure, spontaneous actions taken to mitigate a
problem are not associated with the EPIP-15 exposure limits.

c.

This is an emergency exposure, spontaneous actions taken to mitigate a problem
are covered by the EPIP-15 exposure limits.

D. This is not an emergency exposure, radiation received during refuel floor activities
are not covered by the EPIPs.
2.3.4 Knowledge of radiation exposure limits and contamination control/including
permissible levels in excess of those authorized.
Reference: EPIP-15 rev 9, page 1
A. incorrect, limit is not applicable for this situation.
B. correct answer
C. incorrect, limit is not applicable for this situation.
D. incorrect, depending on the emergency, EPIP-15 limits may apply

(
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EMERGENCY EXPOSURES

BROWNS FERRY

(

1.0

EPIP-15

INTRODUCTION
1.1

Purpose
This procedure provides guidance for authorizations of personnel dose limits under emergency
conditions as described in EPA-400, "Manual of Protective Action Guides and Protective Actions
for Nuclear Incidents".
These limits apply only to emergency exposure authorizations and not to spontaneous reactions
by individuals attempting to mitigate an emergency situation. This procedure provides guidance
for the approval and administration of radiation exposures received during emergencies in excess
of 10 CFR 20.1201 entitled "Occupational Dose Limits for Adults". This procedure does not
provide direction for the approval and administration for exposures received during other activities
involving radiation dose to individuals.

NOTE: For the purpose of this implementing procedure, radiation exposure as expressed in unit of Rlhr and subunits, thereof, are equivalent to dose (rad) and dose equivalent (rem) based on ANSI N 13.11
development and terminology. Any acute dose greater than 10 rem is generally denoted in units of rad
since that level is considered as the accident range of personnel exposure. Any dose less than that level
is considered as the protective range of personnel exposure. For purposes of this procedure the
assumptions of 1 rad 1 rem is assumed for all levels of exposure.

=

2.0

REFERENCES
2.1

Industry Documents
A. EPA-400-R92-001, "Manual of Protective Action Guides and Protective Actions for Nuclear
Incidents"
B. 10 CFR 20.1201, Code of Federal Regulations

2.2

Plant Instructions
A. TVA Radiological Emergency Plan
B. EPIP-10, "Medical Emergency Procedure"
C. EPIP-14, "Radiological Control Procedures"
D. SPP 5.10, "Radiological Respiratory Protection Program"
E. SPP 5.1, "Radiological Controls"

PAGE 1 OF 7

REVISION 0009
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5.

OPL171.003 041IMEM/T2G2/ATU/16/216000K2.0l//3.1/3.3/0606R BANK

Unit 2 Division I ECCS Analog Trip Units (ATUs) are located on Panel 9-81. What are
the power supplies to these ATUs?

A.

Division I Inverter powered from 250 VDC RMOV Bd 2A and a breaker from 250
VDC RMOV Bd 2B.

B.oI Division I Inverter powered from 250 VDC RMOV Bd 2B and a breaker from 250
VDC RMOV Bd 2B.
C.

Division I Inverter powered from 250 VDC RMOV Bd 2B and a breaker from 250
VDC RMOV Bd 2A.

D.

Division I Inverter powered from 250 VDC RMOV Bd 2A and a breaker from 250
VDC RMOV Bd 2A.

216000K2.01 K2.01 Knowledge of electrical power supplies to the following: Analog trip
system
Reference: 171.003 rev 17, page 16
A. incorrect both sources from 2B board
B. correct answer
C. incorrect both sources from 2B board
D. incorrect both sources from 2B board
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OPL171.003
Revision 17
Page 16 of 54
INSTRUCTOR NOTES

(
h.

Obj. V.B.11, 16

Power supplies
The ATS cabinets require 120VAC power. In
each individual ATS cabinet (9-81 through 9-86)
there are two internal power supplies (rectifiers) in
parallel which convert 120VAC to 24VDC and
250VDC to 24VDC. For ECCS Inverters one of
the converters now gets backup DC supply from
the 250VDC RMOV Bd. assigned to power the
inverter.
(1)

(2)

The rectifiers in ECCS ATS Cabinet 9-81
receive 120VAC power from the Division I
ECCS ATU inverter.
The rectifiers in ECCS ATS Cabinet 9-82
receive 120VAC power from the Division
II ECCS ATU inverter.

DIV I: 250 VDC
RMOV Bd. 2B/3B

(The Division I and II ECCS ATU
inverters are powered by 250VDC.)

DIV II: 250 VDC
RMOV Bd 2A/3A

(a)

'IV.

(b)

Div. I ECCS ATU backup from
250VDC Rx MOV Bd 2B/3B Div II
EECS ATU backup from 250V
DC Rx MOV Bd 2A/3A

(c)

Loss of power to 2A/2B or 3A/3B
250 DC Rx MOV bds will result in
loss of applicable ECCS ATU
inverter & all ATU(s) in that Div.

I 11 TO cabinet 9-81 &-82'
has a backup 250~DC p-wr.
supply to tl'le ATU converter
preventing loss of ATO 24 VDC
upen inverter failure. (Le., ATU's
still Rowerec from acaitional
250VDC airect feed from same
Doard but Clifferen compartment.)

The rectifiers in RPS ATS Cabinets 9-83
and 9-85 receive 120VAC power from
RPS "A" Panel 9-15.
The rectifiers in RPS ATS Cabinets 9-84
and 9-86 receive 120VAC power from
RPS "B" Panel 9-17.

QUESTIONS REPORT
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6. OPLl71.005 046/C/A/T2G2/85 - CRDH/28/20100 lK6.03//3.0/2.9/0606R NEW 6/21/2007

(

Unit 2 is operating at 50% power with RPS A on alternate supply when the UO notes
the following:
CRD ACCUM CHRG WTR PRESS HIGH annunciator alarming
2-FIC-85-11 CRD flow control demand at 100% with flow lowering
Scram discharge volume vent and drain valves red and green lamps illuminated
Which ONE of the following component failures would result in these symptoms?

A. CRD Pump trip
B. CRD Drive Water filter failure
C. Loss of 480v Shutdown board 28
D~

Scram Air Header regulator closes

201001 K6.03 Knowledge of the effect that a loss or malfunction of the following will
have on the CONTROL ROD DRIVE HYDRAULIC System: Plant Air System
Reference: 2-AOI-32-2 rev 32, page 24
A. incorrect pump trip would not cause high pressure
8. incorrect filter failure would not cause vents and drains to reposition
C. incorrect full scram would cause charging water pressure to lower
D. correct answer

(
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BFN
Unit 2

Loss of Control Air

(

2·AOI·32·2
Rev. 0032
Page 24 of 25

Attachment 1
(Page 6 of 6)
Expected System Responses
17.0

CORE SPRAY
A.

18.0

19.0

20.0

PSC PUMP SUCTION INBD & OUTBD ISOL VALVEs, 2-FCV-75-57
and 2-FCV-75-58 fail CLOSED on loss of air. ECCS discharge piping pressure
is to be maintained> TRM 3.5.4 Limits by the Condensate Storage and Supply
System.

FUEL POOL COOLING
A.

DRAIN VLV TO MAIN CONDENSER, 2-FCV-78-7 fails CLOSED.

B.

FUEL POOL F/D C INFLUENT & EFFLUENT VLVs, 2-FCV-78-19
and 2-FCV-78-26 fail CLOSED.

C.

FUEL POOL F/D C HOLD PUMP DISCH VLV, 2-FCV-78-33 fails OPEN.

CAD
A.

CAD/CA Flow SEL, 2-PCV-84-0654 will select nitrogen from CAD tank A to
supply 2-FSV-64-20 and 21 at '5;,75 psig Control Air pressure.

B.

2-PCV-84-0033, will select nitrogen from CAD tank A to supply 2-FSV-84-19,
2-FSV-64-29, and 2-FSV-64-32.

C.

2-PCV-84-0034, will select nitrogen from CAD tank B to supply 2-FSV-84-20,
2-FSV-64-31, and 2-FSV-64-34.

CRD
A.

SCRAM INLET and OUTLET VALVEs, 2-FCV-85-39A(B) fail OPEN.

B.

EAST & WEST CRD SCRAM DISCH VOL VENT CONT VLVs A & B,
2-FCV-85-83(83A)(82)(82A) fail CLOSED on loss of air.

C.

EAST & WEST CRD SCRAM DISCH VOL DRAIN CONT VLVs A & B,
2-FCV-85-37C(D)(E)(F) fail CLOSED on loss of air.

D.

CRD SYSTEM FLOW CONTROL VALVEs, A & B 2-FCV-85-11A
and 2-FCV-85-11 B fail CLOSED on loss of air. Valves can be manually opened
if required.

QUESTIONS REPORT
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(

OPL171.006 043/MEM!f2G2/85 - CRDM/18/201003K5.03//3.3/3.4/0606R NEW 6/21/2007

Which ONE of the following describes why control rods with drive temperatures above
350F must be declared "Slow" or inoperable?

A. Expansion of the drive graphitar seals may cause binding of the drive.
B. Index tube thermal expansion may cause binding of the drive.
C~

Slower scram times from water flashing in the drive when scram valves open.

D. Erratic notch control of the rods from water flashing in the drive when the settle
valve opens.
201003K5.03 Knowledge of the operational implications of the following concepts as
they apply to CONTROL ROD AND DRIVE MECHANISM: Reactor power control
Reference: Unit 1 ITS Bases Section 3.1 rev 9, page B3.1-28
A. incorrect steam flashing effects scram times
B. incorrect steam flashing effects scram times
C. correct answer
D. incorrect not why rod is considered SLOW

(
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BASES (continued)

LCO

The scram times specified in Table 3.1.4-1 (in the
accompanying LCO) are required to ensure that the scram
reactivity assumed in the DBA and transient analysis is met
(Ref. 6).
To account for single failures and "slow" scramming control
rods, the scram times specified in Table 3.1.4-1 are faster than
those assumed in the design basis analysis. The scram times
have a margin that allows up to approximately 7% of the control
rods (e.g., 185 x 7% ~ 13) to have scram times exceeding the
specified limits (Le., "slow" control rods) assuming a single
stuck control rod (as allowed by LCO 3.1.3, "Control Rod
OPERABILITY") and an additional control rod failing to scram
per the single failure criterion. The scram times are specified
as a function of reactor steam dome pressure to account for the
pressure dependence of the scram times. The scram times are
specified relative to measurements based on reed switch
positions, which provide the control rod position indication. The
reed switch closes ("pickup") when the index tube passes a
specific location and then opens ("dropout") as the index tube
travels upward. Verification of the specified scram times in
Table 3.1.4-1 is accomplished through measurement of the
"dropout" times. To ensure that local scram reactivity rates are
maintained within acceptable limits, no more than two of the
allowed "slow" control rods may occupy adjacent locations.
Table 3.1.4-1 is modified by two Notes, which state that control
rods with scram times not within the limits of the table are
considered "slow" and that control rods with scram times> 7
seconds are considered inoperable as required by SR 3.1.3.4.
Scram times can be adversely affected by high control rod drive
temperatures. Temperatures over 350°F may result in a
measurable delay in scram time response times for an
otherwise normally performing CRD due to the potential for
f1asl1ing of the-Mot water in tne arive w en t e scram va ve are
openeCl. As a conservative measure, CRDs which have a

(continued)
BFN-UNIT 1

B 3.1-28

Revision g, 9
December 15, 1999
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8.

OPL171.007 o18/C/A/TlG1/68 - RECIRC/14/295031EK2.09//3.3/3.4/0606R BANK.

Unit 3 is operating at 100% power and a fault occurs on the 3A Reactor Feedpump
(RFPT) such that its speed lowers to 600 rpm. The Unit Operator notices that both of
the remaining RFPTs speeds are rising while both Recirc Pump speeds are lowering.
Which ONE of the following caused the Recirc Pump speeds to lower?

A.

The "3A" RFPT feedwater flow lowered to less than 27%
Reactor water level lowered to less than 19"

B.

Total feedwater flow lowered to less than 27% and
Reactor water level lowered to less than 19"

c. '"

The "3A" RFPT feedwater flow lowered to less than 19% and
Reactor water level lowered to less than 27"

D.

Total feedwater flow lowered to less than 19%
Reactor water level lowered to less than 27"

295031EK2.09 Knowledge of the interrelations between REACTOR LOW WATER LEVEL and
the following: Recirculation system
3.3/3.4
References: 171.007 rev 22, page 33
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OPL171.007
Revision 22
Page 33 of 86

4.

75% Limiter
a.

5.

E.

The 75% Limiter will initiate an automatic
runback of Recirc pump speed if any
'naiviaual E flow is < 19-% 1\rsJD~""'~""'Y.'-'
water: e\lel lowers to tie low level alarm
setpoint of T 27" level 4)

b.

The purpose of the limiter is to
automatically reduce reactor power to a
value within the capacity of the remaining
feedwater pumps.

c.

This limiter seals in once activated and
must be manually reset when at least one
of the conditions clears.

d.

An amber light on panel 9-4 along with an
annunciator provide indication to the
operator.

e.

This limiter only enforces pump speeds
above 1130 rpm. The operator may lower
speed to any value below 1130 rpm if
desired.

75% = 1130 rpm
28% = 480 rpm

Reset pushbutton
below amber light

28% Limiter

Obj.V.B.13

a.

The 28% Limiter will initiate an automatic
runback of Recirc pump speed if Total
Feedwater Flow is < 19% (15 sec TD) OR
the pump discharge valve is not full open

480 rpm

b.

The purpose of the limiter is to prevent
pump overheating and cavitation of the
recirc pumps and jet pumps

c.

This limiter enforces pump speeds above
480 rpm. The operator may lower speed
below 480 rpm if desired.

Min speed is 345
rpm.

Interrelationships with Other Systems
1.

RHR System

TP-2

a.

Obj.
Obj.
Obj.
Obj.

Recirc loop A provides the suction path for
RHR in the shutdown cooling mode

V.B.19a
V.C.9a
V.DAa
V.E.6a

QUESTIONS REPORT
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9.

(

OPLl71.007 0201MEM/T2G2/68 - RECIRC/201202002A4.07//3.3/3.2/0606R BANK

Unit 2 is operating at 70% power
Reactor Recirc pump A at 1220 rpm
Reactor Recirc pump 8 at 1244 rpm
Which ONE of the following is a possible adverse effect of operating the pumps at
these speeds?

A..; Excessive reactor recirc pump harmonic vibration.
B.

Excessive jet pump vibration.

c.

Exceeding loop flow mismatch limits.

D.

Exceeding 5% pump mismatch limit of Tech Specs.

202002A4.07 Ability to manually operate and/or monitor in the control room:
Recirculation pump speed
References: 2-01-68 rev 122, page 11
A. correct answer
B. incorrect pump vibration
C. incorrect, this is within mismatch limits
D. incorrect, the 60 RPM mismatch is required by 01

(
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BFN
Unit 2

Reactor Recirculation System

(
3.0

2-01-68
Rev. 0122
Page 11 of 171

PRECAUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS

A.

[NRC/C]

Core Thermal-Hydraulic Stability.

The reactor SHALL be verified outside Regions I, II & III. When OPRMS are
INOP, Refer to 2-SR-3.3.1.1.1. [NCO 940245010)

B.

Single Loop Operation: When the reactor is in Operation the following
requirements must be met:

[NRC/C)

Per Technical Specifications, the reactor CAN BE operated indefinitely with one
Recirc loop out of service, provided the requirements of T.S. 3.4.1 are
implemented within 24 hours of entering single loop operations.
C.

Both Recirculation Pumps Out of Service, Refer to Tech Spec 3.4.1.

D.

[NERlC]

Raising Recirc flow or reactor power should ONLY be allowed when
steam dome saturation temp and bottom head drain temperatures are within
145°F of each other. When there is low reactor coolant flow, especially with 2A
Recirc loop out of service, RWCU flow through the bottom head drain will be
negligible. With little or no flow through the RWCU bottom head drain line, the
temperature indicated on the 2-TE-69-8, would be non-representative. Under
these conditions, the bottom head metal temperatures (2-TE-56-30
or 2-TE-56-29) may be used for measure bottom head temperatures for the
purpose of meeting the criteria for was raised the flow rate of the in-service
pump. When in this condition and the bottom head metal temperatures are
used to raise flow through the vessel, a PER should be initiated to Engineering
Design Mechanical to ensure a thorough evaluation is performed. [GE SIL 251
and 430)

E.

Recirc Pump operation should meet the requirements of Illustration 1.
Following these requirements ensures avoiding excessive jet pump riser
vibration. Individual pump speeds should be mismatched by -60 RPM during
dual pump operation between 1200 and 1300 RPM to minimize harmonic
vibration (this requirement may be waived for short time periods for testing or
maintenance). Operating with balanced jet pump flows reduces hydraulic
forces and vibration stresses on jet pumps and retainers. Some mismatch in
Recirc Pump speeds may be required to achieve balanced jet pump flows.

F.

When the temperature differential between core exit coolant and bottom head
drain CANNOT be measured, Reactor heatup evaluations should NOT be
permitted.

QUESTIONS REPORT
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1O.

OPL171.007 026/C/AfT! G 1/68 - RECIRC/23129500 lAK2.07/u068ABO1/3.4/3 .4/0606R BANK

During Unit 2 operation at 100% power, a loss of one recirculation pump occurs.
How will INDICATED jet pump flow respond once parameters have stabilized on single
recirculation pump operation?

A." Operating loop jet pump flow - raises
Non-operating loop jet pump flow - lowers
B.

Operating loop jet pump flow - raises
Non-operating loop jet pump flow - lowers to zero

C.

Operating loop jet pump flow - remains the same
Non-operating loop jet pump flow - lowers to zero

D.

Operating loop jet pump flow - remains the same
Non-operating loop jet pump flow - lowers

Knowledge of the interrelations between PARTIAL OR COMPLETE LOSS OF FORCED
CORE FLOW CIRCULATION and the following: AK2.07 Core flow indication.... 3.4 3.4
Reference: OPL171.007 rev 22, page 37
A correct answer
B incorrect, tripped loop flow does not lower to zero due to reverse flow
C incorrect, operating loop flow rises
D incorrect, operating loop flow rises

(
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OPL171.007
Revision 22
Page 37 of 86

(

d.

e.

f.

Recirc Loop A provides driving flow to jet
pumps 11 through 20. The DP for jet
pumps 11 through 20 is therefore summed
to provide a flow indication for loop A.
(1 )

Loop A flow indication is provided
(summed total of jet pumps 11-20) on
Panel 9-4, in units of Ibm/hr x 106 .

(2)

A similar arrangement exists for jet
pumps 1 through 10, which are
supplied by Recirc Loop B.

The two loop flow signals are then supplied
to additional summing circuits to provide an
indication of total core flow.
(1 )

If both recirc pumps are running (as
indicated by the associated VFD
RUNNING light being lit) or if both
pumps are tripped, loop A and B
flows are added by the summing
circuit to provide the total core flow
indication.

(2)

If one recirc pump is running and the
other is tripped, he circuit wHI
atitomatically:suDtract any flow
rsensed in the non-o erating 100 jet
pumps. his is due to the reverse
flow characteristic in the
non-operating loop jet pumps.

(3)

Total core flow indication is provided
on recorder FR-68-50, located on
Panel 9-5

Jet pumps 1, 6, 11 and 16 are referred to
as "fully instrumented" or "calibrated" jet
pumps.
(1 )

These four jet pumps were
calibrated at a test facility and then
installed, one per quadrant. The
remaining 16 jet pump instruments
were calibrated based on the data
supplied for these pumps.

Obj. V.C.13
Obj.V.B.23

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M
11. OPL171.007 192/C/A!r3/68 - RECIRC//295001G2.1.32//3.4/3.8/0606R NEW 6/23/2007
Unit 2 is operating at 100% RTP. A fault in the supply breaker for the 2B Recirc Pump
causes it to trip. The speed of the 2A Recirc Pump is such that the jet pump loop flow
is reading 38 X 106 Ibm/hr.
Which ONE of the following describes the ICS indications for total core flow and any
necessary actions?

A. Total core flow indication remains accurate due to the out-of-service loop jet pump
flow being subtracted instead of added to the in-service loop jet pump flow.
Implement requirements of TS 3.4.1, Recirculation Loops Operating, within 24
hours.
B. Total core flow indication remains accurate due to the out-of-service loop jet pump
flow being added instead of subtracted to the in-service loop jet pump flow.
Implement requirements of TS 3.4.1, Recirculation Loops Operating, within 36
hours.
C. Total core flow indication is inaccurate due to the out-of-service loop jet pump flow
being added instead of subtracted to the in-service loop jet pump flow. Increase the
running Recirc Pump flow to > 41 X 106 Ibm/hr.

D'!" Total core flow indication is inaccurate due to the out-of-service loop jet pump flow
being subtracted instead of added to the in-service loop jet pump flow. Increase the
running Recirc Pump flow to > 41 X 106 Ibm/hr.

KIA: G2.1.32 Ability to explain and apply all system limits and precautions.
References: 2-01-68 Rev. 122, pages 11, 13 and 14
A. incorrect since the Total core flow reading is inaccurate.
B. incorrect 24 hours vice 36
C. incorrect at this value of jet pump flow the system will still subtract the nonoperating
loop flow.

D. correct answer.
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PRECAUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS
A.

[NRC/C)

Core Thermal-Hydraulic Stability.

The reactor SHALL be verified outside Regions I, II & III. When OPRMS are
INOP, Refer to 2-SR-3.3.1.1.1. [NCO 940245010)
B.

Single Loop Operation: When the reactor is in Operation the following
requirements must be met:

[NRC/C)

Per Technical Specifications, the reactor: A~ BE operatect inCiefinitel¥ witt! one
Recirc loop out of service, provided the requirements of 1.S. 3.4.1 are
Imp'lemented within 24 hours of entering sing e loop operati ns.
C.

Both Recirculation Pumps Out of Service, Refer to Tech Spec 3.4.1.

D.

Raising Recirc flow or reactor power should ONLY be allowed when
steam dome saturation temp and bottom head drain temperatures are within
145°F of each other. When there is low reactor coolant flow, especially with 2A
Recirc loop out of service, RWCU flow through the bottom head drain will be
negligible. With little or no flow through the RWCU bottom head drain line, the
temperature indicated on the 2-TE-69-8, would be non-representative. Under
these conditions, the bottom head metal temperatures (2-TE-56-30
or 2-TE-56-29) may be used for measure bottom head temperatures for the
purpose of meeting the criteria for was raised the flow rate of the in-service
pump. When in this condition and the bottom head metal temperatures are
used to raise flow through the vessel, a PER should be initiated to Engineering
Design Mechanical to ensure a thorough evaluation is performed. [GE SIL 251
[NERlC]

and 430)

E.

Recirc Pump operation should meet the requirements of Illustration 1.
Following these requirements ensures avoiding excessive jet pump riser
vibration. Individual pump speeds should be mismatched by -60 RPM during
dual pump operation between 1200 and 1300 RPM to minimize harmonic
vibration (this requirement may be waived for short time periods for testing or
maintenance). Operating with balanced jet pump flows reduces hydraulic
forces and vibration stresses on jet pumps and retainers. Some mismatch in
Recirc Pump speeds may be required to achieve balanced jet pump flows.

F.

When the temperature differential between core exit coolant and bottom head
drain CANNOT be measured, Reactor heatup evaluations should NOT be
permitted.

Reactor Recirculation System

BFN
Unit 2

3.0

PRECAUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS (continued)
J.

(

2-01-68
Rev. 0122
Page 13 of 171

The following Recirc pump motor limitations should be observed:
1.

Starts should be limited to two starts per hour from ambient temperature
and one start per hour from rated temperature.

2.

Recirc Pump motor SHALL NOT be operated when RBCCW cooling water
inlet temperature exceeds 105°F.

3.

The Recirc Pump should NOT be operated in parallel with RHR pumps on
the same Recirc loop.

4.

During refueling operations, the Recirc Pumps must remain shutdown to
ensure in-core instrumentation detectors vibration protection, unless the
in-core instrumentation detectors are protected on all sides by control rod
blade guides or fuel bundles.

5.

After operation of 4160V breakers, the charging springs should be verified
recharged.

K.

A Recirc Pump may NOT be started unless the temperature of the coolant
between the dome and the bottom head drain are within 145°F of each other. If
this limit is exceed and a cooldown is NOT started and continued, the pressure
limit for the reactor vessel bottom head will be exceeded. Recirc Pump restart
when the reactor is pressurized is ONLY allowed if temperature indication is
available.

L.

(NERlC]

When the reactor is operating with a single Recirc Pump in service,
observe the following:
1.

When the idle Recirc Pump was shutdown, the discharge valve should be
closed for 5 minutes to ensure that the pump comes to a complete stop
and prevent reverse rotation.

2.

Idle Recirc Pump discharge valve should be opened as required after the
initial 5 minute closure to maintain idle Recirc loop temperatures within
associated temperature limits.

3.

As long as Recirc loop suction or discharge is open, maintain Recirc Pump
seal purge to prevent thermal stress on the seal cavity.

4.

The operating Recirc Pump flow should be maintained less than
46,600 gpm.

5.

ore flow inoication may be considerea accurate al50ve ~1 x 106 lom1hr
2-FI-68-46 and 2-FI-68-48).

Reactor Recirculation System

BFN
Unit 2

(
3.0

2-01-68
Rev. 0122
Page 14 of 171

PRECAUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS (continued)
6.

Core flow should be maintained >40% with the operating Recirc Pump to
ensure the idle Recirc loop is kept warm and prevent thermal stratification.
In-service jet pump loop flows below 41 x 106 Ibm/hr can result in
inaccurate flow indication, due to true positive flow from the idle Recirc loop
being subtracted. The reactor engineer should perform 2-SR-3.4.1 (SLO)
Attachment 2 to determine actual core flow and substitute the value into
the ICS as necessary.

7.

When reactor power is below 30%, a core flow of 58% should NOT be
exceeded.

8.

90% Recirc Pump speed should NOT be exceeded.

9.

Core plate differential pressure fluctuations of 2.9 psi peak to peak should
NOT be exceeded.

10. The out of service pump may NOT be started unless the operating Recirc
Pump speed is less than 860 RPM (50% speed).
11. The out of service pump may NOT be started unless the temperature of the
coolant between the operating and idle Recirc loops are within 50°F of
each other. This 50°F delta T limit is based on stress analysis for reactor
nozzles, stress analysis for reactor recirculation components and piping,
and fuel thermal limits. [GE SIL 517 Supplement 1]
12. The out of service pump may NOT be started unless the reactor is below
the 95.2% rod line if in Region I OR there is a 10% margin between
Reactor Power and the APRM Rod Block setpoint.
13. The temperature of the coolant between the dome and the idle Recirc loop
should be maintained within 75°F of each other. If this limit cannot be
maintained a plant cooldown should be initiated. Failure to maintain this
limit and NOT cooldown could result in hangers and/or shock suppressers
exceeding their maximum travel range. [GE SIL 251, 430 and 517]
M.

Recirc Pump controller limits are as follows:
1.

When any individual RFP flow is < 19% and reactor water level is below
27 inches, or if Reactor Scram occurs, speed limit is set to 75%
(-1130 RPM speed) and if speed is greater than 75% (-1130 RPM speed),
Recirc speed will run back to 75% (-1130 RPM speed).

2.

When total feed water flow is < 19% (15 sec CA) or Recirc Pump discharge
valve is less than 90% open, speed limit is set to 28% (-480 RPM speed)
and if speed is greater than 28% (-480 RPM speed), Recirc speed will run
back to 28%(-480 RPM speed).

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M
12. OPL171.009 052/MEMfT2G 1/1 - MAIN STEAM/2/239002A3.02//4.3/4.3/0606R NEW 6/18/2007
Which ONE of the following describes the operating setpoints and the operational
design criteria of the Main Steam Safety Relief valves?

A'! 4 valves - 1135 psig, 4 valves - 1145 psig, 5 valves - 1155 psig
12 valves limit peak pressure below 1375 psig for the design isolation transient.
B. 5 valves - 1135 psig, 4 valves - 1145 psig, 4 valves - 1155 psig
12 valves limit peak pressure below 1325 psig for the design isolation transient.

c.

4 valves - 1135 psig, 4 valves - 1145 psig, 5 valves - 1155 psig
13 valves limit peak pressure below 1325 psig for the design isolation transient.

D. 5 valves - 1135 psig, 4 valves - 1145 psig, 4 valves - 1155 psig
13 valves limit peak pressure below 1375 psig for the design isolation transient.
239002A3.02 Ability to monitor automatic operations of the RELIEF/SAFETY VALVES
including: SRV operation on high reactor pressure
Reference: 171.009 rev 10, pages 15 and 17
A. correct answer

B. incorrect 1st and 3rd number of valves are switched, 1375 vice 1325
C. incorrect only 12 valves needed per design to limit transient, 1375 vice 1325

D. incorrect 1st and 3rd number of valves are switched, only 12 valves needed.
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(6)

(7)

b.

The worst over pressure transient is:
(a)

3-second closure of all MSIVs
neglecting the direct scram
(valve position scram).

(b)

Results in a maximum vessel
pressure which, if a neutron
flux scram is assumed
considering 12 valves
operable, results in adequate
margin to the code allowable
over pressure limit of 1375
psig bottom head pressure.

To meet operational design, the
analysis of the plant isolation
transient (generator load reject
without bypass valves) shows that
12 of the 13 valves limit peak
pressure to a value well below the
limit of 1375 psig.

The total safety I relief valve capacity has
been established to meet the over pressure
protection criteria of the ASME code.
(1)

There are 13 Safety I Relief valves.
(a)

Each SRV has a capacity of
905,OOOlb/hr @ 1135psig.
This gives a total capacity 84.1 % (79.5% EPU) design
steam flow at the reference
pressure.

(b)

Valve leakage is detected by
a temperature element and an
acoustic monitor on each
tailpipe. However, only the
acoustic monitor will generate
an alarm on panel 9-3.

Obj. V.B.6
Obj. V.C.4

OPL171.009
Revision 10
Page 17 of 62

(

(e)

d.

e.

This 'relief mode' logic can be
defeated by use of a switch
on 9-3. This switch "MSRV
AUTO ACTUATION LOGIC
INHIBIT" (XS-1-202) also
brings in an alarm on 9-3.

Valve setpoints for safety function
(1)

4 valves @ 1135 psig

± 3%

(2)

4 valves @ 1145 psig

± 3%

(3)

5 valves @ 1155 psig

± 3%

Blowdown path
(1)

Individually piped to the suppression
pool via the T-Quenchers below the
minimum water level. The TQuenchers enhance thermal mixing
in the Suppression Pool

(2)

Each SRV has two vacuum breakers
(one 10 inch and one 2 1/2 inch
vacuum breaker on SRV tailpiece)in
parallel. They are provided to allow
entry of drywell air into the relief line
to prevent water from the
suppression pool being "pulled" up
into the relief line upon completion of
blowdown. Without the vacuum
breaker the steam in the relief line
condenses and forms a vacuum in
the relief line drawing water from the
pool into the line. Subsequent
reopening of the valve with its relief
line partially filled with water could
over pressurize the relief line, with a
potential for tail pipe damage. If the
vacuum breakers were to fail open,
steam could be discharged directly
to the drywell during SRV operation.

Obj.
Obj.
Obj.
Obj.

V.B.2
V.C.1
V.D.1
V.E.1

TP-3
Obj. V.B.2
Obj. V.C.1

Obj.
Obj.
Obj.
Obj.
Obj.

V.B.5
V.C.2
V.C.3
V.D.2
V.E.2

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M
13. OPL171.009 056/MEMlT2G2/1 - MAIN STEAM/15/239001K4.02//3.1/3.2/0606R NEW 6/22/2007
Unit 1 is at 60% power when an electrical fault results in closure of the D outboard
MSIV.
Which ONE of the following describes the response of the Main Steam Line drain
valves to the MSIV closure?

A'I FCV's 1-168, -169, -170 and -171 close; FCV 1-58 opens
B. FCV's 1-168, -169, -170 and -171 open; FCV 1-58 closes
C. FCV's 1-168, -169, -170 and -171 close; FCV 1-58 closes
D. FCV's 1-168, -169, -170 and -171 open; FCV 1-58 opens
239001 K4.02 Knowledge of MAIN AND REHEAT STEAM SYSTEM design
feature(s) and/or interlocks which provide for the following: Automatic isolation and
opening of drain valves
Reference: 171.009 rev 10, pages 31 and 32
A. correct answer

B. incorrect 1-58 opens
C. incorrect 1-58 opens
D. incorrect 1-168 closes
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(3)

(

(d).

Any valve shut will illuminate
the green light.

(e).

Any valve open will illuminate
the red light.

FCV 1-57,58 are interlocked with
the MSIVs.
(a).

If any MSIV shuts with turbine
speed >--1-700 RPM,
1-57 and 1-58 will
automatically open.

(b).

There are no auto closures.

(4)

FCV 1-55,56 auto close on any
group 1 isolation. There are no auto
open signals.

(5)

FCV 1-59 has no automatic
functions

c.

Drain valves are also used to equalize
pressure across MSIVs when closed.

d.

MSIV (ALT) LEAKAGE CONTROL
1)

Each BFN unit apply a seismically
rugged alternative leakage control
path for MSIV leakage during a
postulated LOCA..

2)

The flow path is through FCV-1-168,
169,170,171 from each MSL and
continues through FCV-1-57,58,59
to the main condenser.

3)

This pathway includes Main Steam
and Main Steam drain piping that
acts as a boundary volume to
. contain the MSIV leakage and direct
it via the ALT pathway to the
condenser.

Obj V.B.15
Obj. V.C.9
Obj V.E.13

OPL171.009
Revision 10
Page 31 of 62

(e)

6.

The change in MSIV design
(with the poppets all the
same) will resolve the flow
imbalance previously
observed on U-2 &3.

Steam Line Drains
a.

b.

A drain line is provided at the low point of
each main steam line as follows:
(1)

Upstream (above seat) of the
inboard isolation valves.

(2)

Downstream of the outboard
isolation valves.

MSL Drain Valve Operation
(1)

Normal, at power lineup is with
FCV 1-168, 169, 170, and 171 open,
FCV 1-57 open, and 1-55, 56, 58, 59
shut. Drains pass through orifice
around 1-58 and piping around 1-59
to the condenser.

(2)

FCV 1-168, 169, 170, 171
- are interlocked with the MSIVs
and turbine speed.
(a).

If all MSIVs are open
or
if turbine speed is < 1700
RPM, the valves will
automatically open.

(b).

If any MSIV is closed
and
turbine speed is > 1700 RPM,
the valves will automatically
close.

(c).

Position of all 4 valves is
shown by one red and one
green light on panel 9-3.

Obj V.B.15,
V.E.13
TP-1

TP-10

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M

14.

(

OPLl71.009 057leiAlTI G 1/1 - MAIN STEAM//295025EK2.09113 .9/3 .9/0606R NEW 5/26/2007

Unit 1 is performing a Reactor startup. The UO notes the following conditions:
- Reactor Power 21 %
- RPV pressure 975 psig
An electrical fault in the EHC system results in all Bypass valves slowly opening.
Which ONE of the following describes the response of Reactor Power to this transient?
Reactor Power will -

A. Rise until terminated by MSIV closure and Reactor Scram.
B. Rise until terminated by APRM flow biased scram.
C~

Lower until terminated by MSIV closure and Reactor Scram

D. Lower initially, then rise as moderator temperature decreases.
295025EK2.09 Knowledge of the interrelations between HIGH REACTOR PRESSURE
and the following: Reactor Power
Reference: BWR Reactor Theory Chapter 4 rev 3, pages 5, 6 and 25
A. incorrect, power will decrease due to void coefficient
B. incorrect, power will decrease due to void coefficient
C. correct answer
D. incorrect, void coefficient contribution is greater than moderator

(,
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In sum, the smaller the rod density the larger the
effective core size. The lower rod density
decreases the amount of neutron absorbers in
the core. This minimizes the likelihood of a
neutron being absorbed in a control rod because
it travels farther when moderator temperature
increases. Therefore, the thermal utilization
factor (t) increases as the core ages; this is the
dominant effect.

4
2
0

-LL
0

~

Both fast (Lf) and thermal (Lib) nonleakage
probabilities increase slightly as the effective
core size increases with core age.
Counteracting these increases is the effect of
resonance escape probability (P). As the core
ages, Pu-240 builds up. This increases the
chance of resonance absorption, which
decreases the resonance escape probability.
Figure 4-3 plots am versus temperature for both
the beginning of cycle (BOC) and the end of
cycle (EOC).
The moderator temperature
coefficient (am) is negative at BOC and
becomes more negative at higher moderator
temperatures.
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Figure 4-3 Moderator Temperature Coefficient

As the core ages, am becomes less negative and
slightly positive at very low temperatures near
the EOC cycle. By reducing the control rod
density at criticality, the moderator temperature
coefficient (am) becomes less negative for low
temperature-zero power conditions (i.e.,
criticality occurs with more control rods
withdrawn).

The potential for the occurrences of positive am
at the end of cycle has become larger as cycle
lengths are increased from 18 to 24 months. A
positive value of am can be observed as a
reactor period that becomes slightly shorter
without additional operator action.
The
moderator tempera4Ire coefficient (am) is
negative by design, since all light water reactors
in the U.S. are designed to be undermoderated
for all normal operating conditions.
Pill average value o:t:amis gLy-en as:

Equation 4-6

BWR / REACTOR THEORY / CHAPTER 4
/ REACTIVITY COEFFICIENTS

50f39
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VOID COEFFICIENT (av)
In a BWR, the fonnation of steam bubbles has
essentially the same effect (but greater in
magnitude) on average moderator density and
the moderator-to-fuel ratio as an increase in
moderator temperature. The core void fraction
is the ratio of the volumetric fraction of steam in
the core to the volume of steam plus liquid in
the core:

A reactor has an average core void fraction
of 20% with k eff = 1.000. Calculate the
void coefficient if the void fraction is
increased to 22% resulting in a k eff decrease
to 0.998.

'dF'
Volume of Steam
V01 ractIon = - - - - - - - - - - Volume of (Steam + Liquid)

Equation 4-7
This fraction can be expressed as a percent, and
is called percent voids.
The mechanism by which void content affects
neutron flux is essentially the same as for
moderator temperature changes.
As steam
bubbles or voids are fonned, liquid moderator is
displaced and moderator density decreases.
Since the voids look like large holes in the
moderator to the neutrons, the effect of voids on
keff is much greater than that caused by
moderator heating.
The definition of the void coefficient (Uy) is the
change in reactivity per unit change in the
overall core void fraction.
U

dp
d %voids

v =----=

__----:;P...,:fina==-l_-....;.P...::im:::::·ti::::.al
_
%voids final - %voids initial

Where:
Uy

dp
% voids

=

void coefficient
(dk/k/% voids)
change in reactivity (dk/k)
void fraction expressed in %

Example 4-2

The mechanisms that cause an addition of
negative reactivity as void fraction increases are
essentially the same as the mechanism affecting
the
moderator
temperature
coefficient.
Increasing the core void fraction decreases
moderator
density
and
decreases
the
moderator-to-fuel ratio. Neutron leakage from
the core increases, neutron absorption by
moderator molecules decreases, and resonance
absorption increases. The difference between
the moderator temperature coefficient and steam
void coefficient is that voids cause a much
larger decrease in the moderator-to-fuel ratio.
As a result, the core steam void coefficient is
larger in magnitude (more negative) than the
moderator temperature coefficient.

Equation 4-8

BWRI REACTOR THEORY I CHAPTER 4
I REACTIVITY COEFFICIENTS

60f39
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REV 3

tlie tiro. reactivitY
will Be tlIe ord
coefficient -Qf reactivity. When a pn~ssure
increase occurs (as in an inadvertent main steam
line isolation or turbine trip), the voids in the
core collapse. This appears as a large decrease
in % voids and as a large positive reactivity
insertion due to the increase in thennal neutrons
resulting from the density iQ.crease of the
moderator. Reactor power increases.

Water inventory/temperature decrease transients
can be caused by either an injection of cold
water from an inadvertent Emergency Core
Cooling System (ECCS) initiation, a loss of
Feedwater (FW) heaters due to a turbine trip, or
loss of extraction steam. When colder water
enters the core, moderator temperature drops,
some voids collapse, and the density of the
moderator increases resulting in an increase of
neutron moderation and a decrease in resonant
absorption. This appears as a large positive
reactivity increase, resulting in a reactor power
increase.
Either a loss of shutdown cooling, loss of
feedwater, or loss of level causes water
inventory/temperature
increase
transients.
When an increasing transient in water
inventory/temperature occurs, warmer water
enters the core.
This causes moderator
temperature to increase and the density of the
moderator decreases. This results in a decrease
in neutron moderation, an increase in resonance
absorption, and a decrease in reactor power.

BWRI REACTOR THEORY I CHAPTER 4
I REACTIVITY COEFFICIENTS

250f39

For power transients (as in a rod drop or
inadvertent rod withdrawal), power increases
due to increased fuel added to the effective core
(or decreased absorption in control rods) and
leads to an increase in the number of fissions,
which increases the amount of energy released
in the fuel. The fuel temperature will increase
rapidly. The fuel thermal time constant limits
the removal of heat from the fuel by the
moderator.
As fuel temperature rapidly
increases, the Doppler coefficient adds negative
reactivity. More neutrons are lost to resonance
absorption and reactor power begins to tum
(rate of increase slows and then decreases).
In reactor design, it is essential that both the
void coefficient and fuel temperature coefficient
are negative. If power increases due to a
positive reactivity insertion, the resultant
increase in fuel temperature and void fraction
adds negative reactivity, which in turn limits or
turns the power increase. This phenomenon
makes the reactor inherently stable due to a
negative reactivity feedback effect. If these
coefficients are positive, an increase in
reactivity produces an increase in power that in
turn adds positive reactivity, and the reactor can
"run away". Chemobyl Unit 4 is an example.
Chemobyl was designed to have a positive
moderator/void coefficient. Therefore, as the
water in the reactor coolant began to heat up and
create voids during that incident in 1986, a large
positive reactivity was inserted. This rendered
the reactor prompt supercritical, which
destroyed the reactor.
Due to the large magnitude of the void
coefficient, the power coefficient is stronger at
higher power levels. Typical values for the
power coefficient are in the range of
-0.03% ~k/k/% power to -0.06% ~% power.

© 2000 GENERAL PHYSICS CORPORATION
REV 3

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M
15. OPLl71.012 023/C/AlT2Gl/3 - FEEDWATER/8/259002A2.06//3.3/3.4/0606R NEW 6/19/2007

(

Unit 1 is performing a mid power runback after the inadvertant isolation of 1A High
Pressure Feedwater Heater when the Master Flow Controller output fails low.
Which ONE of the following describes the response of the RFPT controls and the
appropriate corrective actions?

A. RFPT Woodward Governor fails to manual, push in Manual Governor Enable
Handswitch and raise RFP speed to maintain normal Reactor water level.
B. Individual RFP PDS fails to manual, use setpoint lower pushbutton to lower RFP
speed and maintain normal Reactor water level.
c~

RFPT Woodward Governor fails to manual, push in Manual Governor Enable
Handswitch and lower RFP speed to maintain normal Reactor water level.

D. Individual RFP PDS fails to manual, use setpoint raise pushbutton to raise RFP
speed and maintain normal Reactor water level.
259002A2.06 Ability to (a) predict the impacts of the following on the REACTOR
WATER LEVEL CONTROL SYSTEM; and (b) based on those predictions, use
procedures to correct, control, or mitigate the consequences of those abnormal
conditions or operations: Loss of controller signal output
References: 171.012 rev 13, page 53; 1-AOI-3-1 rev 0, page 7
A. incorrect RFPT speed should lower with lowering power to maintain level

B. incorrect procedure requires use of manual governor to maintain level

c. correct answer
D. incorrect RFPT speed should lower with lowering power to maintain level
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(

(d)

When the faulty level
measurement reaches 25
inches, the validation
algorithm calculates an
average level of >31 inches
(>33", >33", >33", 25") and a
median level of >33 inches.
The average and median only
deviate by 2 inches. At this
time the faulty signal is still
valid.

(e)

As the faulty measurement
drops further to 22 inches, the
average is >30.25 inches
(>33", >33", >33", 22") and the
median level is still >33
inches. Because the average
and the individual faulty signal
deviate by >8 inches, the
individual level signal is
declared invalid.

(f)

This causes the average to be
recalculated using the three
remaining signals, with a
result of >33 inches. The
negative level error causes a
prompt decrease in feed flow,
to bring level down to the
setpoint.

(g)

(6)

Final result:
Reactor power is 100%.
Reactor level is 33 inches.
Total steam flow and feed flow
are 100%.
Loss of control signal to turbine
speed controls

(a)

Loss of remote signal to the
Woodward Governor causes
governor to go to manual.

Obj. V.C.1
Obj. V.B.2
Ref to 2-01-3,
and
2-AOI-3-1

Loss Of Reactor Feedwater or Reactor 1·AOI·3·1
Water Level High/Low
Rev. 0000
Page 7 of 16

BFN
Unit 1

(
4.0

OPERATOR ACTIONS

4.1

Immediate Actions
None

4.2

Subsequent Actions

CAUTION
Operations outside of the allowable regions shown on the Recirculation System
Operating Map could result in thermal-hydraulic power oscillations and subsequent fuel
damage. Reference to 1-GOI-100-12A, should be made for required actions and monitoring
required during a power reduction. [NCO 940245001]

[NRC/C]

[1 ]

VERIFY applicable automatic actions.

[2]

IF level OR Feedwater flow is lowering due to loss of
Condensate, Condensate Booster, or Feedwater Pump(s),
THEN
REDUCE Recirc flow as required to avoid scram on low level.

[3]

o

IF any EOI entry condition is met, THEN
ENTER the appropriate EOI(s).

[5]

0

IF Reactor Scrams, THEN
PERFORM 1-AOI-100-1.

[4]

o

o

IF Feedwater Control System has failed, THEN
[5.1]

o
[5.2]

ADJOST RFP Discharge lows with RFPT 1A(1B)(1C)
SPEED CONT RAISE/LOWER, 1-HS-46-8A(9A)(10A)
switcnes as necessary to maintain eve!.

o

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M
16. OPL171.012 044/MEM/Tl G2/FWLCS/5/295009AAl.02//4.0/4.0/0606R BANK
While operating at 100% power a turbine trip occurred on Unit 3 and the following
conditions currently exist:
- Reactor Water level-10 inches and rising
- Scram Response not inhibited
Assuming a normal lineup prior to the turbine trip, which of the following is correct?

A.

'A' and 'B' RFPs cannot be raised to >600 rpm until the Scram Response logic is
reset.

B.

'A' and 'B' RFPs are available for Manual mode only and will be limited to 4100
rpm until the Scram Response logic is reset.

C.

'A' and 'B' RFPs are available for AUTO or Manual mode of operation but are
limited to 4100 rpm until the Scram Response logic is reset.

D. ~ 'A' and 'B' RFPs are available for AUTO or Manual mode of operation and may be
taken to 5600 rpm in the Manual mode.
Ability to operate and/or monitor the following as they apply to LOW REACTOR WATER
LEVEL: Reactor Water Level Control
References: 3-01-3 rev 73, illustration 5
A. incorrect speed may be raised by placing pumps in manual
B. incorrect speed may be raised above 4100 rpm
C. incorrect speed may be raised above 4100 rpm
D. correct answer
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BFN
Unit 3

Reactor Feedwater System

3-01-3
Rev. 0073
Page 199 of 222

Illustration 5
(Page 3 of 3)
RFWCS Scram Response

3.0

DESCRIPTION (continued)
Once one RFP in AUTO is found (normally RFP 3C), polled RFPT will have a low
speed clamp applied to it to prevent pump from backing down to 600 rpm. This
clamp will track Reactor pressure and maintain RFP discharge pressure
approximately 150 psig below reactor pressure. As Reactor pressure changes,
speed of RFP changes to maintain this pressure difference. An upper speed clamp
of4100 rpm is also applied to this pump. The remaining pumps (normally RFP 3A
and 3B) are transferred to MANUAL and the RFPT speeds are set at approximately
600 rpm. These pumps are still available for MANUAL or AUTOMATIC control to the
upper speed limit of 5600 rpm.
When Scram Response logic has initiated, then upper speed clamp will reset with
any of the following conditions occurring:
•

Placing the Reactor Water Level Control PDS, 3-L1C-46-5, in MANUAL.

•

Reactor water level (narrow range) exceeding level setpoint.

•

Five minutes expire from time Scram Response was activated.

•

Depressing INHIBIT/RESET push-button.

When Scram Response logic has initiated, then lower speed clamp will reset by the
following:
•

Depressing INHIBIT/RESET push-button.

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M
17. OPL171.012 085/C/Aff2G2/FWLCS//259001A1.04//2.8/2.7/0606R NEW 6/22/2007

ABOVE SCALE

~=====::;
L..-

INDICATOR

-'

.....-+-- SELECTED TAG
+--1--

SELECTED VJl.LUE
SELECTED COLUII1N

RL
--+_+1

COLUHN 1
COLUHN 2

/l'lANUAL
.....-+-- AUTO
INDICATOR

--+--

--+--

COLUMN 3

04---1--

E

BAA GRAPH
DISPLA.Y COLUMNS

+-~ FIELDBUS ERROR

BELOW SCALE
INDICATOR

-+---'

RAMP UP

AUTO/~~UAL

RAHP DOvll>! --t====:::.-_~====:::::t--

SELECTOJ

COLUMN SELECTOR

If the "2B" RFPT PDS Controller is selected to MANUAL, HOW will the system
respond if the Column 3 is selected and the Ramp Up button is depressed?

A. ttl Bar graph and digital values rise
RFPT speed rises.
B.

Bar graph and digital values rise
RFPT speed remains the same.

C.

Bar graph rises, Digital values remain the same
RFPT speed rises.

D.

Bar graph and digital values do not change
RFPT speed remains the same

25900A1.04 Ability to predict and/or monitor changes in parameters associated with
operating the REACTOR FEEDWATER SYSTEM controls including: RFP turbine
speed
Reference: 2-01-3 rev 116, page 179
A. correct answer
B, C and D incorrect, does not reflect operation of PDS with given conditions
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Unit 2

Reactor Feedwater System

2-01-3
Rev. 0116
Page 179 of 211

Illustration 2
(Page 3 of 4)
RFPT Speed Control Panel Display Station
COMPONENTS (REFER TO Figure 2)
Column 1

Graphically Displays actual turbine speed as relayed from
the Woodward Governor. When this column is selected,
RFPT speed is displayed only not controlled.

Column 2

Graphically displays individual RFPT flow adjustment
factors (flow bias) while in Auto. When RFW Control
System calls for three equal speed demand signals, the
bias allows fine tuning to equalize pump discharge flows.
With this column selected, PDS in AUTO, and RFPT
Speed Control switch in raised position, flow bias can be
adjusted with Ramp Up and Ramp Down pushbuttons.
With this PDS in AUTO, control of associated RFPT is
given to Reactor Water Level Control PDS.

Column 3

Graphically displays the individual RFPT speed demand
output control signal in terms of speed (600 to
5850 rpm).This corresponds to the 4 to 20 milliamp
Woodward Governor Remote Speed Reference signal.
Willi I1is column selecte , he PDS JI"I
f.J AL, and
RFPT peeereontrol switC11 in the raised=oosition, REPT
speea (:Ieman can beadjusted using the-Ramp Up and
Ramp Down pus 1t5uttons.

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M

18.

(

OPLl71.012 086/C/A/T2G 1/3 - FEEDWATER/8/259002G2.4.4//4.0/4.3/0606R NEW 6/23/2007

Unit 1 is operating at 75% power. A 24v power supply for 1C RFP woodward governor
fails.
Which ONE of the following is correct?

A. RFPT GOVERNOR POWER FAILURE OR GOVERNOR ABNORMAL annunciator
received. 1C RFP trips, verify 1A and 1B RFPs maintain water level.
B~

RFPT GOVERNOR POWER FAILURE OR GOVERNOR ABNORMAL annunciator
received. Verify 1A, 1B and 1C RFPs maintain water level.

C. RFPT GOVERNOR POWER FAILURE OR GOVERNOR ABNORMAL and RFPT
TRIP CIRCUIT ABNORMAL annunciators received, verify 1A and 1B RFPs
maintain water level.
D. RFPT GOVERNOR POWER FAILURE OR GOVERNOR ABNORMAL and RFWCS
FAILED TO MANUAL annunciators received, verify 1A,1B and 1C RFPs maintain
water level.
259002G2.4.4 G2.4.4 Ability to recognize abnormal indications for system operating
parameters which are entry-level conditions for emergency and abnormal operating
procedures
References: 1-ARP-9-6C rev 8, pages 16, 27 and 29
A. incorrect, 1C RFP did not receive a trip signal
B. correct answer
C. incorrect, RFPT TRIP CIRCUIT ABNORMAL annunciator not received.
D. incorrect, RFWCS FAILED TO MANUAL annunciator not received.
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BFN

Panel 9-6
1-XA-55-6C

Unit 1

RFPT GOVERNOR
POWER FAILURE OR
GOVERNOR ABNORMAL

: 1-ARP-9-6C
Rev.OOOS
__ P_age _16__ ~f 42

SensorlTrip Point:
1-RLY-046-0022 (0023) (0027) (0028) for RFPT 1A
1-RLY-046-0052 (0053) (0057) (0058) for RFPT 1B
1-RLY-046-0082 (0083) (0087) (0088) for RFPT 1C

1-XA-46-8,9,&10

f12

Loss of either 24VDC power supply to a RFPT Woodward Governor or
Final Driver

(Page 1 of 1)
Loss of Magnetic Speed Pickup (MPU) speed signal or remote process
control signal «2 ma) or high remote process control signal (>22 ma).

Sensor
Location:

Unit 1 Auxiliary Instrument Room
1-RLY-046-0022 (0023) (0027) (0028) - Panel 1-9-48
1-RLY-046-0052 (0053) (0057) (0058) - Panel 1-9-49
1-RLY-046-0082 (0083) (0087) (0088) - Panel 1-9-50

Probable
Cause:

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Automatic
Action:

RFPT will trip if both power supplies fail for the Woodward Governor.

Operator
Action:

A. VERIFY RFPs continue to control Reactor water level.
B. IF a RFP has tripped, THEN

Loss of 120V AC I&C 1A or 1B
Loss of 120V AC Unit Preferred
Loss of ICS power
Loss of 24V DC power supply in Woodward Governor or Final Driver
Loss of MPU speed signal(s) to Woodward Governor
RFWCS signal failure to Woodward Governor

VERIFY other RFPs in that are in automatic operation raise or lower
output flow to maintain Reactor water level.
C. DISPATCH personnel to Unit 1 Auxiliary Instrument Room to
perform the following at Panels 1-9-48,49, & 50:
• CHECK power supply lights illuminated.
• CHECK display screens for governor abnormal conditions.
D. REQUEST assistance from Engineering & Instrument Maintenance.
E. CHECK the following breakers NOT tripped:
• Panel 1-9-9 I&C 1A( 1B) Bkr 226(329)
• Panel 1-9-9 Unit Preferred Bkr 607
• RFPT SPD CONT 1-PNLA-9-48,49,50, 1-BKR-046-0030 on
1-LPNL-925-0525, ICS room.

References:

1-45E620-7

1-45E612-1, 2, and 3

o

0

0
0

0
0
0
0

(

BFN
Unit 1

Panel 9-6
1-XA-55-6C

1-ARP-9-6C

Rev.OOOa
~age

27 of 42

SensorlTrip Point:

RFWCS
FAILED TO MANUAL

1-XM-046-0097/54

1-LA-46-5B

(Page 1 of 1)

Sensor
Location:

Panel 1-9-97, (behind 1-9-5)

Probable
Cause:

REACTOR WATER LEVEL CONTROL, 1-L1C-46-5 on Panel 1-9-5 has been
automatically transferred to MANUAL by RFWCS.

Automatic
Action:

When all four of the NR reactor waer level signals are declared bad or invalid by
RFWCS, REACTOR WATER LEVEL CONTROL, 1-L1C-46-5, transfers to MANUAL
if in AUTO.

Operator
Action:

A. VERIFY reactor water level is stable.
B. CONTROL reactor water level using any of the following:
• REACTOR WATER LEVEL CONTROL, 1-L1C-46-5, in MANUAL.
• RFPT 1A(1B)(1C) SPEED CONTROL, 1-SIC-46-8(9)(10), in
AUTO or MANUAL.
• Individual RFPT Speed Control Raise/Lower switch in MANUAL
GOVERNOR.
C. REQUEST assistance from Engineering and Instrument
Maintenance.

References:

1-45E620-7

1-45E612-1, 2, and 3

o
o
o
o
o

BFN
Unit 1

Panel 9-6
1-XA-55-6C

1-ARP-9-6C
Rev. 0008
Page 29 of 42

SensorlTrip Point:

RFPTTRIP
CIRCUIT
ABNORMAL

Aux. Relay 74A

Initiates alarm whenever RFPT is tripped.

Aux. Relay 74B

1-XA-3-223A,B&C

Aux. Relay 74C

[23
(Page 1 of 1)

Sensor
Location:

1-PNLA-009-0036A, Elevation 593', Auxiliary Instrument Room

Probable
Cause:

A. Trip of any RFPT

Automatic
Action:

None

Operator
Action:

A. VERIFY alarm by checking Panel 1-9-6, RFPT speed, governor

References:

B. Loss of power to trip circuit (250V DC unit control board distribution panel)

valve position and discharge flow to verify turbine trip.
B. VERIFY reactor power is within the capacity of operating RFPs.
C. IF BKR TRIPOUT PNL 1-9-9 DC DIST (1-XA-55-8C, alarm
window 20) is illuminated, THEN
CHECK for tripped breakers 105, 106, and 107 on Panel 1-9-9.
D. IF RFP is tripped, THEN
REFER TO 1-01-3, Section 8.1 OR 1-AOI-3-1.
1-45E620-7

1-45E612-1

o
o
o
o

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M

19.

OPL171.0 17 I06/C/Affl G2/64/2/2950 I0AK2.04//2.6/2.8/0606R NEW 5/26/2007

Unit 1 is starting up after refueling outage. During performance of an High Drywell
Pressure SR the Drywell Pressure input to the RPS/PCIS circuitry fails initiating a half
isolation of PCIS and a half scram. The BOP operator notes the following:
Reactor power 20%, RWM Group 11 at insert limit
Drywell-Suppression Chamber Dp 0 psid
Drywell Oxygen concentration - 20%
1M's report no replacement for the slave unit available for 48 hours
Which ONE of the following is correct?

A. Reactor power cannot be increased, Rod withdrawal will be blocked by the half
scram.
B. Reactor scram will be required to preclude an auto scram from MSIV closure due to
loss of ventilation.
C~

Reactor power will be reduced below 15% to extend the time allowed to establish
Drywell oxygen concentration and Dp.

D. Reactor startup may continue when the fuse for the slave unit has been removed,
Chemlab must sample Reactor coolant due to loss of the continuous conductivity
monitor.
Knowledge of the interrelations between HIGH DRYWELL PRESSURE and the
following: Nitrogen Makeup system
Reference: 171.017 rev 13, pages 18
A. incorrect High Drywell pressure is not a direct rod block and a half scram does not
prevent rod withdrawal
B. incorrect the booster fan will maintain steam tunnel temperature at this power level
C. correct answer
D. incorrect RWCU does not receive an isolation from High Drywell pressure
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OPL171.017
Revision 13
Page 18 of 56
INSTRUCTOR NOTES

5.

Obj. V.B.2
Obj. V.C.2

Group 5
This group provides for isolation of the RCIC
inboard and outboard steam supply isolation valves.
The signals which will initiate a Group 5 isolation
are:

6.

•

RCIC Area High Temperature (160° Pump
room/147° torus) (U1, 138°F)

•

RCIC Steam Line High Flow (150% after 3 sec)

•

RCIC Steam Line Low Pressure (60 psig)
55 psig)

•

RCIC High Pressure Between Rupture Discs (10
psig)

(U1,

Group 6

Obj. V.B.2
Obj. V.C.2

This group provides for isolations of systems
associated with Primary containment atmosphere
control and sampling. Systems/lines isolated are as
follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nitrogen/Air Purge
Drywell/Suppression Chamber Exhaust
Hydrogen/Oxygen Sample Lines
Post Accident Sample System (PASS) Lines
Drywell Air Compressors
Drywell Leak Detection

The signals which will initiate a Group 6 isolation
are:
•
•
•
•

RPV Low Level (+2" or Level 3)
Drywell High Pressure (2.45 psig)
Reactor Bldg Vent Hi Radiation (72 mr/hr)
Refuel Zone Hi Radiation (72 mr/hr)

These are also
Secondary
Containment
Isolation Signals

Unit Startup

BFN
Unit 1

5.0

1-GOI-100-1A
Rev. 0005
Page 118 of 175

INSTRUCTION STEPS (continued)
MODE/CONDITION CHANGE

NOTES
1)

Drywell to Torus differential pressure must be established within 24 hours after
reaching 15% RTP per Tech Specs Section 3.6.2.6. REFER TO 1-01-64.

2)

Primary Containment must be inerted within 24 hours of reaching 15% RTP per Tech
Specs Section 3.6.3.2. REFER TO 1-01-76.
[90]

WHEN Reactor is at 15% RTP, THEN
•

RECORD the time 15% RTP was obtained in the NOMS
Narrative Log.
(R)

_
Initials

•

Date

ENTER 24 hour LCD for Drywell to Suppression Pool
Differential Pressure. REFER TO Tech
Specs LCD 3.6.2.6. (N/A if Drywell to Suppression Pool
Differential Pressure already established)
(R)

_
Initials

•

Date

Time

ENTER 24 hour LCD for Primary Containment Oxygen
Concentration. REFER TO Tech Specs LCD 3.6.3.2.
(N/A if Primary Containment is already inerted)
(R)

_
Initials

•

Time

Date

Time

RECORD Time LCD entered. (N/A if no LCD entry is
required.)
Date

Time

(R)

_
Initials

Date

Time

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M
20. OPL171.017 120/C/A/T2Gl/64/2/223002K1.20/l2.8/3.0/0606R NEW 6/18/2007
RPS 3A is aligned to its alternate supply. During performance of functional testing on
3EC 4kv Shutdown board an electrician manipulates the wrong relay and deenergizes
the 3EC 4kv Shutdown Board.
Which ONE of the following correctly describes the PCIS group initiations that will be
received and the action required to allow the reset of all PCIS logic?

A. Groups 1, 3 and 6
Transfer 3A 480v Shutdown board to alternate
B. Groups 2,3 and 4
Transfer 3B 480v Shutdown board to alternate
C. Groups 1, 2, 6 and 8
Transfer 3A 480v Shutdown board to alternate
D~

Groups 1, 2, 3, 6 and 8
Transfer 3B 480v Shutdown board to alternate

223002K1.20 Knowledge of the physical connections and/or causeeffect relationships
between PRIMARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION SYSTEM/NUCLEAR STEAM
SUPPLY SHUT-OFF and the following: AC Distribution
Reference: OPL 171.017 rev 13, page 28
Loss of RPS power will cause trip signals to be initiated by all associated PCIS
logic.
A. incorrect, PCIS Groups 1, 2, 3, 6 and 8 logics are powered from RPS
B. incorrect, PCIS Groups 1, 2, 3, 6 and 8 logics are powered from RPS
C. incorrect, PCIS Groups 1, 2, 3, 6 and 8 logics are powered from RPS
D. correct answer
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OPL171.017
Revision 13
Page 28 of 56
INSTRUCTOR NOTES

(

(7)

I.

Two keylock switches (64-24, 64-25)
on Panel 9-3 bypass the interlock
between the reactor mode switch and
the drywell and torus vent and purge
dampers. These dampers are
normally interlocked shut when the
mode switch is in RUN. These
switches do not bypass a group 6
isolation.

Relationships with Other Systems
1.

Systems Isolated by PCIS
Table 1 provides a detailed listing of each valve
isolated by PCIS. Section F of this lesson plan
provides an overview of the system(s) associated
with each isolation group.

2.

Power Supplies
a.

b.

RPS Distribution
(1)

The RPS busses provide power to the
isolation logic for PCIS groups 1,2,3,6,
and 8.

(2)

RPS Bus A supplies Trip Channels
A1/A2 while RPS Bus B supplies Trip
Channels B1/B2.

(3)

Loss of RPS power will cause trip
signals to be initiated by all associated
PCIS logic.

(4)

Power to the MSIV AC pilot solenoids
is supplied by RPS (RPS A - Inboard,
RPS B - Outboard)

250 VDC
(1)

250 VDC distribution provides power
to the isolation logic for PCIS groups 4
and 5, as well as to the MSIV DC Pilot
Solenoids.

Not PCIS
Not defeating PCIS

Obj. V.B.2
Obj. V.B.2

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M
21. OPLl71.018 006/C/A!f2Gl/65/4/261000A4.02//3.l/3.l/0606RBANK
SBGT trains A, B, and C are in a normal standby lineup when the UO places the
handswitch for 0-DMP-065-0025, SGT TRAIN B INLET DAMPER, from AUTO to
CLOSE.
The inlet damper will...

A.

remain closed and no annunciator will alarm.

B.

change position from open to close, and no annunciator will alarm.

C.'" remain closed and the "SGT TRAIN UNAVAILABLE" annunciator will alarm in Unit
3 control room.
D.

change position from open to close and the "SGT TRAIN SWITCHES
MISALIGNED" annunciator will alarm in Unit One control room.

261 000A4.02 Ability to manually operate and/or monitor in the control room: Suction
valves
References: 171.018 rev 10, pages 12 and 18
A. incorrect, annunciator is received
B. incorrect, valve is normally closed

c. correct answer
D. incorrect, valve is normally closed, wrong annunciator
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OPL171.018
Revision 10
Page 12 of 37
INSTRUCTOR NOTES
(c)

SGT C - 480V DIG aux Bd A

d.

Any control room switches out of position or
certain problems in the train will annunciate in
the Control Room. Refer to section X.C.2.e.

e.

Controlled from Panel 9-25

f.

Suction piping valves (64-40,41; 64-44,45; 6436; 84-19,20)

g.

h.

(1 )

64-41/40 (Reactor Zone Crosstie to SGT
damper) Opens when SGT Blower A(B) is
automatically started on High Reactor Zone
Radiation, Low Reactor Water Level, or
High Drywell Pressure. It will stay open as
long as the blower is running and the start
signal has not been reset.

(2)

64-45/44 (Refuel Zone Crosstie to SGT
damper) Opens when SGT Blower A(B)
starts on any automatic start signal. It will
stay open as long as the blower is running
and the start signal has not been reset.

(3)

If SGT is manually started, 64-40,41,44,45
do not automatically open

(4)

64-36,84-19,20 are used to lineup to vent
the torus or the drywell thru SGT; these
valves can't be opened unless at least one
SGT Blower is running. These valves must
be manually aligned to the suction of SGT,
there are no automatic open signals.

Obj. V.B.5
Obj. V.C.3

Note that there is not a
valve in the HPCI gland
exhauster line, therefore
anytime SGT is
operating, it is taking
suction thru all 3 units
HPCI gland exhausters.

Note that these valves
have other system
interlocks which are not
related to SGT.

Train inlet valves (65-3, -25, -51)
(1 )

Normally closed

(2)

Automatically open on automatic or manual
initiation

(3)

Switch position CLOSE causes
annunciation.(HSs 3A, 25A, and 51A)

Train outlet valves (65-16, 38, 67)

DCN W17317 65-16,38
have the motors

OPL171.018
Revision 10
Page 18 of 37
INSTRUCTOR NOTES
c. HIGH RADIATION
REACTOR ZONE
VENTILATION

72 mRlhr 2 out of 2
downscales
1 out of 2 twice

d. HIGH RADIATION
REFUELING ZONE

72 mr/hr 2 out of 2
once
downscales
1 out of 2 twice

Isolates all
Refueling Zone
ventilation,
automatically
initiates the
Standby Gas
Treatment
System.
Annunciation (all
units)

e. SGT TRAIN A(B)
SWITCHES
MISALIGNED XA-65-3 (25)
SGTTRAIN C
SWITCHES
MISALIGNED LA-65-51

HSs 3A (25A), 12
(34), 16A (38A),
17A (39A) in wrong
position
HSs 51A, 52A, 60
or 67A in wrong
position

Annunciation
(U-1 only)

HSs 3A (25A,
51A):
4A (26A, 52A);
12 (34, 60); 16A
(38A);
17A (39A, 67A);
18A (40A, 69A)
wrong position;

Annunciation
(U-3 only)

SGT TRAIN A (B,C)
UNAVAILABLE
XA-65-72 (-73, -74)

Same as above
Annunciation
(all units)

Annunciation
(U-2 only)

OR
Loss of power to
RH htr; RH high
(80%); Temp highRH htr(180°F);
Temp high - char.
htr (150°F)
f.

SGT FAN SW A B & C
MISALIGNED XA-65-18

Blower HS (18A,
40A, 69A) in PULLTO-LOCK with no
Group 6 isolation
present

Annunciation
(U-1 only)

Obj. V.B.5
Obj. V.C.3
See X.B.2.f for normal
positions.

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M
22. OPLl71.018 042/C/AlT2G1/65/11/261000K3.03//3.2/3.4/0606R BANK.
Unit 3 is operating at 100% power with a small coolant leak in the primary containment.
SGT C is operating for Drywell venting, and has stabilized drywell pressure at 1.6 psig
with a vent flow rate of 100 scfm.
A relay failure results in the trip and lockout of 3ED 4kv Shutdown board.
Determine which of the following conditions would occur with no further operator
actions.

A.

Drywell pressure will remain constant and the reactor will continue to operate.

B.

Drywell pressure will lower and the reactor will continue to operate.

C. II Drywell pressure will start to rise, and the reactor would eventually scram on high
drywell pressure.
D.

Drywell pressure will remain constant and the reactor will eventually scram on
MSIV isolation due to high steam tunnel temperature.

261000K3.03 Knowledge of the effect that a loss or malfunction of the STANDBY GAS
TREATMENT SYSTEM will have on following: Primary containment pressure
Reference: OPL171.018 Revision 10, page 23
A. incorrect, DW pressure would rise due to loss of the SBGT train
B. incorrect DW pressure would rise due to loss of the SBGT train

C. correct answer
D. incorrect DW pressure would rise due to loss of the SBGT train
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Page 23 of 37
INSTRUCTOR NOTES
c.

5.

If drywell radiation exceeds 1000R, isolation of
Div. I and Div II offgas stack isolation dampers is
required within 30 minutes.

01-65 covers precautions and limitations, startup and
shutdown, alignment, and infrequent operations of the
SGT System. At present there is no AOI for this
system; however, the ARP can give guidance for offnormal conditions.

E.

Relationships with Other Systems
1.

480V Distribution
480V Dsl Aux Bds A and B provide power to SGT A
and B respectively. The SGT board provides power to
SGT C. Loss of power of any of the 480V Boards will
result in reduced capacity of the SGTs. Loss of power
to either Dsl Aux board may result in loss of decay heat
removal capability subsequent to a LOCA. Loss of
power results in the SGT A and B Inlet dampers and
SGT C outlet damper failing open. All others fail
closed.

2.

Primary Containment Isolation System (PCIS)

3.

The automatic start signals for SGT come from PCIS
logic. Failure of PCIS could prevent or cause an
automatic start of the SGT system
Reactor Protection System (RPS)

4.

RPS supplies power to the PCIS logic. Loss of RPS
power will cause PCIS to fail in the tripped condition.
Loss of either RPS bus on any unit will cause all three
SGT trains to initiate
High Pressure Coolant Injection System
HPCI gland exhaust blower discharges to the SGT
System, where the non-condensables are processed
and released. If SGT malfunctions, airborne radiation
could be released in the HPCI Room due to
overpressurization of gland exhauster

Obj.
Obj.
Obj.
Obj.
Obj.
Obj.

V.B.11
V.C.8
V.B.11
V.C.8
V.D.8
V.EA

Obj. V.B.10.a
Obj. V.C.7.a
Obj. V.D.7.a

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M

23. OPL171.018 043/C/Aff3/65/12/2.4.31113.3/3.4/0606R BANK

(

A LOCA has occurred on Unit 3 which resulted in all SGT trains running for an
extended period of time. Conditions were eventually established such that the SGT
trains could be secured. The following alarm has just been received:
- SGT TRAIN C FILTER BANK TEMP HIGH
The alarm is believed to be due to iodine absorption.
Which ONE of the following actions should be performed per the annunciator response
procedure?

A. Dispatch personnel to reset the temperature switch and restart SGT Train C.
B. Start one Unit 2 and one Unit 3 stack dilution fan to ensure air flow through SGT
exhaust ducts.
C~

Run SGT Train C in the Decay Heat Removal mode per 0-01-65, Standby Gas
Treatment System.

D. Start all available SGT building supply fans to maximize cooling per 0-01-30F,
Common and DG Building Ventilation.
G2.4.31 Knowledge of annunciator alarms and indications and use of the response
instructions.
References: 0-01-65 rev 49, page 8
2-ARP-9-3B rev 20, page 28
A. Incorrect since the guidance in the ARP doesn't allow for restarting the SGT train.
B. Incorrect since these fans should already be running and this just prevents backflow
of radioactive effluents through the SGT ducts.
C. Correct answer.
D. Incorrect since this action is not specified in the ARP and would only cool the
surrounding area of the SGT trains.
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Standby Gas Treatment System

BFN
UnitO

(
3.0

0-01-65
Rev. 0049
Page 8 of 41

PRECAUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS

A.

Upon a secondary containment isolation, the SGT System is designed to
maintain a negative 1/4-inch of H20 vacuum in Secondary Containment with an
inleakage flow of 12,000 cfm.

B.

[NRC/C] All three trains will remain in operation during an accident to satisfy single
failure criteria and to minimize the potential release of radioactivity from the
Reactor Building into the Control Building air supply intake ducts. [NRC NCO 88 0193

004]

C.

Steps should be taken to minimize dust loading and to prevent paint
vapors, petroleum fumes, welding smoke, and other airborne contaminants
from reaching the HEPA filters and charcoal adsorbers. Normal ventilation
should be in operation for a minimum of two (2) hours after painting, fire,
smoke, or chemical release has terminated prior to operating SGT System.

[NERlC]

[CAQR SQP890064]

l

D.

If the SGT System is run within 16 hours of the completion of painting in the
areas specified in MAI-5.3 or MAI-5.7, Control of Volatile Organic Compounds
section, a determination is to be made using those procedures as to whether
additional actions are required to verify SGT System operability. Exceeding
MAI-5.7 limits requires performing 0-SR-3.6.4.3.2(A)(B)(C) to verify SGT can
perform its intended function.

E.

When all SGT Trains are secured and any evolution has the potential to
discharge radioactive effluents through the main stack, one Unit 2 and one
Unit 3 Stack Dilution Fan should remain in operation. This requirement
provides clean air flow through the dilution cross-tie to SGT ducts. This
prevents the potential back flow of radioactive effluents through the SGT duct
work.

F.

The alignment of SBGT trains to perform the PURGING function cannot be
used when the average reactor coolant temperature is above 212°F since a
postulated LOCA could impact the ability for the SBGT trains to perform their
safety function. If the primary containment purge system is inoperable and the
average reactor coolant temperature is less than or equal to 212°F, the standby
gas treatment system venting path will provide the required filtration. The
standby gas treatment system is NOT the normal means for PURGING
operations since the vent path from containment is a much more restrictive
flowpath (slower) than the purge system.

G.

In the event that the train charcoal filter temperature rises to 150°F due to
iodine adsorption following a LOCA, decay heat removal mode of operation
should be initiated when the train is no longer in service.

H.

An open decay heat removal damper in a particular train renders that train
inoperable for Secondary Containment purposes.

BFN
Unit2

2-XA-55-3B

___

2-ARP-9-3B
Rev. 0020
~~g~ 28 of 38

SensorlTrip Point:

SGTTRAIN C
FILTER BANK
TEMP HIGH
2-TA-65-63

TE-65-63B

TS-65-63

f25

BLUE BAR

(Page 1 of 1)

Sensor
Location:

Standby Gas Treatment Building
Charcoal Filter Bank C

Probable
Cause:

A. Decay heat.

Automatic
Action:

None

Operator
Action:

A. IF high temperature is due to iodine absorption, THEN

References:

B. Sensor malfunction.

REFER TO 0-01-65, Section 8.0, AND
OPERATE SGT system in Decay Heat Removal mode.
B. DISPATCH personnel to SGT Bldg to reset temperature switch,
TS-65-63A and TS-65-63B, locally (located in JB2 on north side of
SGT train).
C. NOTIFY Shift Manager/Unit Supervisor and Unit 1 and 3 operators.
D. REFER TO Tech Spec Section 3.6.4.3.
45N620-3

0-47E61 0-65-1

45N771-2

Technical Specifications
3.6.4.3

45N614-16

o

o
o
o

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M
24. OPL171.019 o12/C/A/T2Gl/SRM/5/215004K1.02//3.4/3.4/0606RBANK

(

A reactor startup is in progress with the following plant conditions and alarms:
- Reactor Mode Switch in Startup
- IRMs on Range 7 (mid scale)
- Control Rod Withdrawal Block alarm, Panel 9-5
- SRM High//NOP alarm, Panel 9-5

Which ONE of the following conditions, in conjunction with all the conditions listed
above caused these two alarms?

A.

Any SRM is indicating 2 cps.

B." Any SRM indicating 250,000 cps.
C.

Any SRM period meter indicate 35 seconds.

D.

Any SRM being withdrawn while indicating 73 cps.

215004K1.02 Knowledge of the physical connections and/or causeeffect relationships
between SOURCE RANGE MONITOR (SRM) SYSTEM and the following: Reactor
Manual Control
Reference: 171.019 rev 11, page 20
A. incorrect downscale rod block bypassed when IRM's are on range 3
B. correct answer
C. incorrect short period does not directly cause high/inop alarm

D. incorrect detector position rod block bypassed when IRM's are on range 3
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OPL171.019
Revision 11
Page 20 of 46

(

INSTRUCTOR NOTES

(2) Voltage regulator
Takes the.± 20-volt input from the pre-regulator and
reduces it to a well regulated .± 15 volts for use by the
logic and high voltage power supply.
(3) High voltage power supply
Takes the + 15-volt input from the voltage regulator
and produces an adjustable voltage (100-350 volts)
for use as the operating bias on the detector.

Voltage is set at
350vdc now, vice
600 vdc where it
was previously
set

10. Instrumentation
a. Control Room Instrumentation (On Panel 9-5)
Device

Range/Remarks

Log Count Rate Meter Recorder

.1 to 106 cps

Reactor Period

-100 to +10 seconds

Meter

b. Alarms, Interlocks, and Trips

Obj.V.B.8
Obj.V.C.2

Annunciators
Annunciator/Function
SRM Hi(Alarm and Rod Block)

Setpoint

Bypassed
4

6.8 X 10

INOP(Alarm and Rod Block)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

IRM range
OR in Run
IRM range
OR in Run

8 or above,
Mode
8 or above,
Mode

module unplugged;
switch not in Operate
HV Power supply voltage Low
Loss of +/- 24 VDC power supply

SRM DOWNSCALE
(Alarm and Rod Block)

<5cps

SRM SHORT PERIOD
(Alarm only)

30 seconds

SRM RETRACT NOT
PERMITTED
(Alarm and Rod Block)

<145cps

Obj. V.B.5
Obj. V.C.1
Obj. V.D.4
Loss of power
gives Rod Block

IRM range 3 or in RUN
Mode
Never
IRM range 3 or in
RUN Mode or
Detector Full-in.

Obj.V.B.7

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M
25. OPL171.020 o12/MEM/T2G1/IRM/l0/215003A1.02//3.7/3.7/0606R BANK

(

SELECT the ONE set of conditions that completes the following statement.
During a reactor startup if the APRMs fail to come on scale when the IRMs are on
ranges
, the operator should
_

A.

7 to 8; continue the startup by single rod notch withdrawal and carefully monitor
neutron instrumentation.

B. ttl 7 to 8; stop the startup until the disagreement in overlap can be resolved.
C.

5 to 6; continue the startup by single rod notch withdrawal and carefully monitor
neutron instrumentation.

D.

5 to 6; stop the startup until the disagreement in overlap can be resolved.

215003A1.02 Ability to predict and/or monitor changes in parameters associated with
operating the INTERMEDIATE RANGE MONITOR (IRM) SYSTEM controls including:
Reactor power indication response to rod position changes
Reference: 171.020 rev 10, page 17; 1-GOI-100-1A rev 5, page 115
A. incorrect startup should stop until determined if IRM calibration is needed

B. correct answer
C. incorrect 1% power is range 7-8
D. incorrect 1% power is range 7-8
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INSTRUCTOR NOTES

(d)

Range
10

9
8
7

6
5

4
3
2
1

Reading
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

The following correlations may then be
used:

Scale Factor
0.39
0.1248
0.039
0.01248
0.0039
0.001248
0.00039
0.0001248
0.000039
0.00001248

% Rated Power
0-48.75
0-15.6
0-4.875
0-1.56
0-0.4875
0-0.156
0-0.04875
0-0.0156
0-0.004875
0-0.00156

** Point of adding heat should be high on range 6 or low on range 7.

B.

o to 125
o to 125
o to 125
o to 125
o to 125
o to 125
o to 125
o to 125
o to 125
o to 125
**SOER 90-3
Recommendation 1.b
Obj. V.B.9.

Relationship to APRMs

Obj. V.C.6

1.

The IRM recorders are shared with the Average Power
Range Monitors (APRMs) and Rod Block Monitors
(RBMs).

Verify correct
indication to recorders

2.

During plant startup, the recorders are used to indicate
IRM channel output.

3.

After the Mode Switch has been transferred to RUN,
switches are repositioned, transferring the recorders to
the APRMs and RBMs. IRM's are then withdrawn from
the core

SER 03-05 Have a
solid understanding of
plant design and
system
interrelationships.

4.**

IRM/APRM overlap should occur at Range 7-8.

**SOER 90-3
Recommendation 1.b
Obj. V.B.10.
Obj. V.C.7.

5.

Trip Circuits - The trip circuits used with the IRMs are
identical to the trip circuits used by the
SRM's with the exception of setpoints

SER-33-86,
Undetected Loss of
IRMS.
See OI-92A for
setpoints

BFN
Unit 1

Unit Startup

1-GOI-100-1A
Rev. 0005
Page 115 of 175

(
5.0

INSTRUCTION STEPS (continued)
[79]

VERIFY IRM/APRM overlap by operator visual observation
before exceeding 5% power.

Initials
[80]

Date

CONTINUE to withdraw control rods to raise Reactor power to
approximately 8%. REFER TO 1-01-85 and 1-SR-3.1.3.5(A).
(R) _-:--:-:----:--_
Initials

[81]

Date

Time

VERIFY the following:
•

Hotwell Pressure is below -24" Hg on CONDENSATE,
1-XR-2-26 on Panel 1-9-6.

•

CONDENSER A, B OR C VACUUM LOW annunciator,
(1-XA-55-7B, window 17) is reset on Panel 1-9-7.
(R)

_
Initials

Date

Time

VERIFY all operable MSIVs are open on Panel 1-9-3.
(R) _~-:-_
Initials

[84]

Time

_
Initials

[83]

Date

VERIFY all operable APRM downscale alarms are reset and
no rod blocks exist.
(R)

[82]

Time

Date

Time

IF primary containment purge and/or Primary Containment
Ventilation is in service, THEN
PLACE the following switches in the BYPASS position (Panel
1-9-3):
•

PC PURGE DIV I RUN MODE BYPASS, 1-HS-64-24

•

PC PURGE DIV II RUN MODE BYPASS, 1-HS-64-25

Initials

Date

Time

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M
26. OPL171.020 018/C/A/T2Gl/IRM/8/215003A4.06//3.0/2.9/0606R NEW 6/17/2007
Unit 1 is starting up after an outage. Control Rod withdrawal is in progress. The 1M's
have requested the UO bypass and withdraw G IRM as PMT for an open WOo All
IRM's are on range 1.
Which ONE of the following describes an adverse event that withdrawal of the detector
may cause?

A. Control Rod Block from the Detector Wrong Position interlock.
B. Tech Spec LCO from inadequate number of Division 1 IRM's operable during
Reactor startup.
C. Control Rod Block from IRM downscale setpoint as detector is withdrawn.
D~

Reactor half scram or scram from unbypassed IRM spiking when detector motion is
started/stopped.

215003A4.06 Ability to manually operate and/or monitor in the control room: Detector
drives
Reference: 171.020 rev 10, page 12
A. incorrect interlock is bypassed by bypass switch
B. incorrect only 3 IRMs required per channel by ITS
C. incorrect downscale rod block bypassed on range 1
D. correct answer
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(3) Detector vs. RPS alignments:
IRM Channel

RPS Channel

A

A
A
A
A

C

E
G

B
B
B
B

B

D
F
H
2.

Obj. V.B.3., Obj. V.D.6
Obj. V.C.1.

Detector Drive Unit a.

Purpose- To remove the detector from the core
during power operation to lengthen its
life expectancy and to extend the
range.

b.

Operation
(1) Rack and pinion mechanism physically
pulls the detector down the dry tube which
runs through the core.
(2) Manual system - all motion must be initiated
by the operator via pushbuttons in the control
panel.
(3)

Detector insert and retract mechanisms are
the same as the SRM's. Power Supply:
208V, 3<1>, 60 Hz, I&C A
I

(4)

On a loss of this power you will not be able
to move IRM detectors.

CAUTION:
Engaging detector drive motors while in STARTUP may
cause inadvertent scram signal to be generated. This
is due to Electronic noise generation during detector
motion.

TP-4, TP-5 and
TP-6
Obj.V.D.3
Obj V.B.13
Obj.V.B.11

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M
27. OPL171.026 053/MEM/T3/3 - FEEDWATER/3/2.2.3//3.1/3.3/0606RNEW 6/23/2007

(

Which ONE of the following correctly describes the normal steady state RFPT speed
limits for Unit 1 and Unit 3?

A"! Unit 1 - 5675 rpm; Unit 3 - 5050 rpm
B. Unit 1 - 5050 rpm; Unit 3 - 5675 rpm

c.

Unit 1 - 6150 rpm; Unit 3 - 5900 rpm

D. Unit 1 - 5900 rpm; Unit 3 - 6150 rpm
2.2.3 Knowledge of the design / procedural/and operational differences between units
References: 1-01-3 rev 5, pages 11 and 15; 3-01-3 rev 73, pages 12 and 16.
A. correct answer
B. incorrect, units reversed

c.

incorrect, electrical overspeed setpoints

D. incorrect, electrical overspeed setpoints
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Reactor Feedwater System

1-01-3
Rev. 0005
Page 11 of 210

PRECAUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS (continued)
L.

The Reactor Feedwater Pump Turbines will trip on any of the following:
1.

Manual Trip (Local or Remote)

2.

Reactor Vessel High Water Level 55" (two out of two taken once logic)

3.

RFPT Electrical Overspeed 105% (6150 rpm)

4.

RFPT Mechanical Overspeed 110% (6435 rpm)

5.

RFPT Thrust Bearing Active Face Excessive Wear (40 psig)

6.

RFPT Thrust Bearing Inactive Face Excessive Wear (40 psig)

7.

RFPT Bearing Oil Low Pressure (4 psig)

8.

Reactor Feedwater Pump (RFP) Bearing Oil Low Pressure (6 psig)

9.

Condenser Low Vacuum (7" Hg, 2 out of 3 logic)

10. RFP A Low Suction Pressure (150 psig for 20 seconds)
11. RFP B Low Suction Pressure (150 psig for 40 seconds)
12. RFP C Low Suction Pressure (150 psig for 60 seconds)
13. RFP Suction Valve NOT full open

Reactor Feedwater System

BFN
Unit 1

(
3.0

1-01-3
Rev. 0005
Page 15 of 210

PRECAUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS (continued)
DD. It is acceptable to shut down the Vapor Extractor for up to 24 hours since this
should NOT cause any detrimental effect to the system. If the Extractor needs
to be out longer than 24 hours, then an evaluation of the effects on the system
should be done by System Engineering. [SEOPR 96-2/3 047-003)
. EE. (II/C) During routine plant evolutions, notify RADCON prior to making changes
in the Reactor Feedwater System which could cause a rise in area radiation
levels. Confirmation that RADCON has implemented appropriate radiological
controls/barriers for the expected Reactor Feedwater System alignment shall be
obtained prior to performing the alignment. (BFPER961778)
FF. For the operating Feed Pumps the following parameters should be within the
ranges described below.
1.

RFPT Hydraulic Pressure: :::: 200 psig (local indication).

2.

Lube Oil Pressure to RFP Bearings: :::: 15 psig (local indication).

3.

Lube Oil Pressure to RFPT Bearings: :::: 10 psig (local indication).

4.

Bearing lube oil from cooler: 110°F to 120°F (obtained from Process
Computer Point IDs 24-56, 24-54, and 24-52).

5.

Bearing lube oil to cooler: 180°F maximum (obtained from Process
Computer Point IDs TBD025, TBD032, and TBD039).

6.

Maximum Oil Temp Rise across the Turbine Bearings: 50°F.

7.

Vertical Vibration at RFP Bearing Supports: 2 mils double amplitude.

8.

RFPT Speed: 5675 rpm maximum (1-9-6).

GG. RFW START-UP LCV, 1-LCV-003-0053, has a hand wheel associated with it
which acts as a local mechanical restraining device. With the hand wheel all the
way closed, the valve will respond normally from the output air signal. When
the hand wheel is fUlly in the open direction, then the valve is locked in the open
position. This is a unique acting valve and close attention to detail is required
when the hand wheel is manipulated. This hand wheel is NOT for locking the
valve closed.
HH. Maintenance will be required to provide documentation for all leads lifted and
re-Ianded in this procedure.

BFN
Unit 3

3.0

Reactor Feedwater System

3-01-3
Rev. 0073
Page 12 of 222

PRECAUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS (continued)
M.

Reactor Feedwater Pump Turbines will trip on any of the following:
1.

Manual Trip (Local or Remote)

2.

Reactor Vessel High Water Level (55" as sensed by LT-3-208A and 208C
or 208B and 208D)

3.

RFPT Electrical Overspeed 105% (5900 rpm)

4.

RFPT Mechanical Overspeed 110% (6050 rpm)

5.

RFPT Thrust Bearing Active Face Excessive Wear (40 psig)

6.

RFPT Thrust Bearing Inactive Face Excessive Wear (40 psig)

7.

RFPT Bearing Oil Low Pressure (4 psig)

8.

Reactor Feedwater Pump (RFP) Bearing Oil Low Pressure (6 psig)

9.

Condenser Low Vacuum (7" Hg, 2 out of 3 logic)

10. RFP A Low Suction Pressure (100 psig for 20 seconds)
11. RFP B Low Suction Pressure (100 psig for 40 seconds)
12. RFP C Low Suction Pressure (100 psig for 60 seconds)
13. RFP Suction Valve NOT full open

BFN
Unit 3

Reactor Feedwater System

3-01-3
Rev. 0073
Page 16 of 222

3.0

PRECAUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS (continued)
FF. (II/C) During routine plant evolutions, notify RAOCON prior to making changes
in the Reactor Feedwater System which could cause a rise in area radiation
levels. Confirmation RAOCON has implemented appropriate radiological
controls/barriers for expected Reactor Feedwater System alignment shall be
obtained prior to performing the alignment. (BFPER961778)
GG. For operating Feed Pumps, monitor and maintain the following parameters
within ranges described below.
1.

RFPT Hydraulic Pressure: "" 200 psig (local indication).

2.

Lube Oil Pressure to RFP Bearings: "" 15 psig (local indication).

3.

Lube Oil Pressure to RFPT Bearings: "" 10 psig (local indication).

4.

Bearing lube oil from cooler: 110°F to 120°F (obtained from Process
Computer Point Id's 24-56, 24-54, and 24-52).

5.

Bearing lube oil to cooler: 180°F maximum (obtained from Process
Computer Point Id's TB0025, TB0032, and TB0039).

6.

Maximum Oil Temp Rise across the Turbine Bearings: 50°F.

7.

Vertical Vibration at RFP Bearing Supports: 2 mils double amplitude.

8.

RFPT Speed: 5050 rpm maximum (3-9-6).

HH. New Flow Control Valve, 3-FCV-3-53 Start up Bypass Valve, has a hand wheel
associated with it which acts as a local locking device (Dogging device). With
hand wheel all the way closed, valve will respond normally from the output air
signal. When hand wheel is fully in open direction, then valve is locked in open
position. This is a unique acting valve and close attention to detail is required
when hand wheel is manipulated. This hand wheel is not for locking valve
closed.
II.

Maintenance will be required to provide documentation for all leads lifted and
re-Ianded in this procedure.

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M

28.

OPLl71.028 036/MEMff2Gl/99/2/212000K2.02//2.712.9/0606R NEW 6/1712007

Which ONE of the following describes the operation of the RPS ATU cabinet power
supplies?

A. 2 inverters in each cabinet, one powered from each division of RPS. Both are
required to power the cabinet.

B. 2 inverters in each cabinet, powered from one division of RPS. Either inverter can
supply all power to the cabinet.
C. 2 rectifiers in each cabinet, one powered from each division of RPS. Both are
required to power the cabinet.
D~

2 rectifiers in each cabinet, powered from one division of RPS. Either rectifier can
supply all power to the cabinet.

212000K2.02 Knowledge of electrical power supplies to the following: Analog trip
system logic cabinets
Reference: 171.003 rev 17, page 16
A. incorrect rectifiers xform 120v AC to 24v DC
B. incorrect rectifiers xform 120v AC to 24v DC
C. incorrect either rectifier can supply cabinet, powered from one RPS division
D. correct answer
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h.

Power supplies

Obj. V.B.11, 16

The ATS cabinets require 120VAC power. In
each individual ATS cabinet (9-81 through 9-86)
there are two internal power supplies (rectifiers) in
parallel which convert 120VAC to 24VDC and
250VDC to 24VDC. For ECCS Inverters one of
the converters now gets backup DC supply from
the 250VDC RMOV Bd. assigned to power the
inverter.
(1 )

The rectifiers in ECCS ATS Cabinet 9-81
receive 120VAC power from the Division I
ECCS ATU inverter.
The rectifiers in ECCS ATS Cabinet 9-82
receive 120VAC power from the Division
II ECCS ATU inverter.

DIV I: 250 VDC
RMOV Bd. 2B/3B

(The Division I and II ECCS ATU
inverters are powered by 250VDC.)

DIV II: 250 VDC
RMOV Bd 2A13A

(a)

Div. I & II ATU cabinet 9-81 & 82
has a backup 250VDC pwr.
supply to the ATU converter
preventing loss of ATU 24 VDC
upon inverter failure. (Le., ATU's
still powered from additional
250VDC direct feed from same
board but different compartment.)

(b)

Div. I ECCS ATU backup from
250VDC Rx MOV Bd 2B/3B Div II
EECS ATU backup from 250V
DC Rx MOV Bd 2A13A

(c)

Loss of power to 2A12B or 3A13B
250 DC Rx MOV bds will result in
loss of applicable ECCS ATU
inverter & all ATU(s) in that Div.

(2)

rhe rectifiers In :ES AT1) Caoinets 9-8
ana 9-86 receive 120V C power from
RPS "B" Panel 9-17.

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M

29. OPL171.028 177/C/NTlG1/99/B12/295006G2.4.46//3.8/3.5/0606R NEW4127/07
Unit 2 is operating at 100% reactor power with no equipment out of service.
The Unit Operator grasps the Mode Switch and begins to rotate it counterclockwise,
through each position, until the Mode Switch reaches the last position. All rods insert
and EOI-1 is subsequently entered on low reactor water level. Level is recovered and
EOI-1 is exited.
Which ONE of the following First Out annunciators would be flashing to indicate the
cause of the Scram?

A.

Scram - Reactor Low Water Level

B. II Scram - Neutron Monitoring System

C.

Scram - MSIV Not Fully Open

D.

Scram - East Scram Discharge Volume High Water Level

295006 Scram 2.4.46 Ability to verify that the alarms are consistent with the plant
conditions.
Reference 171.028 rev 17, page 50
A. incorrect, this alarm is received after the reactor scram

B. correct answer
C. incorrect, normal scram would not result in MSIV closure
D. incorrect, this alarm is received after the reactor scram
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** APPENDIX D
(SOER 83-8 Recommendation 11 A)
REACTOR SCRAM FIRST OUT ANNUNCIATORS
SCRAM
Turbine Stop Valve
Closure

Setpoint
Turbine Stop Valves
<90% open

Warning Alarm

First Out Alarm

EHC HYD FLUID HDR
PRESS LOW

TURB STOP
VALVES CLOSED
XA-55-1-19

Turbine Control Valve 850 psig RETS
Fast Closure
pressure at the control
valves

EHC HYD FLUID HDR
PRESS LOW

TURB GEN LOAD
REJECT
XA-55-1-20

Reactor Water Level
Low

+ 2 inches

REACTORWTR
LEVEL ABNORMAL
XA-55-5A-8

SCRAM RXLOW
WTR
XA-55-1-22

Reactor Pressure
High

1073 psig

REACTOR PRESS A
HIGH
XA-55-5A-1

SCRAM RX HIGH
PRESS
XA-55-1-23

Drywell Pressure
High

2.45 psig

DRYWELL PRESS
APPROACHING
SCRAM
XA-55-3B-30

SCRAM
PRIMARY CONT
PRESS HIGH
XA-55-1-24

MSIV Closure

< 90% open

SCRAM Discharge
Volume Water Level
High

RTD =50 gals
Float =46 gals

WEST SCRAM ROD
BLOCK
XA-55-6A-34

SCRAM Discharge
Volume Water Level
High

RTD =50 gals
Float =46 gals

EAST SCRAM ROD
BLOCK
XA-55-6A-28

SCRAM EAST
SCRAM DISCH
VOL HIGH WTR
LVL
XA-55-1-30

Neutron Monitoring
System

APRM, OPRM, or IRM
High-High

APRM HIGH/INOP OR
OPRMTRIP
XA-55-5A-25

SCRAM
NEUTRON
MONITORING
SYSTEM
XA-55-1-29

MSIV NOT FULLY
OPEN
XA-55-1-26

IRM HIGH
XA-55-5A-33

SCRAM WEST
. SCRAM DISCH
VOL HIGH WTR
LVL
XA-55-1-28

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M
30. OPLl71.028 178/C/A/TIGl/99/5/295024EK3.06//4.0/4.1/0606R NEW4128/07
Which ONE of the following describes the purpose of the Reactor Scram from High
Drywell Pressure?

A. High pressure poses a direct threat of rupture to the nuclear system process
barrier. A SCRAM counteracts a pressure rise by quickly reducing the core fission
heat generation.
B. High pressure indicates that the primary coolant boundary has breached and the
reactor core is in danger of having inadequate cooling.
C~

The SCRAM limits the amount of energy transmitted to the drywell during a LOCA
and prevents a return to criticality when the core is re-flooded.

D. The SCRAM limits the amount of energy transmitted to the drywell during a LOCA
and ensures that components and systems required to mitigate the high pressure
are available.
295024EK3.06 Knowledge of the reasons for the following responses
as they apply to HIGH DRYWELL PRESSURE: Reactor Scram 4.0/4.1
References: 171.028 rev 17, page 18
A. incorrect this is the purpose of the high reactor pressure scram

B. incorrect this is the purpose of the low water level scram

c. correct answer
D. incorrect the scram does not ensure environmental conditions in Drywell
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OPL171.028
Revision 17
Page 18 of 50
INSTRUCTOR NOTES
f.

g.

h.

High drywell pressure 2.45 psig

PIS-64-56A thru D

(1)

2.45 psig indicates a leak in the primary
system within the drywell. The SCRAM limits
the amount of energy transmitted to the
drywell during a LOCA and prevents a return
to criticality when the core is re-flooded.

Obj. V.D.5

(2)

Signal comes from four independent
pressure switches.

Reactor low water level, (Low Level 3)

Drawing 2-730E915
sheets 9,10
2-730E915RF-11
2-730E915RF-12
PIS-3-22-AA
PIS-3-22-BB
PIS-3-22C
PIS-3-22D
Obj. V.D.5
2-730E915-9, 10, a
2-730E915RF-11
2-730E915RF-12
L1S-3-0203A-D

(1)

Low water level indicates that the reactor
core is in danger of having inadequate
cooling.

Obj. V.D.5

(2)

The effect of a lowering water level while the
reactor is operating at power is to lower inlet
subcooling.

Note: Low Level 3
Setpoint is +2"

Reactor high pressure, 1073 psig.
(1)

High pressure poses a direct threat of rupture
to the nuclear system process barrier.

(2)

A SCRAM counteracts a pressure rise by
quickly reducing the core fission heat
generation.

(3)

Signal is from 4 level indicating switches

(4)

The Level switches are arranged such that an
instrument tap on each side of the vessel has
a switch from both trip systems. This
ensures that an instrument failure such as a
reference leg leak will not prevent a low level
SCRAM.

2-730E915-9,10,
2-730E915RF-11
2-730E915RF-12
Obj. V.C.4
Obj. V.B.6

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M
31. OPL171.028 179/C/AJT3/85 - CRDW/2.L1l//3.0/3.8/0606R NEW 6/30/2007
Unit 2 is performing a Reactor startup. 1B CRD pump is in service to Unit 1.
The UO notes the following conditions:
-

RPV pressure 850 psig
Reactor power Range 7 on IRMs
CRD Unit Temp High alarm
.
CRD Charging Water press'ure 900 psig and lowering
- 7 CRD Accumulator Trouble lamps illuminated on Full C·ore Display
- 4kv Unit Board 2C deenergized
Which ONE of the following describes the required action?

A. Swap CRD flow controllers 2-FCV-85-11.
B~

Place the Reactor Mode Switch in Shutdown.

C. Verify CRDs with Accumulator Trouble lamps have adequate Nitrogen charge.
D. Lower CRD Drive Water pressure and cool hot CRDs with continuous insertion
signal.
2.1.11 Knowledge of less than one hour technical specification action statements for
systems.
Reference: Unit 2 tech Specs section 3.1, page 3.1-18

A. incorrect, flow controller failure would result in high charging water pressure.
B. correct answer
C. incorrect, Accumulator trouble caused by pump loss dur to loss of board.
D. incorrect, no drive water pressure available due to pump loss.
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Control Rod Scram Accumulators
3.1.5
ACTIONS (continued)
CONDITION

C. One or more control rod
scram accumulators
inoperable with reactor
steam dome pressure
< 900 psig.

REQUIRED ACTION

C.1

COMPLETION
TIME

Verify all control rods
associated with
inoperable accumulators
are fully inserted.

Immediately upon
discovery of
charging water
header pressure
< 940 psig

C.2

Declare the associated
control rod inoperable.

1 hour

D.1

--------------NOTE-----------Not applicable if all
inoperable control rod
scram accumulators are
associated with fully
inserted control rods.

AND

D. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Required Action
B.1 or C.1 not met.

---------------------------------lP-lace tne reactGF mGEleif
r:SWit\J1 i. LI e snumowo:r
'DOSIIIQn~

BFN-UNIT 2

3.1-18

ammeJjlatel~

7

Amendment No. 253

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M
32. OPL171.030 113/C/A/TlG2/66 - OFFGAS/6/295002G2.1.18//2.9/3.0/0606R NEW 5/27/2007
Unit 2 is operating at 100% power when the BOP Operator notes the following:
Generator Output lowering
Condensate temperature 110 degrees and stable
HOLDUP LINE INLET FLOW LOW, 2-FA-66-111B (2-XA-55-53, Window 4) at 7 scfm
and lowering.
2-PCV-1-151(153) and 2-PCV-1-166(167) red lamps extinguished
Which ONE of the following reports should the BOP Operator make to the CRS?

A. Condenser vacuum is lowering due to reduced CCW flow.
B. Condenser vacuum is lowering due to excessive condenser inleakage.
C. Condenser vacuum is lowering due to loss of the SJAE loop seal.
D'!' Condenser vacuum is lowering due to loss of the inservice SJAE.
2.1.18 Ability to make accurate / clear and concise logs / records / status boards / and reports.
Reference: 2-AOI-47-3 revl6, pages 4,5 and 7
A. incorrect condensate temperature is not high enough to indicate loss of CCW
B. incorrect condenser inleakage is at 20 and lowering
C. incorrect loss of the SJAE loop seal would cause rising offgas flow
D. correct answer
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Loss of Condenser Vacuum

BFN
Unit2

1.0

2-AOI-47-3
Rev. 0016
Page 4 of9

PURPOSE
This abnormal operating instruction provides symptoms, automatic actions and
operator actions for a loss of condenser vacuum.

2.0

SYMPTOMS
A.

Lowering in generator output.

B.

Annunciators in alarm could include but are NOT limited to the following:
1.

CONDENSER A, B OR C VACUUM LOW 2-PA-47-125 (2-XA-55-7B,
Window 17) at 24.3" Hg vacuum lowering.

2.

HOLDUP LINE INLET FLOW HIGH/LOW, 2-FA-66-111 B (2-XA-55-53,
Window 14) at 180 scfm.

3.

OG HOLDUP LINE INLET FLOW LOW 2-FA-66-111A (2-XA-55-53,
Window 4) at ~ 8 scfm.

C.

Lowering main condenser vacuum as indicated on HOTWELL TEMP AND
PRESS recorder, 2-XR-2-2, Panel 9-6.

D.

Rising or lowering off-gas flow as indicated on OG FLOW TO 6-HOUR
HOLDUP VOLUME, 2-FR-66-111, Panel 9-53.

E.

Rising or lowering off-gas flow as indicated on OG FLOW TO 6-HOUR
HOLDUP VOLUME, 2-FR-66-20, Panel 9-8.

BFN
Unit 2

Loss of Condenser Vacuum

2-AOI-47-3
Rev. 0016
Page 50f9

NOTES
1)

Rising Off-Gas flow would indicate condenser inleakage if the Off-Gas System is
functioning properly. Low Off-Gas flow in conjunction with low condenser vacuum
could be indicative of an Off-Gas problem.

2)

During operations with valid CONDENSER A, B, OR C VACUUM LOW 2-PA-47-125
alarm, and condensate temperature of 136°F or greater at the inlet of the SJAE(ICS
point 2-28), reduced SJAE First Stage performance (stalling) may occur. This
condition will cause reduced Off Gas flow and a loss of vacuum/turbine
trip.[BFPER 02-016091-000)

3.0

AUTOMATIC ACTIONS

NOTE
Turbine trip is expected around 24.3 inches Hg as indicated on 2-XR-2-2 due to differences
between instrument taps for turbine trip and indicated vacuum. (PER 89506)

A.

B.

Any of the following will cause a turbine trip:
1.

Condenser A, both 2-PS-047-072A and 72B at 21.8" Hg vacuum.

2.

Condenser B, both 2-PS-047-073A and 73B at 21.8" Hg vacuum.

3.

Condenser C, both 2-PS-047-074A and 74B at 21.8" Hg vacuum.

RFP turbines trip and main turbine bypass valves closure occurs at -7" Hg
hotwell pressure.

Loss of Condenser Vacuum

BFN
Unit2

2-AOI-47-3
Rev. 0016
Page 7 of9
Date

4.2

Subsequent Actions (continued)
[8]

[9]

[10]

[11 ]

[12]

[13]

[14]

[15]

CHECK OFF-GAS FLOW TO 6-HOUR HOLDUP VOLUME,
2-FR-66-20, Panel 9-8, between 20 and 180 scfm.

0

VERIFY proper operation of SJAE:

•

VERIFY OPEN 2-PCV-1-151 (153) and 2-PCV-1-166(167)

0

•

VERIFY LOCALLY main steam supply pressure at
STEAM TO SJAE 2A(2B) STAGE I & II, 2-PI-1-150(0152),
Panel 25-105, is being maintained between 190
and 225 psig.

0

VERIFY SJAE 2A(2B) INTMD CONDENSER DRAIN,
2-ZI-1-150(152), Panel 9-7, is open.

0

VERIFY SJAE 2A(2B) INLET VALVE, 2-HS-66-11(15),
Panel 9-8 is open.

0

IF a failure of the in-service SJAE is indicated, THEN
PLACE the standby SJAE in service REFER TO 2-01-66.

0

CHECK Seal Steam System is operating, REFER TO
2-01-47C.

0

CHECK intercondenser loop seal water level as indicated on
MAIN STEAM TO SJAE DRAIN LINE LOOP SEAL,
2-LG-6-176, is within or above sight glass level (T9-D, EI 557',
inside Hotwell Bay).

0

CHECK Off-Gas Condenser level at CONDENSER DRAIN
VALVE controllers, 2-L1C-66-93 and 94, Panel 25-95 (T6-C,
E1604').

0

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M
33. OPLl71.033 060/C/Aff2G2/90/3/272000A2.02//3.3/3.6/0606R NEW 6/23/2007
Which ONE of the following describes the affect of a loss of RPS bus on the 90-256
CAM and the actions required to return the CAM to service?

A. RPS bus A isolates only inboard CAM valves, valves open when PCIS is reset.
B. RPS bus B isolates only outboard CAM valves, PCIS reset and individual valve
resets required to return CAM to service.
C. Both RPS busses must be lost to isolate CAM, valves open when PCIS is reset.
D~

Either RPS bus loss fully isolates CAM, PCIS reset and individual valve resets
required to return CAM to service.

272000A2.02 Ability to (a) predict the impacts of the following on the RADIATION
MONITORING SYSTEM; and (b) based on those predictions, use procedures to
correct, control, or mitigate the consequences of those abnormal"conditions or
operations: Reactor protection system power failure
Reference: 1-01-99 rev 32, pages 29,32 and 48
A. incorrect, loss of either RPS bus fully isolates CAM
B. incorrect, loss of either RPS bus fully isolates CAM
C. incorrect, loss of either RPS bus fully isolates CAM
D. correct answer
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Reactor Protection System

BFN
Unit 1

8.3

1-01-99
Rev. 0032
Page 29 of 68

Restoration to Normal Following RPS Bus Power Loss
(continued)
[3]

VERIFY the following conditions:
A.

B.

C.

All eight SCRAM SOLENOID GROUP AlB LOGIC RESET
lights illuminated.

0

The following four lights illuminated:

•

SYSTEM A BACKUP SCRAM VALVE,
1-IL-99-5A1AB

0

•

SYSTEM B BACKUP SCRAM VALVE,
1-IL-99-5A1CD

0

Scram Discharge Volume vent and drain valves indicate
open.

0

, RESET. P-GIS trip logio as fellows:

[4]
[4.1]

[4.2]

MO-MENTJ.(Rl[Y

CFPCISLJIV I ESE1=,
1-HS-64-16A-S32, to left and right RESET positions.

VERIFY; the following red lights illuminated:

•
•
[4.3]

[4.4]

0

MSIV <3ROtJP ~1, 1-1[-64-A1

0
0

MaMENTARltY PLACE pels DIV II RESET-,
1-HS-64-16~-S33, to left ana rigtit RESET positions.

0

VERIFY the following red lights illuminated:
•

MSIV GR8UP A2, 1-IL-64-A2

o

•

MSIV GROUP B2, 1-IL-64-B2

o

BFN
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Reactor Protection System

1-01-99
Rev. 0032
Page 32 of 68

Restoration to Normal Following RPS Bus Power Loss
(continued)
[12]

Panel -9-2, RESTORE Radiatron
follows:

onitoring System as

[12.1 ]

D

[12.2]

WERIFY OPEN the associateCl valve.

D

[12.3]

R.EbEASE push-button.

D

[13]

[13.2]

[15]
[16]
[17]

D

LOWER INBO SUPPLY ISOL VALVE RESET,
1-HS-90-254B-A (opens FCV-90-254B)

D

OUTBO RETURN ISOL VALVE RESET,
1-HS-90-257A-A (opens FCV-90-257A)

D

OUTBO SUPPLY ISOL VALVES RESET,
1-HS-90-255A (opens FCV-90-255)

D

INBO RETURN ISOL VALVE RESET,
1-HS-90-257B-A (opens FCV-90-257B)

D

PERFORM the following to PLACE Orywell Atmosphere
Monitor (H202) in service:

[13.1]

[14]

UPPER INBO SUPPLY ISOL VALVE RESET,
1-HS-90-254A-A (opens FCV-90-254A)

DEPRESS H2/02ANALYZER ISOLATION RESET
pushbutton, 1-HS-76-91 on Panel 1-9-54.

o

VERIFY H2/02 ANALYZER in standby. REFER TO
1-01-76.

D

At Panel 1-9-55, VERIFY PATH A VENT FLOW CONT,
1-FIC-84-20, in AUTO with setpoint at 100 scfm.

D

RESTORE Reactor Water Cleanup System to normal
operation. REFER TO 1-01-69.

D

RESTORE Control Bay Emergency Pressurization System to
standby readiness. REFER TO 0-01-31.

D

RESTORE Containment Inerting System to normal.
REFER TO 1-01-76.

D

BFN
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Reactor Protection System

1-01-99
Rev. 0032
Page 48 of 68

Illustration 1
(Page 2 of 4)
RPS Bus A or B Power Transfer
1-FCV-084-0020

TRAIN A VENT TO SGTS

CLOSES

1-FSV-090-0254A

DW LK DET UPPER INBD SUPPLY ISV

CLOSES

1-FSV-090-0254B

DW LK DET LOWER INBD SUPPLY ISV

CLOSES

1-FSV-090-0255

DW LK DET OUTBD SUPPLY ISV

CLOSES

1-FSV-090-0257A

DW LK DET RETURN OUTBD ISV

CLOSES

1-FSV-090-0257B

DW LK DET RETURN INBD ISV

CLOSES

1-DMP-064-0013

REACTOR ZONE SPLY OUTBD ISOL DAMPER

CLOSES

1-DMP-064-0014

REACTOR ZONE SPLY INBD ISOL DAMPER

CLOSES

1-DMP-064-0040

RB EXH XTIE DMPR TO SGT

CLOSES

1-DMP-064-0041

RB EXH XTIE DMPR TO SGT

CLOSES

1-DMP-064-0042

REACTOR ZONE EXH INBD ISOL DAMPER

CLOSES

1-DMP-064-0043

REACTOR ZONE EXH OUTBD ISOL DAMPER

CLOSES

1-DMP-064-0005

RFF SUP OUTBD ISOL DMPR

CLOSES

1-DMP-064-0006

RFF SUP INBD ISOL DMPR

CLOSES

1-DMP-064-0009

RFF EXH OUTBD ISOL DMPR

CLOSES

1-DMP-064-0010

RFF EXH INBD ISOL DMPR

CLOSES

1-DMP-064-0044

RX ZONE SGT SUCT DMPR

OPENS

1-DMP-064-0045

RX ZONE SGT SUCT DMPR

OPENS

Reactor Zone supply and exhaust fans

TRIP

Refuel Zone supply and exhaust fans

TRIP

Standby Gas Treatment System

STARTS

Control Bay Emergency Pressurization System A an B

STARTS

Traversing Incore Probe System

AUTO RETRACT

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M
34. OPL171.037 o1OIMEM/T2Gl/250VDC/2/263000K4.02//3.2/3.3/0606R BANK
The 2B 250v Battery charger has .....

A.

The capability to supply 2 unit batteries at the same time.

B.oI The capability to supply only one unit battery at a time.
C.

Only one power supply and the output can be routed to any unit battery.

D.

Two power supplies (one AC and one DC), and the output can be routed to any
unit battery.

263000K4.02 Knowledge of D.C. ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION design feature(s)
and/or interlocks which provide for the following: Breaker interlocks, permissives,
bypasses and crossties
Reference: 171.037 rev 10, page 12
A. incorrect, spare charger can only be aligned to 1 battery
B. correct answer
C. incorrect, charger has 2 available power supplies
D. incorrect, both power supplies are AC
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OPL171.037
Revision 10
Page 12 of 70

480V SO Bd 3B
480V Common Bd 1
Comp 3A
Comp 60
480V Com Bd 1
(no alternate)
5
Comp5C
480V Com Bd 3
6
(no alternate)
Comp 3D
2B spare charger DC output can be directed to any of four
feeders. Three DC outputs can be connected to battery board 1,
2, or 3. The fourth output is connected to a new output transfer
switch (located in battery board room 4) which charges batteries
4, 5, or 6 plant batteries. A mechanical interlock permits closing
only one output feeder at a time. (A slide bar is utilized in battery
board room 2 and a Kirk key interlock is used in battery board
room 4)
4

TP-2 & TP-7

Attention to Detail

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M
35. OPL171.037 062/C/Affl/Gl/57D/41295004AA2.02//3.5/3.9/0606R NEW4/07/2007
Unit 3 is operating at full power when the UO notes the following conditions:
RHR Loop II logic power annunciator
CS Loop II logic power annunciator
3-FCV-73-16 HPCI Steam Supply Valve red and green lamps extinguished
Which ONE of the following is a failure that would result in these indications?
Loss of:
A. Unit 1 250v DC Battery Board (BB-1)
B. Unit 2 250v DC Battery Board (BB-2)
C~

Unit 3 250v DC Battery Board (BB-3)

D. Plant 250v DC Battery Board (BB-4)
295004 Partial or Complete Loss of D.C. Power
AA2.02 Ability to detennine and/or interpret the following as they apply to PARTIAL OR
COMPLETE LOSS OF D.C. POWER: Extent of partial or complete loss of D.C. power
Reference:OPL171.037 rev 10, page 14; 3-ARP-9-3C rev 22, page 27
C. Correct Answer- Battery board 3 is the nonnal feed to 3A 250v RMOV board, these
conditions describe the loss of this RMOV board
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OPL171.037
Revision 10
Page 14 of 70

(

d.

Distribution system
The 250V Unit and Plant DC subsystems distribute
power via the breakers on their Battery Boards.
These Boards have been identified as one of the
most significant systems to mitigate the events of
significance in the Browns Ferry Multiple Unit
Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA).
Manual alignment of DC supplies from battery
boards 2 and 3 are considered to be impo"rtant
operator actions required to mitigate the events of
significance in the Browns Ferry PSA.
The Unit subsystems provide power for DC motoroperated valves, DC pump motors, and ECCS
control and logic circuits. They supply Main Control
Room 9-9 Panels, and provide control power for all
480V Shutdown Boards and Cooling Tower switch
gear. Caution should be exercised when transferring
or opening loads from the battery boards due to
effects on other units. See: Tables 1, 2, and 3 List
the loads on each battery board that potentially have
an effect on other units.
They also supply alternate control power for Units 1
and 2 4kV Shutdown Boards; however, on Unit 3, the
A, C, and D 4kV Shutdown Boards receive both
normal and alternate control power from the 250V
DC Unit Systems. (3EB receives alternate control
power only.) The 250V DC RMOV Boards are
supplied from the Unit Battery Board as follows: BB1 supplies 250V RMOV Boards 1A, 2C, 3B. BB-2
supplies 250V RMOV Bds 2A, 1C, 3C....r_u.~..,..
supplies 25G'It M6V:Boar:ds A, -,
The Plant subsystem (Battery Board 4, 5, and 6)
supplies non-essential loads, and is not considered
in the safety analysis. Its loads include emergency
oil pumps, DC lighting, and Diesel Generator air
compressors.
All transfers for these boards are manual only.

Obj. V.BA
Obj. V.CA

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M
36. OPLl71.038 264/MEM!f2G1/82 - DG/7/264000K4.07//3.3/3.4/0606R NEW 6/21/2007

(

Unit 2 has experienced a loss of offsite power. The 'A' DIG frequency began oscillating
after 2A RHR pump was placed in service for torus cooling. The Unit Supervisor has
directed you to take control of 'A' DIG at the 4kv Shutdown board.
Which ONE of the following describes the required actions to take control of the DIG at
the Shutdown board?

A. Pull and place DIG A Operational Mode Selector switch in Parallel with System
Verify DIG A output breaker local control switch in normal after close
Place DIG A control transfer switch in emergency
B~

Pull Operational Mode Selector switch in Single Unit
Verify DIG A output breaker local control switch in normal after close
Place DIG A control transfer switch in emergency

C. Pull Operational Mode Selector switch in Single Unit
Place DIG A control transfer switch in emergency
Verify DIG A output breaker local control switch in close

D. Pull and place DIG A Operational Mode Selector switch in Parallel with System
Place DIG A control transfer switch in emergency
Verify DIG A output breaker local control switch in close
264000K4.07 Knowledge of EMERGENCY GENERATORS (DIESEL/JET) design
feature(s) andlor interlocks which provide for the following: Local operation and control
Reference: 0-01-82 rev 93, pages 90 and 91
A. incorrect mode switch would be in single unit with given conditions

B. correct answer

c.

incorrect breaker control switch is spring return to normal

D. incorrect mode switch would be in single unit with given conditions
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Standby Diesel Generator System
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0-01-82
Rev. 0093
Page 91 of 178

Transfer of Diesel Generator Control to 4-kV Shutdown Board
(continued)

8.4

CAUTION
Failure to verify the breaker local control switch in "normal after close" before placing the
control transfer switch in "EMERG" can prevent auto closing of the Diesel Generator
breaker on degraded voltage or loss of voltage to the Shutdown Board.
[5]

IF transfer of Diesel Generator control to 4-kV Shutdown
Board A(B,C,D) is required, THEN
PERFORM the following:
[5.1]

VERIFY DG A(B,C,D) OUTPUT BKR
1818(1822,1812,1816) local control switch in NORM
AFTER CLOSE.

o

Diesel

Handswitch Name

Handswitch No.

Compartment

A

BREAKER CONTROL SWITCH

0-HS-211-000A/22B

22

B

BREAKER CONTROL SWITCH

0-HS-211-000B/04B

4

C

BREAKER CONTROL SWITCH

0-HS-211-000C/04B

4

D

BREAKER CONTROL SWITCH

0-HS-211-000D/20B

20

[5.2]

PLACE DIESEL GENERATOR A(B,C,D) CONTROL
TRANSFER SWITCH in EMERG.

o

Diesel

Handswitch Name

Handswitch No.

Compartment

A

BREAKER CONTROL TRANSFER SWITCH 43

0-43-211-000A/022

22

B

BREAKER CONTROL TRANSFER SWITCH 43

0-43-211-000B/04

4

C

BREAKER CONTROL TRANSFER SWITCH 43

0-43-211-000C/04

4

D

BREAKER CONTROL TRANSFER SWITCH 43

0-43-211-000D/20

20

[6]

NOTIFY the Unit Operator that control of the Diesel Generator
has been transferred to the 4-kV shutdown board.

o
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0-01-82
Rev. 0093
Page 90 of 178

Transfer of Diesel Generator Control to 4-kV Shutdown Board

NOTE
Transfer of Diesel Generator control to the associated 4-kV shutdown board is usually
performed for test purposes or for loss of Diesel Generator control on Panel 9-23.
[1 ]

REQUEST permission from the Unit Operator to transfer
control of the Diesel Generator to the 4-kV shutdown board.

o

[2]

STATION an operator at the Central Diesel Information
Center, Panel 25-41.

o

[3]

ESTABLISH communications between personnel at 4-kV
Shutdown Board A(B,C,D) and the Central Diesel Information
Center.

o

[4]

IF the Diesel Generator output breaker is closed, THEN
PULL and PLACE DIESEL GENERATOR A(B,C,D) OPER
MODE SELECTOR SWITCH on 4-kV Shutdown Board
A(B,C,D) in the same position as the DIESEL GENERATOR
A(B,C,D) OPERATION MODE SELECTOR switch on
Panel 9-23.

0

Diesel

Handswitch Name

Handswitch No.

Compartment

A

DG A MODE SWITCH

0-HS-082-000A/58

22

8

DG 8 MODE SWITCH

0-HS-082-0008/58

4

C

DG C MODE SWITCH

0-HS-082-000C/58

4

D

DG D MODE SWITCH

0-HS-082-000D/58

20

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M

37. OPL171.039 017/MEM/T2Gl/63-SLC/3/211000K5.04//3.l/3.2/0606R BANK
An ATWS condition exists on Unit 2. Emergency Procedures direct initiation of
Standby Liquid Control. 480v Shutdown Board 2A is deenergized due to an
overcurrent lockout on the normal feeder breaker.
How will SLC respond if the SLC Control Switch is placed in the START PUMP B
position?

A.

SLC Pump B starts, only one squib valve fires.

B. \I SLC Pump B starts, both squib valves fire.
C.

SLC Pump B will not start, B squib valve fires.

D.

SLC Pump B will not start, both squib valves fire.

211000K5.04 Knowledge of the operational implications of the following concepts as
they apply to STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM: Explosive Valve operation
Reference: 171.039 rev 16, page 16
A. incorrect both valves receive a firing signal from either circuit
B. correct answer
C. incorrect B SLC pump will start
D. incorrect B SLC pump will start
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6.

Explosive Valves
a)

Two 100% capacity explosive (Squib) valves, FCV 638A and B, are installed in parallel.

b)

Provide a zero leakage seal between the boron solution
and the reactor.

c)

7.

Each valve contains two firing primers, powered by the
250V DC control power from the 480V Shutdown
. Boards A and B, (unit specific).

TP-3
Obj. V.B.3.a
Obj. V.C.2.a
Obj. V.D.3.f
Obj. V.E..3.f
Obj.
Obj.
Obj.
Obj.
Obj.
Obj.

V.B.5.f
V.C.4.e
V.D.4
V.E.4
V.B.3.b
V.C.2.b

d)

Either primer is capable of actuating the valve.

e)

The primer is fired by taking the main control room
handswitch, HS-63-6A, to the START PUMP A or
START PUMP B position. This forces the ram outward,
which shears the end cap off the valve fitting, allowing
flow to pass through the valve.

f)

After firing, the ram remains extended. This prevents
the sheared cap from obstructing flow through the
valve.

g)

The primer requires a minimum current of 2 amps to
fire, and fires within 2 milliseconds after this circuit is
applied. All the explosion by-products are retained in
the trigger explosive chamber.

Obj. V.B.7

h)

Each valves firing circuit continuity is monitored by a
blue indicating light on Panel 9-5 and a current meter
located in the back of Panel 9-5.

Obj. V.B.3.a
Obj. V.C.2.a

Injection Sparger
a)

The tube-within-a-tube design piping of the SLC
injection line allows the line to be used for injection by
the SLC System and also provides input signals to
various systems for both below and above core plate
pressures.

Obj. V.B.3.e
Obj. V.D.3.g
Obj. V.E.3.g
Obj. V.C.2.e
TP-4

b)

The inner tube penetrates the vessel inside the shroud
near the core edge, terminating as a perforated tube
below the core plate. It performs the following functions:

Obj. V.C.4.c
Obj. V.B.5.b

(1)

Acts as a sodium pentaborate injection line.

(2)

Supplies a below core plate pressure signal to
the core differential pressure instrument.

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M

38.

OPL171.039 055/C/A/T2Gl/63-SLC/8/211000G2.2.25//2.5/3.7/0606R NEW 6/17/2007

The Technical Specifications for SLC are applicable in several different Modes.
Which ONE of the following correctly describes the bases for this requirement?

A. In Mode 5, SLC must be operable to ensure adequate Shutdown Margin.
B~

In Modes 1, 2 and 3; SLC must be operable to ensure offsite doses remain within
limits.

C. In Modes 1, 2 and 3; SLC must be operable to ensure shutdown capability.
D. In Modes 3 and 4; SLC must be operable to provide adequate controls to ensure
the Reactor remains subcritical.
211000G2.2.25 Knowledge of bases in technical specifications for limiting conditions
for operations and safety limits.
Reference: Unit 3 Tech Spec Bases Section 3.1 rev 29, page 83.1-50
A. incorrect Spec 3.1.1 ensures adequate shutdown margin
B. correct answer
C. incorrect shutdown capability is only required for modes 1 and 2
D. incorrect the mode switch in shutdown rod block provides this function
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SLC System
B 3.1.7
BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY

In MODES 1 and 2, shutdown capability is required. In
MODES 3 and 4, control rods are not able to be withdrawn
since the reactor mode switch is in shutdown and a control rod
block is applied. This provides adequate controls to ensure
that the reactor remains subcritical. In MODE 5, only a single
control rod can be withdrawn from a core cell containing fuel
assemblies. Demonstration of adequate SDM (LCO 3.1.1,
"SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)") ensures that the reactor will
not become critical. Therefore, the SLC System shutdown
capability is not required to be OPERABLE when only a single
control rod can be withdrawn.
In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the SLC System must be OPERABLE to
ensure oftsite doses remain within 10 CFR 50.67, "Accident
Source Term," limits following a LOCA involving significant
fission product releases. The SLC System is used to maintain
suppression pool pH above 7 following a LOCA to ensure
iodine is retained in the suppression pool water.

ACTIONS
If one SLC subsystem is inoperable, the inoperable subsystem
must be restored to OPERABLE status within 7 days. In this
condition, the remaining OPERABLE sUbsystem is adequate to
perform the shutdown function. However, the overall reliability
is reduced because a single failure in the remaining
OPERABLE subsystem could result in reduced SLC System
shutdown capability. The 7 day Completion Time is based on
the availability of an OPERABLE subsystem capable of
performing the intended SLC System function and the low
probability of a Design Basis Accident (DBA) or severe
transient occurring concurrent with the failure of the Control
Rod Drive (CRD) System to shut down the plant.

(continued)
BFN-UNIT 3

B 3.1-50

Revision G, 29
January 25, 2005

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M

39.

(

OPL171.040 034/C/AfT2G 1/71/7/217000K2.0l//2.8/2.8/0606R BANK

Unit 2 scram due to a loss of offsite power.
All DIG start and tie to the 4kv Shutdown Bds.
480v Shutdown Bd 2B Normal feeder tripped when D DIG Output Breaker closed.
RCIC is in operation for level control.
A valid RCIC Rupture Disc High Pressure isolation signal is received.
Which ONE of the following is correct regarding the RCIC steam isolation valves.

A.

71-2 will remain open & 71-3 will remain open.

B.'lf 71-2 will remain open & 71-3 will go closed.
C.

71-2 will go closed & 71-3 will remain open.

D.

71-2 will go closed & 71-3 will go closed.

217000K2.01 Knowledge of electrical power supplies to the following: Motor operated
valves
References: 171.040 rev 22, pages 15
A. incorrect 71-2 will not have power
B. correct answer
C. incorrect 71-2 will not have power
D. incorrect 71-2 will not have power
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(1)

Will deliver 600 gpm (rated flow) at speeds
2130 to 4500 rpm

(2)

Bearings submerged in oil

(3)

Located low in Reactor Building (Elev. 519) for
adequate NPSH when taking suction from
suppression pool.

d. Steam Supply
(1)

From Main Steam Line C inside the drywell,
upstream of the inboard MSIV.

(2)

Elbow DIP detectors detect steam line flow
High DIP equivalent to 150% flow isolates
system (3-second TO)

e. Valves
(1)

FCV-71-2 inboard steam isolation valve.
Inside drywell (Elev. 584). Normally open,
closes on an isolation signal. Can be
throttled open. Power supply is B 480V
RMOV Board.

(2)

FCV-71-3 outboard steam isolation valve.
Outside drywell in steam vault. Normally
open, closes on an isolation signal. Can be
throttled open. Power $upplied from B 250V
DC RMOV board.

(3)

All motor-operated valves receive power from
the 250 VDC RMOV Bds, except the inbd stm
isol vlv (FCV 71-2) and the Torus Vacuum Bkr
Isol Vlv (FCV-71-59)(AC vlvs)

(4)

The 250 VDC vlvs are all powered from "C"
250 VDC RMOV Bd; except 71-3 and 71-34
which are from "B" 250 VDC RMOV Bd.

(5)

All solenoid valves receive power from the
250 VDC RMOV Bds, except for testable
check valve FCV-71-40, which receives
power from 120 VAC I&C Bus "A".

Obj.V.B.1.
Remember SER 305
Discuss thumb rule
500 X Ind icated
GPM ::::: XX Ibm/hr
Discuss level
control strategies
when using RCIC
Obj. V.B.1.

Obj. V.B.1.

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M

40. OPL171.040 048/C/AfT! G2171151295008AK2.06//3.4/3.6/0606R BANK
Unit 1 is in Mode 3 with the MSIVs closed.
RCIC is currently aligned for pressure control mode,
DETERMINE how RCIC will respond to an increase in RPV level to +52" AND then a
decrease in RPV level to -50".

A.1I At +51" the steam supply valve (FCV-71-8) will go closed and the condensate
return valves (FCV-71-38 and 73-36) will remain open. At -45" the steam supply
valve will re-open, the condensate return valves will close, the injection valve
(FCV-71-39) will open and RCIC will inject.

B.

At +51 " RCIC will trip and the stop valve (FCV-71-9) will close and the
condensate return valves (FCV-71-38 and 73-36) will remain open. At -45" RCIC
will NOT inject without operator action, the condensate return valves will close,
and the injection valve (FCV-71-39) will open.

C.

At +51" the steam supply valve (FCV-71-8) will go closed and the condensate
return valves (FCV-71-38 and 73-36) will close. At -45" the steam supply valve will
re-open, the injection valve (FCV-71-39) will open, and RCIC will inject.

D.

At +51 "the stop valve (FCV-71-9) will close and the condensate return valves
(FCV-71-38 and 73-36) will remain open. At -45" the stop valve (FCV-71-9) will
re-open, the condensate return valves will close and RCIC will inject.

Knowledge of the interrelations between HIGH REACTOR WATER LEVEL and the following:
RCIC
Reference: 171.040 rev 22, pages 27 and 29
A. correct answer
B. incorrect 71-9 does not close on high level

c. incorrect 71-38 does not close on high level
D. incorrect 71-9 does not close on high level
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NOTES
(3)

6.

All isolation signals are sealed in and must be
manually reset. Single pushbutton on Panel 9-3
for each logic.

Turbine Trips
a. Signals
(1 )

Any system isolation signal

(2)

Mechanical overspeed (122%)
This trip physically unlatches the Trip Throttle
Valve. Must be reset locally

Obj. V.BA.c.
Obj. V.C.2.c.
TP-9
Obj. V.DA
Obj. V.E.6
Obj.
Obj.
Obj.
Obj.
Obj.

V.B.1 O.a.
V.C.6.a.
V.B.5.c.
V.C.3.c.
V.B.1 O.d

(3)

High turbine exhaust pressure (50 psig)

(4)

Vessel high level (+51 inches) (Closes FCV 71-8)

"Level 8"

(5)

RCIC pump suction pressure low (10" Hg
vacuum)

Obj. V.E.10
Obj. V.E.11
Obj. V.E.12

(6)

Manual
Remote by energizing solenoid (pushbutton)
Local by manual trip lever

b. Action on trip other than high reactor water level
Trips the 71-9, closes the minimum-flow valve (7134) except manual trip or overspeed trip with an
initiation signal present

Obj. V.B.5.c.
Obj. V.C.3.c.

OPL171.040
Revision 22
Page 27 of 74
INSTRUCTOR
NOTES

4.

Action on Automatic Initiation (Low Level 2)
a. Steam supply to turbine valve FCV-71-8 opens and
steam is admitted to the turbine.
b. The barometric condenser vacuum pump starts.
c. Pump discharge valve FCV-71-37 opens (if closed).
d. Pump suction from CST FCV-71-19 opens (if closed)
provided at least one of the torus suction valves is
not fully open.
e. The test valve FCV-71-38 closes (if open).
f.

The injection valve FCV-71-39 opens.

g. Turbine speed and flow controlled by 2-FIC-71-36A.
h. The turbine cooling water supply valve FCV-71-25
opens.

i.

The barometric condenser drains to Radwaste FCV71-7A and 78 close when FCV-71-8 opens.

j.

The steam line condensate pot drains FCV-71-6A
and 68 close when FCV-71-8 opens.

k. Condensate pump on barometric condenser cycles
on high/low level in the condenser.

(

Obj. V.8A.a.
Obj. V.C.2.a.
Obj. V.D.3
Obj. V.E.5
Verification of Auto
Actions

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M

41.

OPL171.042 007/MEM/T2Gl/73/4/206000A4.14//4.2/4. 1/0606RBANK

Unit 1 is at 50% power with the HPCI MOV Operability SR in progress.
The UO has both FCV 73-34 (HPCI Pump Discharge Valve) and FCV 73-44 (HPCI
Pump Injection Valve) closed. A small coolant leak occurs in the drywell. The Reactor
scrams on high drywell pressure.
Determine the HPCI response.

A.

FCV 73-44 auto opens, FCV 73-34 remains closed and HPCI runs on minimum
flow.

8.

FCV 73-44 and 73-34 remain closed and HPCI does not initiate.

C. t./ FCV 73-44 and 73-34 auto open and HPCI injects.
D.

FCV 73-44 and 73-34 remain closed and HPCI runs on minimum flow.

206000A4.14 Ability to manually operate and/or monitor in the control room: System auto start
control
Reference: 171.042 rev 19, page 37
A. incorrect 73-34 will open
B. incorrect valid initiation signal will cause 34 and 44 to open
C. correct answer
D. incorrect valid initiation signal will cause 34 and 44 to open
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(

.

INSTRUCTOR NOTES

9.

If the HPCI turbine exhaust line drain pot level
reaches LS-73-8B setpoint, then the downstream
trap bypass valve (73-8) will open. If the bypass
valve does not open or condensate exceeds the
valve capacity and level continues to rise, then it will
reach the high level alarm LS-73-8A setpoint and
alarm in the Main Control Room.

10.

Upon a HPCI initiation signal, the turbine steam
supply valve (73-16) opens, the CST suction valve
(73-40) opens, the test lines valves to CST (73-35
and 73-36) close, and the discharge line valves to
the feedwater system (73-34 and 73-44) open.

Obj. V.B.3.a.
Obj. V.C.3.a

Note: 73-34 and 73-35 have a 3 second time delay before
they start to operate on an initiation signal. This will
allow the inrush current on the 250V RMOV board
to decay, and prevent overloading the 250V RMOV
board.
11.

F.

Upon a HPCI isolation signal the HPCI steam line
inboard and outboard isolation valves (73-2, 73-3,
and 73-81), the suppression pool suction valves
(73-26 and 73-27) and the minimum flow bypass
valve to suppression pool (73-30) (via Turbine Trip
logic) and all closed and interlocked closed.

Operational Summary
1.

System Initiation
a. Conditions causing HPCI initiation
(1 )

-45" Low Low (Level 2) reactor vessel
water level (2-L1S-58A-D).

(2)

+2.45 psig High Drywell pressure

b. Action upon HPCI initiation
(1)

Minimum flow bypass valve (73-30)
opens if it was closed.

Obj. V.B.3.b
Obj. V.C.3.b

Obj.
Obj.
Obj.
Obj.

V.B.2.a
V.C.2.a
V.D.4
V.E.5

TP-8
NOTE: Both are
one out of two
twice logic.
SER 3-05
Obj.
Obj.
Obj.
Obj.

V.B.3.a
V.C.3.a
V.D.5
V.E.6

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M
42. OPLl7I.042 2I5/elAlTI G1/73/7/295030EAI.05113.5/3.510606R NEW 5/26/2007
Unit 1 has experienced an accident that results in the following conditions:
Only HPCI available for high pressure injection, HPCI in standby readiness alignment
Torus level 15 feet lowering 1 inch per minute
Torus temperature 130 degrees
How long will HPCI be available for injection and why?

A. 15 minutes, Torus temperature will reach HPCI operating limit.
B~

27 minutes, Torus level will reach HPCI operating limit

C. 30 minutes, Torus temperature will reach HPCI operating limit

D. 42 minutes, Torus level will reach HPCI operating limit
295030EA1.05 Ability to operate and/or monitor the following as they apply to LOW
SUPPRESSION POOL WATER LEVEL: HPCI
3.5/3.5
Reference: 1-01-73 rev 4, page 22; 171.203 rev 6, page 46
A. incorrect the 140 degree limit only applies if suction is aligned to Torus

B. correct answer
C. incorrect the 140 degree limit only applies if suction is aligned to Torus

D. incorrect this is the time required to get to 11.5 feet vice 12.75 feet
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(
If suppression pool water level drops below
the minimum suppression pool level LCO,
the operator is directed to Step SP/L-4.
Separate sections within suppression pool
level control are used to respond to a high or
low suppression pool level condition, as
appropriate.
4.

Step SP/L-4
This retainment override step applies while
performing Steps SP/L-5 through SP/L-8.
The operator is directed to secure HPCI
operation if suppression pool level cannot be
maintained above the HPCI exhaust
discharge device.
Suppression pool level of 12.75 ft.
corresponds to HPCI exhaust discharge
device.
Operation of the HPCI System with its
exhaust discharge device not submerged will
directly pressurize the suppression chamber.
If this condition exists, HPCI operation is
secured, irrespective of maintaining
adequate core cooling, to prevent the failure
of primary containment from
overpressurization.
No instruction regarding RCIC operation is
included for two reasons:
1. The exhaust flowrate of RCIC is
approximately equal to that of decay heat
and is consistent with the basis used for
determining Primary Containment
Pressure Limit, therefore, containment
failure is not expected to occur.

Obj.V.B.7b
Obj.V.C.7b

High Pressure Coolant Injection
System

BFN
Unit 1

6.0

SYSTEM OPERATIONS

6.1

HPCI Normal Operation

1-01-73
Rev. 0004
Page 22 of 74

CAUTION
Calculations have shown that 3 minutes of HPCI Operation without RHR operating in the
Suppression Pool Cooling Mode results in a 1°F rise in bulk Suppression Pool
Temperature.
NOTES
1)

The HPCI System is normally in Standby Readiness condition, established by
Section 4.0.

2)

All operations are performed at Panel 1-9-3 unless otherwise noted.
[1 ]
[2]

[3]

[4]

VERIFY the HPCI System is in operation. REFER TO
Section 5.0 or Section 8.4 or Section 8.8.

0

MAINTAIN ALL of the following by adjusting the automatic
setpoint on HPCI SYSTEM FLOW/CONTROL, 1-FIC-73-33:

•

HPCI Turbine speed between 2400 and 4500 rpm on
HPCI TURBINE SPEED, 1-SI-73-51

0

•
•

RPV Water Level between +2 and +51 in.

0

HPCI System flow above 1255 gpm

0

REFER TO 1-SR-3.6.2.1.1 to check Suppression Pool level
and temperature every 5 min.

0

BEFORE Suppression Pool temperature reaches 95°F,
PLACE RHR in Suppression Pool Cooling Mode. REFER TO
1-01-74.
[4.1]

IF Suppression Pool temperature reaches 95°F, THEN
ENTER 1-EOI-2 Flowchart.

[4.2]

0

IF Suppression Pool temperature reaches 105°F, THEN
SHUT DOWN HPCI and return to Standby Readiness.
REFER TO Step 6.1 [12] or 6.1 [13].

0

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M

43.

OPL171.042 216/C/A/T2G1/73/7/206000K6.06//3.1/3.2/0606R NEW 6/16/2007

Unit 2 was operating at 80% power when a level instrument failure causes an
inadvertant start of the HPCI system.
Which ONE of the following is correct if no operator actions are taken?

A. Personnel hazard in the HPCI Quad, no sealing steam for the HPCI turbine
B. Personnel hazard in the HPCI Quad, no cooling water for the Gland Condenser
C~

Personnel hazard in the HPCI Quad, noncondensible leakage from the Gland Seal
Exhauster

D. Personnel hazard in the HPCI Quad, water leakage from Gland Condenser
206000K6.06 Knowledge of the effect that a loss or malfunction of the following will have on
the HIGH PRESSURE COOLANT INJECTION SYSTEM: SBGTS
Reference: 171.042 rev 19, page 19; 2-01-73 rev 76, page 11
A. incorrect HPCI turbine is self sealing

B. incorrect cooling water is supplied by the HPCI booster pump
C. correct answer
D. incorrect water level in the gland seal condenser controlled by the condensate pump
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c.

Gland seal condenser blower/gland
exhauster
(1)

Obj. V.8.1
Obj. V.C.1
SER 3-05

Removes non-condensables from the
gland seal condenser via the Standby
Gas Treatment System (SGT) System,
which takes suction from discharge of
gland seal blower.

(2)

(3)

d.

Operated for 15 minutes after turbine
shutdown to void all steam and
condensate from the turbine casing.

Control and lubricating oil system
(1)

Purpose
Provides all oil requirements for:

(2)

(a)

Turbine bearing lubrication.

(b)

Main HPCI pump bearing
lubrication.

(c)

Speed reducer lubrication.

(d)

Hydraulic speed and trip control
units.

TP-4
Obj. V. 8.1
Obj. V. C.1
Obj. V. 0.2
Obj. V. E.3
SER 3-05

Components
(a)

Main oil pump (shaft-driven
pump).

(b)

Auxiliary motor driven pump.

(c)

Oil reservoir of 155 gallons.

(d)

Oil cooler.

Obj. V.010
01-73 lIIus. 3
shows proper oil
level

BFN
Unit 2

High Pressure Coolant
Injection System

2-01-73
Rev. 0076
Page 11 of 81

Error! Reference source not found.Error! Reference source not found.
(continued)

K.

When a HPCI System isolation signal is reset, the steam isolation valves will
not automatically open, and is required to be opened via handswitch operation,
even if a system initiation signal is present.

L.

HPCI turbine operation below 2,400 RPM should be minimized to ensure
adequate oil pressure from the turbine driven oil pump, reduce system vibration,
and prevent possible water hammer in the exhaust line.

M.

During HPCI System operation, the suppression pool level and temperature
should be periodically monitored in accordance with 2-SR-3.6.2.1.1 to verify the
requirements of Tech Specs 3.6.2.1.

N.

Unless reactor coolant makeup is required in an emergency, injection of
suppression pool water into the reactor vessel should be avoided.

O.

To reduce exposure to noise, heat, and radiation, personnel should minimize
time in the HPCI Room during system operation. Personnel monitoring HPCI
turbine and pump set operation should maintain awareness of these concerns.

P.

If operable, the HPCI SYSTEM FLOW/CONTROL controller, 2-FIC-73-33, is
required to remain in AUTO, which will prOVide more stable system operation.

Q.

When HPCI SYSTEM FLOW/CONTROL controller, 2-FIC-73-33, is operated in
MANUAL, turbine speed should be raised as smoothly as possible to prevent
turbine exhaust check valve chatter. Raising turbine speed too rapidly may fail
the HPCI turbine exhaust rupture discs.

R.

HPCI TURB EXHAUST VACUUM RELIEF, 2-FCV-73-64, is normally
de-energized in the open position and is required to be re-energized and closed
to minimize leakage from primary containment folloWing a LOCA when HPCI is
shut down and no longer reqUired.

S.

The Standby Gas Treatment System should be in operation whenever HPCI is
in operation; this provides a controlled discharge flow path for the HPCI Packing
Exhauster and will minimize personnel radiation hazards.

T.

After the HPCI steam lines have been hydrostatically tested, leak tested, or
exposed to other conditions which could fill the HPCI STEAM LINE INBD ISOL
VALVE, 2-FCV-73-2 valve bonnet with water, 2-FCV-73-2 should be cycled to
prevent over-pressurizing the bonnet during heat-up.

U.

Technical Specification 3.5.1 requires HPCI system operability be determined
within 12 hours after RPV steam pressure reaches 150 psig, or prior to startup
using auxiliary steam.

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M
44. OPL171.042 217/MEMlT3/73/4/GEN 2.1.20//4.3/4.2/0606R BANK
During performance of a HPCI flowrate surveillance, suppression pool temperature has
increased to 105 degrees. HPCI is required to operate for 10 additional minutes.
Which ONE of the following is correct?

A>I Trip HPCI and close 2-FCV-73-16 Steam Supply Isolation valve, terminate the
test.
B.

Continue the surveillance as long as suppression pool temperature remains below
110 degrees.

C.

Throttle 2-FCV-73-35 open to lower the heat input into the suppression pool.

D.

Lower the setpoint on the flow controller to lower the heat input into the
suppression pool.

2.1.20 Ability to execute procedure steps.

Reference: 2-01-73 rev 76, page 12; 2-01-73 rev 76, page24

A correct answer
B. incorrect, no HPCI testing allowed above 105F
C. incorrect, no HPCI testing allowed above 105F
D. incorrect, no HPCI testing allowed above 105F
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BFN
Unit 2

High Pressure Coolant
Injection System

2-01-73
Rev. 0076
Page 12 of 81

Error! Reference source not found. Error! Reference source not found.
(continued)
V.

Whenever the HPCI STEAM LINE INBD ISOL VALVE 2-FCV-73-2 or the HPCI
STEAM LINE OUTBD ISOL VALVE, 2-FCV-73-3 is closed, the MN STM LINE
DRAIN INBD and OUTBD ISOLATION VLVs, 2-FCV-1-55 and -56, should be
open to drain the HPCI steam lines.

W.

[NERlC]

X.

Suppression pool water temperature should not exceed 95°F without
suppression pool cooling in service to restore temperature to less than or equal
to 95°F within 24 hours.

Y.

HPCI testing should not occur with suppression pool water temperature above
105°F.

Z.

[II/F] Prior to initiating any event which adds or has the potential to add heat
energy to the suppression chamber, the Shift Manager/SRO will evaluate the
necessity of placing suppression pool cooling in service. This is due to the
potential of developing thermal stagnation during sustained heat additions.

Failure to manually trip and isolate the HPCI turbine if speed exceeds
5100 RPM may result in equipment failure. [I.E. Notice 90-045]

[11-8-91-129]

AA. Past plant experience has shown that 3 minutes of HPCI operation without RHR
operating in the Suppression Pool Cooling Mode will result in a one degree F
rise in bulk Suppression Pool temperature.
BB. When HPCI Lube Oil Valves/Control Oil Valves have been manipulated,
Mechanical Maintenance should be contacted to ensure proper setting per
MPI-0-073-TRB001.
CC. [SR] If 250V DC Unit Battery Board 2 or 4 becomes inoperable, HPCI Injection
Valve 2-FCV-73-44 is required to be opened, if HPCI is required to be operable.
If HPCI is not operable, 2-FCV-73-44 must be deenergized to prevent actuation.
[SR-89-570m-0-029-RO]

DD. In the event any 250VDC RMOV Board is on its alternate supply, the following
restrictions apply to DC motor operated valves that are supplied from a battery
that is feeding any RMOV board alternate supply:
1.

No DC MOV may be operated except as required to mitigate accident
conditions, to obtain safe shutdown or to comply with Technical
Specifications (ie to comply with LCO ACTIONS statements only).

2.

Testing(including SI/SRs) that requires DC motor operated valve operation
is not allowed. [Ref. Owgs.: 1-45E701-3, 2-45E702-4, 3-45E703-3]

High Pressure Coolant
Injection System

BFN
Unit 2

2-01-73
Rev. 0076
Page 24 of 81

Error! Reference source not found. Error! Reference source not found.
(continued)
[4]

BEFORE Suppression Pool temperature reaches 95 deg F,
PLACE RHR in Suppression Pool Cooling Mode. REFER TO
2-01-74.
[4.1]

IF Suppression Pool temperature reaches 95 deg F,
THEN
ENTER 2-EOI-2 Flowchart.

[4.2]

o

IF Suppression Pool temperature reaches 105 deg F,
THEN
SHUT DOWN HPCI and return to Standby Readiness.
REFER TO Step 6.1[14] or 6.1 [15].

[5]

o

0

MAINTAIN Suppression Pool level between -5.5 and -2 in.
REFER TO 2-01-74.

o

[6]

MONITOR CST 2 LEVEL, 2-L1-2-161A, on Panel 2-9-6.

o

[7]

IF ANY of the following conditions occur while HPCI is injecting
into the RPV:
•

Suppression Pool level reaches +7 in., OR

•

HPCI PUMP SUCT CONDENSATE HDR LEVEL LOW
annunciator (XA-55-3F, window 32) is in alarm, THEN
VERIFY HPCI Suction automatically transfers to the
Suppression Pool.

o

o

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M
45. OPLl71.043 001/MEM/SYS/ADS/3/218000A1.04//4.1/4.2/0606RBANK
A small break LOCA has occurred on Unit 2 with a failure of all high pressure injection
and ADS has auto-initiated.
With no operator action, when will the ADS valves close?

A.

When reactor water level rises above -122 inches.

B.

When reactor water level rises above +2 inches.

C.

When reactor pressure lowers to below 150 psig.

D. ttl When reactor pressure lowers to 20 psig above suppression chamber pressure.
218000A1.04 Ability to predict and/or monitor changes in parameters associated with
operating the AUTOMATIC DEPRESSURIZATION SYSTEM controls including:
Reactor pressure
Reference: 171.043 rev 12, page 20
A. incorrect the open signal will be maintained until the logic is reset

B. incorrect the open signal will be maintained until the logic is reset
C. incorrect the open signal will be maintained until the logic is reset
D. correct answer

(
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INSTRUCTOR NOTES
6)

The ADS valves will remain open until reactor
pressure has been lowered to about 20 psig
above primary containment pressure

NOTE:
The main valve will reopen when the orifice differential pressure
rises sufficiently to overcome the combined preload spring force
and hydraulic seating force on the main valve disc. This will occur
at about 50 psig above primary containment pressure
7)

The ADS valves will also close if the timer reset
button is depressed, or the keylock inhibit
switches are taken to INHIBIT

Obj. V.C.4
Obj. V.D.4

NOTE:
If the initiation signals are still present, the timers will begin a new
95-second sweep when the time reset buttons are released
2.

C.

Suppression Pool Capability During SRV Operation Or StuckOpen Valve
a.

Long term operation of the SRV(s) should be avoided,
as suppression pool temperature will become elevated
(2-3°F/min with one valve open)

b.

At local suppression pool temperatures in excess of
170°F (160° bulk pool temp), periodic pulsation of the
steam jet at the SRV discharge pipe will cause severe
continuous vibration of the suppression pool, possibly
resulting in structural damage

Relationships With Other Systems
1.

ADS acts a$ a backup (in conjunction with LPCI and/or Core
Spray) to the HPCI System for small line break accidents

2.

The ADS valves relieve reactor vessel pressure through the
Main Steam System

3.

The suppression pool serves as the heat sink for the steam
discharged by the ADS valves

4.

ADS valves require 250VDC to operate in ADS mode

2 MINUTE
SITUATIONAL
AWARENESS

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M

46.

OPL171.044 005/C/A!f2G1/74 - RHR/14/203000K4.07/U074NOOI-W12/4.1/4. 1/0606RBANK

A partial loss of electrical power has occurred and the shutdown boards are lined up as
follows:
4KV SO
4KV SO
4KV SO
4KV SO

Bd
Bd
Bd
Bd

A - deenergized;
B - normal supply;
C - emergency diesel supplying;
0 - normal supply.

How will the RHR pumps respond if a valid RHR system initiation signal is
subsequently received?

A.

2A and 2C do not start, 2B starts in 7 sec., 20 in 21 sec.

B.

2A does not start, 2B starts in 7 sec., 2C in 14 sec., 20 in 21 sec.

C.II" 2A does not start, 2B starts immediately, 2C in 14 sec., 20 in 21 sec.

O.

2A does not start; 2B, 2C, 20 all start immediately.

203000A3.08 Ability to monitor automatic operations of the RHR/LPCI: INJECTION MODE
(PLANT SPECIFIC) including: System initiation sequence
Reference: 171.044 revl5, page 53
A. incorrect B pump has power available
B. incorrect B pump is powered from DIG and would start with no time delay
C. correct answer
D. incorrect C & D are powered from normal power and would be time delayed
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h.

Pumps automatically start on (CAS) signal
<-122 (Level 1) inches reactor water level
OR

>2.45 psig DWP AND Rx press <450 psig
i.

Obj. V.C.9. Obj.
V.D.6
TP-49, 50, 51 and
52
Obj. V.E.11

The automatic start times of the RHR pumps
depend upon the power supply to the Shutdown
Board.

Obj. V.B.13
Obj. V.C.9

(1) Start immediately (T=O) when diesel power
has closed in to the Shutdown Board

TP-49, 50, 51 and
52

•

A pump@T=O

•

B pump@T=O

•

C pump@T=O

•

D pump@T=O

(2) Time delayed to prevent overloading if unit
board power is available to shutdown board.

5.

•

A pump@T=O

•

B pump @ T=7 sec

•

C pump @ T=14 sec

•

D pump @ T=21 sec

RHR Instrumentation

a.

TP-1 and 2
Obj. V.D.7

Suction path
(1)

Suction pressure indicated on a local gauge
installed at each pump

(2)

Suction Valves
(a)

(b)

Manual Suppression Pool suction
isolation valves (74-85,74-88) have
position indications on Control Room
Panel 9-3.

DCN 51151 has
replaced 1-74-85
and. 1-74-88 with
spool pieces for
unit 1. UNIT
Manual CST suction isolation valves (74Difference
11,74-23,74-34, and 74-45) have
position indication on Control Room
Panel 9-3.

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M
47. OPL171.044 052/C/Aff2G2/74 - RHR/19/290002G2.1.23//3.9/4.0/0606R BANK
The plant is in a refueling outage and is partially defueled when a loss of shutdown
cooling occurs.
Which one of the following cautions must be satisfied to operate a reactor recirculation
pump to establish forced cooling flow in accordance with AOI-74-1, Loss of Shutdown
Cooling?

A. 01 Ensure the in-core instrumentation tubes are protected on all sides by control rod
blade guides or fuel bundles.
B.

Ensure core flow rate is less than 44000 gpm to prevent lifting the fuel bundles.

C.

Maintain recirculation pump at minimum speed to prevent jet pump or recirculation
pump cavitation.

D.

Maintain recirculation pump at minimum speed to prevent the addition of
excessive heat to the primary coolant.

2900022.1.23 Ability to perform specific system and integrated plant procedures during
different modes of plant operation.
Reference: 1-01-68 rev 6, pages 11 and 16
A. correct answer

B. incorrect, core flow must be maintained less than 34000 gpm
C. incorrect, Recirc pump speed is limited to 28% speed max by interlock in these
conditions

D. incorrect, Recirc pump speed is limited to 28% speed max by interlock in these
conditions
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PRECAUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS (continued)
G.

The Recirc Pump suction valve motors 1-MTR-068-0001 and 0077 are allowed
up to ten consecutive starts within a one hour period and then require a
three hour cooldown period prior to another start.

H.

The Recirc Pump discharge valve motors 1-MTR-068-0003 and 0079 have
the following motor start limitations:

I.

[1I/C]

1.

Up to ten consecutive starts and then require a three hour cooldown
period.

2.

When the respective recirc pump is started, these valve motors start six
times due to the jogging circuit.

3.

Manual open operation requires holding the control switch in the open
position for as long as the valve is desired to travel open. Each positioning
of the spring return switch to open is a start signal.

4.

Auto or manual closure operation of these valve motors are seal in closure
signal and is one start signal.

5.

A "C" level PER should be generated for any thermal overload actuation of
these valve breakers. [BFPER 9407771

The following Recirc pump limitations should be observed:
1.

Starts should be limited to two starts per hour from ambient temperature
and one start per hour from rated temperature.

2.

Recirc Pump motor shall NOT be operated when RBCCW cooling water
inlet temperature exceeds 105°F.

3.

The Recirc Pump should NOT be operated in parallel with RHR pumps on
the same Recirc loop.

4.

5.

After operation of 4160V breakers, the charging springs should be verified
recharged.

Reactor Recirculation System

BFN
Unit 1

3.0

1-01-68
Rev. 0006
Page 16 of 181

PRECAUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS (continued)
S.

ICS Core Thermal Heat Balance inputs on Illustration 6 should be
monitored periodically and at any time reactor power changes are performed.
This is to ensure these inputs are in agreement and to prevent exceeding the
license limit. The following requirements must be met:
[II/C]

1.

Feedwater temperature points on Illustration 6 should NOT differ by more
than 2 degrees. A difference between any feedwater temperature points of
greater than 2 degrees will require the notification of System Engineering
and suspending the raising of power until the discrepancy is resolved.

2.

HI or HI-HI alarm setpoints on Illustration 6 should NOT be exceeded.
An alarm setpoint being exceeded will require notifying the Shift Manager
immediately and, if action cannot be taken immediately to return the value
to within limits, System Engineering will be notified for assistance
[BFPER951914).

T.

U.

TS BASES SR 3.5.1.5, If RECIRC PUMP 1A(1 B) DISCHARGE VALVE
1-FCV-068-0003(0079) is declared inoperable while the valve is open; the
associated LPCI subsystem must be declared inoperable.

V.

TS SR 3.4.2.1, 1-SR-3.4.2.1, Jet Pump Mismatch and Operability, is required to
be performed 24 hours after reaching> 25% RTP and/or within 4 hours after
returning an idle Recirc Pump to service.

W.

1-SR-3.4.9.3&4, requires the Recirc pump be started within 15 minutes of the
performance of this SR.

X.

During the Warm-up of an idle Recirc loop prior to starting the idle Recirc pump
the loop heatup rate is limited to 90°F/hr.

Y.

[IIIG]

Z.

Reactor Vessel heatup and cooldown rates apply to the entire coolant system.
Therefore Recirc Loop heatup and cooldown rates should be as tightly
controlled as those for the entire coolant system.

When initiating manual runbacks, the appropriate manual push-button must
be depressed until the backlight is blinking, then the push-button can be
released. [PER 98-013557-000]

AA. The Recirc Drive is equipped with a cell auto bypass feature. This feature will
automatically bypass a power cell should a failure be sensed. The system will
only bypass one cell in each phase and the bypass will only be the one phase
in which the failure is sensed.

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M
48. OPL171.044 093/C/AffIGI/74 - RHR/C/A/29502IAK1.04/BF0030l/3.6/3.7/0606R NEW5/24/07
Unit 2 is in Mode 4 for a short mid-cycle outage, when a complete loss of Shutdown
Cooling occurs. Plant conditions are as follows:
-

Reactor Recirculation pumps are out of service
Reactor Recirculation suction temperature is 140 degrees and slowly lowering
Shutdown cooling flow cannot be re-established in a timely manner
Reactor water level is 85 inches

Assuming that the RHR system was placed into Shutdown Cooling in accordance with
the 01-74, how should RPV level be adjusted and what is the basis for this adjustment?

A.

Lower level to provide better mixing of CRD Cooling water.

B.

Raise level to the steam lines to reduce stratification.

C.

Verify level is less than 60 inches to re-start a recirc pump.

D. ttl Maintain current level to ensure natural circulaton.
295021AK1.04 Knowledge of the operational implications of the following concepts as
they apply to LOSS OF SHUTDOWN COOLING: Natural Circulation
Reference: 2-AOI-74-1 rev 32, page 15; 2-01-74 rev 132, page 18
A. incorrect, level is raised to promote natural circulation

B. incorrect, level is maintained 70-90 inches
C. incorrect, level is raised to promote natural circulation
D. correct answer
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3.3

Shutdown Cooling (continued)

D.

E.

When the reactor is in cold shutdown (MODE 4 or Mode 5), adequate
flow up through the core and into the downcomer region is required to ensure
thermal stratification does not occur. With inadequate flow, stratification can
occur and cause erroneous temperature indications. To provide adequate
mixing, attempt to:
(NERlC)

1.

Maintain shutdown cooling flow with reactor water level between 70 inches
and 90 inches on 2-L1-3-55, This level band should be maintained any time
SOC is in operation, when possible. Exceptions to this level band are
allowed to perform approved procedures (i.e. flushing, testing, flood up,
etc.), provided Shutdown Cooling flow is maintained greater than
7,000 gpm, when level is less than 70", to prevent thermal stratification.
OR

2.

Maintain a Recirculation pump running.

[SER 95-025)

(NERlC) During Shutdown Cooling operation with no Recirculation pumps running,
to ensure thermal stratification does not occur the following flow requirements
apply: [SER 95-025), (Q22462A)

1.

With the reactor vessel head installed, maintain shutdown cooling flow of at
least 7,000 - 10,000 gpm.

2.

With the reactor cavity flooded, maintain shutdown cooling flow of at least
6,000 gpm.

Placing Shutdown Cooling (SOC) in service shortly after the SOC
isolation is reset minimizes the release of soluble activity. [GE SIL 541)

F.·

[NER/C)

G.

During SOC operation, the ICS screen (RHRSHUT) if available or Appendix 0
for RHRlSDC should be monitored frequently to ensure thermal stratification
does not occur. If thermal stratification does occur, as indicated by ~ 50°F liT
between bottom head drain and feedwater nozzle temperatures, raise SOC flow
and/or place a Recirculation pump in service to provide adequate mixing. If
neither of the above can be performed, then ensure reactor water level is >70"
to maximize natural circulation within the vessel.

H.

Care should be exercised when changing the operating mode or any system
parameter while SFSP or reactor cavity operations are in progress. This
precludes the possible introduction of sediment/dirt into the SFSP or reactor
cavity, thereby reducing water clarity. Contact the refuel floor SRO, if
applicable, for permission to alter RHR/SDC System alignment and/or
parameters.

Loss of Shutdown Cooling

BFN
Unit 2

4.2

2-AOI-74-1
Rev. 0032
Page 15 of 31

Subsequent Actions (continued)
[12.10]

[12.11]

[13]

WHEN time permits after RHR pump is started, THEN
VERIFY RHR Pump Breaker charging spring recharged
by observing amber breaker spring charged light is on
and closing spring target indicates charged.

0

SLOWLY THROTTLE RHR HX 2A(2C)(2B)(2D)
RHRSW OUTLET VALVE, 2-FCV-23-34(40)(46)(52), to
obtain desired cooldown rate.

0

IF necessary, RAISE RWCU flow rate to maximum AND
maximize RWCU blowdown as required to maintain reactor
coolant temperatures less than 200°F on all indications.
REFER TO 2-01-69.

o

CAUTION
Accurate coolant temperatures will NOT be available if all forced circulation is lost.
[14]

[NERlcjlF forced circulation has been lost AND vessel cavity is
less than 80 inches, THEN (Otherwise N/A)
PERFORM the following:

[14.1]
[14.2]

[14.3]
[15]

o

RAISE RPV water level to 80 inches as indicated on RX
WTR LEVEL FLOOD-UP, 2-L1-3-55.

0

MAINTAIN RPV water level between +70 inches to
+90 inches as indicated on RX WTR
LEVEL FLOOD-UP, 2-L1-3-55.

0

RAISE monitoring frequency of reactor coolant
temperature and pressure, using multiple indications.

0

IF the affected loop of RHR cannot be placed back in
Shutdown Cooling, THEN
RESTORE power to affected breakers per 2-POI-74-2 if
applicable (Otherwise N/A)

PLACE the alternate loop of RHR in Shutdown Cooling.
REFER TO 2-01-74. (Otherwise N/A)

o

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M

49. OPL171.044 114/C/A/T2G2/74 - RHR/B 18/219000K1.08//2.6/2.8/0606R NEW 6/22/2007
Unit 3 was operating at 100% power when the UO notes the following:
3A 250v RMOV board undervoltage alarm
Main Steam Relief Valve open alarm
3-SRV-1-41 indicates full open
Actions taken per 3-AOI-1-1 are unsuccessful in closing the SRV.
The US directs all available Torus cooling in service.
Which ONE of the following describes the Torus Cooling subsystems available?

A.

A and C subsystems only due to loss of Division 2 logic

B.

8 and D subsystems only due to loss of Division 1 logic

C.'; All Torus Cooling subsystems available unless a LPCI initiation signal is received.
D.

No Torus Cooling subsystems available, Unit 3 Torus Cooling valves receive input
from both divisions of logic.

219000K1.08 Knowledge of the physical connections and/or causeeffect relationships
between RHRlLPCI: TORUS/SUPPRESSION POOL COOLING MODE and the
following: D.C. electrical power
Reference: 171.044 rev 15, page 45

A. incorrect, Torus Cooling valves may both be opened as long as no LPCI initiation
signal is present

B. incorrect, 2A 250v RMOV board feeds Division 2 logic
C. correct answer
D. incorrect, Logic only closes valves if a LPCI initiation signal is present.
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n.

Suppression Pool cooling/test valves
(1 )

Throttling valve

(2)

No automatic opening logic

(74-59; 74-73)
Obj. V.C.5.
TP-33,38,
and 39

(3)
(4)
(5)

III

(6)

Closure signal can be bypassed by using the 2/3
core override keylock switch and the select switch.

(7)

Emergency position at breaker bypasses LPCI
closure signal and allows operation of the valve
from the breaker only.

(8)

Control Circuit

1-74-59
Operate Interlock
Outqoinq interlock
NormallEmerg Sw
Local Controls
Controls at Bkr
Panel 9-3 controls
Local Indication
Igts
Lights on Bkr
Liqhts on Pnl 9-3

1-74-73

2-74-59

2-74-73

3-74-59

NEW! The
Redundant
logic has been
removed.
Obj. V.D.8
Valve should
cycle open, but
will reclose if
both switches
not used
U2 & U3-74-59
U1-74-73

3-74-73

LPCllnitiation

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M

50. OPLl71.044 126/C/A/T2G1/74 - RHR/3/205000K2.01/l3. 1/3. 1/0606R NEW 5/2912007

(

Unit 3 is in an outage with the following conditions:
3B 4kv Unit Bd deenergized
3EC and 3ED DIG's tagged
All Unit 3 480v RMOV Bds are energized
During a log review you note that the Unit 2 US made B DIG inoperable 5 hours earlier.
Which of the following is an RHR subsystem that meets the Tech Spec definition of an
operable Shutdown Cooling subsystem?

A'I Loop I, A subsystem
B. Loop I, C subsystem
C. Loop II, B subsystem
D. Loop II, D subsystem
205000K2.01 Knowledge of electrical power supplies to the following: Pump Motors
Reference: 171.044 rev 15, pages 26

A. correct answer
B. incorrect C subsystem of Shutdown Cooling has no available RHRSW pumps
C. incorrect B subsystem of Shutdown Cooling has no available RHR pump.
D. incorrect D subsystem of Shutdown Cooling has no available RHR pump.
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2.

RHR Pumps

TP-1 and 2

a.

Use conservative
decision making
prior to removing
pumps req'd for
adequate core
cooling. SER 0305

b.

Four vertical, centrifugal (single-stage)
(1)

33-1/3 percent pumps sized for LPCI flooding
mode. Three needed for flooding, 1 needed
to maintain level.

(2)

2000 hp, 4160VAC, 3 phase motors

Power supplies

Comoonent
U1/2 RHR A

Division
I

Power Suoolv
Shutdown Board A

Diesel
1/2 A

U1/2 RHR C

I

Shutdown Board B

1/2 B

U1/2 RHR B

II

Shutdown Board C

1/2 C

U1/2 RHR D

II

Shutdown Board D

1/2 D

1

Shutdown Bd 3EA

3EA

1

Shutdown Bd 3EB

3EB

,f.r03:RBR B'-:

II

Shutdown Bd 3EC

3EC

1-tJ3-Rfi R~D-;.J

II

Shutdown Bd 3ED

3ED

I~RI::tRAJ

ltJ3 ~t9R:C?

c.

.

Pump cooling
(1)

Pump bearings cooled by RHR pump
discharge from seal heat exchanger

(2)

Seal heat exchanger normally cooled by
EECW

(3)

EECW also cools the RHR room coolers

Obj. V.B.5.
Obj. V.C.3.
Obj. V.E.4.
Right trainl
component
Remember that
the Band C
pumps come off
the C and B
shutdown boards
respectively.
BFN events have
occurred due to
racking out the
wrong breaker
which resulted in
LCO 3.0.3·
BFPER-997296
See OPL171.045
for details.
TP-10, 11 and 12
Obj. V.B.5.

North or South
headers

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M

51. OPL171.044 264/C/A/T3174 - RHR/I0/2.4.21//3.9/4.1/0606R BANK
Unit 2 was at 80% power when a turbine trip occurs and RPS did NOT de-energize.
Subsequent attempts to use ARI were not successful,
RPV water level has been lowered to -80" for power control.
Reactor pressure is 962 psig.
The crew has placed both RHR Loops in Torus Cooling in accordance with 01-74.
How will RHR loop 1 and 2 respond if Drywell pressure reaches 2.45 psig?

A.

Torus Cooling valves remain open, pumps trip and restart.

B.

Torus Cooling valves close, pumps trip and restart.

G.'; Torus Cooling valves remain open, pumps continue to run.
D.

Torus Cooling valves close, LPGI injection valve opens.

2.4.2 Knowledge of system set points I interlocks and automatic actions associated
with EOP entry conditions
Reference: 171.044 rev 15, pages 31, 42 and 45
A. incorrect, reactor pressure too high to initiate LPGI
B. incorrect, reactor pressure too high to initiate LPGI
C. correct answer
D. incorrect, reactor pressure too high to initiate LPCI
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c.

TP-1 and 2
PS-68-93
PS-68-94

d.

(2)

e.

The DW pressure switches operate relays in
the RHR Logic system (Le. does not work thru
Core Spray)

Reactor vessel water level -183 inches indicated on
Post Accident Flooding Range
LIS used to provide a level permissive signal to
Containment Cooling valves based on level inside
the shroud. Permits containment spray only if level
is >2/3 core height with LOCA signal present.
•

f.

A keylock bypass switch can bypass the 2/3
core height interlock.

DrYWell pressure 1.96 psig
Pressure switches used to provide pressure
permissive signal to containment spray valves.
Permits opening of containment spray only if
pressure is significant in containment after accident.
•

g.

L1S-3-52 & 3-62A

DWP decreasing to less than 1.96 psig will
automatically close the spray valves if an
accident signal is present.

Reactor vessel low water level +2 inches (Lvi 3)
Level switches used to initiate: PCIS Group 2
isolation of Shutdown Cooling, CS System, RHR
SDC isolation valves, RHR inbd isolation valves,
RWCU isolation and a reactor scram.

Monitoring plant
systems is critical
during a transient
when conditions
change rapidly.
SER 03-05

OPL171.044
Revision 15
Page 42 of 159
INSTRUCTOR NOTES

(8) Control Circuit
1-74-53
1-74-67
Operate Interlock
Outgoing interlock
Normal/Emerg Sw
Local Controls
Controls at Bkr
Panel 9-3 controls
Local Indication
Igts
Lights on Bkr
Lights on Pnl 9-3
Emergency Open
I.

2-74-53

74-52
74-52
X
X
X
X
X

74-66
74-66
X
X
X

74-52
74-52
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

2-74-67
74-66
74-66

X

3-74-53
74-52
74-52
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

3-74-67
74-66
74-66
X

X
X
X
X

RHR Containment Cooling valves

(74-57; 74-71)

(1 )

No automatic opening logic

(2)

Interlocks prevent normal opening if in-line
Suppression Pool Spray valve (74- 58; 74-72)
not full closed

TP-33, 34 and
35
Obj. V.C.5

(3)
(4)

utomatlcall~ C oses

on a bP-GI signal

The in-line valve interlock andlor the automatic
closure signal can be bypassed if the following
exist:
(a)

Reactor level >-183 inches and LPCI
initiation signal present and Select-Reset
switch to SELECT position.

(b)

Reactor level interlock and LPCI initiation
signal may be bypassed by use of
keylock bypass switch (XS 74-122/130)

Amber light
above keylock
switch indicates
switch in B/P
position

(5)

Loop I1II respective valve can not be opened if
either pump shutdown cooling suction valve
not full closed.

Interlock cannot
be bypassed.

(6)

Emergency position at breaker bypasses inline valve interlock and LPCI closure signal.
Valves can only be operated at the breaker.

Obj. V.D.8
U2 & U3-74-57
U1-74-71

EMERGENCY position does not bypass the
interlock with the SDC valves.

OPL171.044
Revision 15
Page 45 of 159
INSTRUCTOR NOTES

n.

Suppression Pool cooling/test valves
(1 )

Throttling valve

(2)

No automatic opening logic

(3)

No in-line valve interlock

(4)

Atltomatically' closed/interlocked closed on
signal

(5)

nly ResQective Divislonall:P- I Initiation logic will
close tne valve.

(6)

Closure signal can be bypassed by using the 2/3
core override keylock switch and the select switch.

(7)

Emergency position at breaker bypasses LPCI
closure signal and allows operation of the valve
from the breaker only.

(8)

Control Circuit

1-74-59
Operate Interlock
Outgoing interlock
Normal/EmerQ Sw
Local Controls
Controls at Bkr
Panel 9-3 controls
Local Indication
Igts
Lights on Bkr
LiQhts on Pnl 9-3

(74-59; 74-73)

1-74-73

2-74-59

Obj. V.C.5.
TP-33,38,
and 39

2-74-73

3-74-59

NEW! The
Redundant
logic has been
removed.
Obj. V.D.8
Valve should
cycle open, but
will reclose if
both switches
not used
U2 & U3-74-59
U1-74-73

3-74-73

LPCI Initiation

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M

52. OPL171.045 018/C/A/T2/Gl/75/3/209001A2.03//3.4/3.6/0606R NEW 6/16/2007
Unit 1 was operating at full power when a small line break in the Recirc system is
experienced. The UO notes the following conditions:
- Loop II Core Spray tagged
- Reactor water level at -70 inches and lowering
- A 4kv Shutdown board deenergized by a bus fault
- Reactor pressure at 200 psig and lowering
- Drywell pressure at 3.8 psig and stable
- No Operator actions have been taken
The US directs injection with Loop I Core Spray.
Which ONE of the following is correct?

A No action required, the system will auto inject when level reaches -122 inches.

B. Start 1C Core Spray Pump and open 1-FCV-75-25, Inboard injection valve.
C. Start 1C Core Spray Pump and open 1-FCV-75-23, Outboard injection valve.
D~

Transfer 480v Shutdown board 1A, start 1C Core Spray pump and verify injection.

209001A2.03 Ability to (a) predict the impacts of the following on the LOW
PRESSURE CORE SPRAY SYSTEM; and (b) based on those predictions, use
procedures to correct, control, or mitigate the consequences of those abnormal
conditions or operations: AC. failures
Reference: 171.045 rev 14, page 14
A incorrect auto initiation will not occur with A 4kv Shutdown board deenergized

B. incorrect inboard valve has no power
C. incorrect outboard valve is normally open
D. correct answer
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INSTRUCTOR NOTES

a. Motor-operated valves are all AC and
located outside the drywell. System I
valves powered from 480V Rx MOV BD
A; System II valves from B.

Obj. V.B.3.b
Obj. V.C.2.b

b. Controlled from Panel 9-3 in the
Control Room and from local
pushbutton stations in the Reactor
Building.
c. Thermal expansion relief valves set at
500 psi to protect low pressure
discharge piping rated at 520 psi and
150 psi to protect the low pressure
suction piping.

Obj. V.C.1
Obj. V.B.2

d. Suction valves FCV 75-2 and 11 (75-30
and 39) are normally open - alarm in
Control Room if either suction valve is
not fully open. Manual suction HCV75-3 and 12 (75-31 and 40) physically
connect between the MOV suctions
and the pump, to permit CST supply to
the Core Spray System as necessary.
Closed position indication is provided in
the control room.

Obj. V.B.5.d

e. Minimum flow valve FCV 75-9 (FCV75-37), which is normally open.
Provides minimum flow protection for
each loop and discharges to the torus
below water level. These are
controlled by FS 75-21 (49) which
closes at > 2600 GPM increasing and
opens at 2200 GPM decreasing.

Obj. V.B.2.e,j
Obj. V.C.1.i

f.

Obj. V.B.2.g
Obj. V.C.1.f
Restricting orifices
prevent pump
runout.

Test valve FCV 75-22 (FCV 75-50)
used for full flow testing of each loop.
It is a throttle valve but is normally
closed and closes on system initiation if
open. It is interlocked closed until
initiation is cleared and reset.

Restricting orifice
in min-flow line
restricts flow to
20% of loop flow

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M

53.

OPLl71.047 032/C/AITIGl/RBCCW/B6/295003AA2.04/U-000-EM-04/3.5/3.7/0606R NEW4/0712007

Unit 1 and 2 are operating at full power.
480V Shutdown Board 2A is on Alternate Feeder to allow Breaker PMs on the Normal
Feeder Breaker.
50G relay for 4KV Shutdown Board C Normal Feeder Breaker fails resulting in a trip of
the breaker.
Which ONE of the following correctly describes the response of the Unit 1 and 2
RBCCW systems?

A.

Unit 1-A RBCCW pump stops, 1-FCV-70-48 closes
Unit 2-B RBCCW pump stops, 2-FCV-70-48 closes

B.

Unit 1-B RBCCW pump stops, 1-FCV-70-48 closes
Unit 2-A RBCCW pump stops, 2-FCV-70-48 remains open

C. ~ Unit 1-B RBCCW pump stops, 1-FCV-70-48 remains open
Unit 2-A RBCCW pump stops, 2-FCV-70-48 closes
D.

Unit 1-A RBCCW pump stops, 1-FCV-70-48 remains open
Unit 2-B RBCCW pump stops, 2-FCV-70-48 remains open

295003 Partial or Complete Loss of A.C. Power
Ability to determine and/or interpret the following as they apply to PARTIAL OR COMPLETE
LOSS OF A.C. POWER: AA2.04 System lineups
3.5 3.7
Reference:OPLI71.047 rev 11, page 11
A incorrect, IB RBCCW pump loses power, I-FCV-70-48 loses power
B incorrect, I-FCV-70-48 loses power
C correct answer
D incorrect, 2-FCV-70-48 would close
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(2)

b.

These MOVs are interlocked to
permit alignment of the spare pump
to only one unit at a time, to prevent
cross-tying of the Unit RBCCW
Systems.

FCV-70-48 controls the RBCCW supply to
the non-essential equipment loop.

ROTORK valves
have open, closed,
and mid position.
Mid does not
indicate a % of
valve open or
closed

(Referred to as the SECTIONALIZING
valve)
(1)

It automatically closes on:
(a)

(b)

Loss of normal AC power with
any U1/2 diesel generator tied
to a U1/2 4kV shutdown board
as a sole source, in
conjunction with an accident
signal; i.e., initiation of U1/2
480V Load Shed Logic. Unit 1
accident signal input has been
disabled by lifting leads per
DCN H2735A.
Low RBCCW supply header
pressure of 57 psig,.

(2)

The 48 valve requires operator action
to re-open after automatic closure.

(3)

If the breaker NORMAL!
EMERGENCY switch for FCV-70- 48
valve is in EMERGENCY all automatic
closure functions are defeated, and
the valve must be operated from the
breaker control switch.

(4)

Each unit's 48 valve is powered from
that unit's 480V RMOV Board B.

c.

FCV-70-47 controls the RBCCW return flow
from the essential equipment loop. There
are no automatic closing signals for this
valve. Each unit's 47 valve is powered from
that unit's 480V RMOV Board B.

d.

Primary containment block valves (U2 only)

Obj. V.BA
Obj. V.C.1
Obj. V.D.5
CAS signal 2045
psig DW press with
450 psig Rx press,
or -122" Level

(corresponds to an
actual header
pressure of 50 psig)
Unit 3 70-48 closes
on low pressure as
a result of the pump
trips from load shed

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M

54.

OPLl71.047 039/C/A!f2G1170 - RBCCW/10/400000K6.0l//2.7/2.8/0606R NEW 6/21/2007

Unit 1 is operating at full power. The RBCCW TCV's for both Heat Exchangers are in
automatic aligned as follows:
6 inch - full open
10 inch - 10% open
The Control Air line to the 1A RBCCW Heat Exchanger ruptures resulting in a loss of
air to the 1A TCV's. The air supply to 1B Heat Exchanger is not affected.
Which ONE of the following describes the response of the TCV's to this failure?

A'I 1A Heat Exchanger - 6 inch open; 10 inch closed
1B Heat Exchanger - 6 inch open; 10 inch >10% open
B. 1A Heat Exchanger - 6 inch closed; 10 inch open
1B Heat Exchanger - 6 inch < full open; 10 inch closed
C. 1A Heat Exchanger - 6 inch open; 10 inch closed
1B Heat Exchanger - 6 inch open; 10 inch closed
D. 1A Heat Exchanger - 6 inch closed; 10 inch closed
1B Heat Exchan er - 6 inch 0 en; 10 inch 0 en
400000K6.01 Knowledge of the effect that a loss or malfunction of the following will
have on the CCWS: Valves
Reference: 171.047 rev 11, page 12

A. correct answer
B. incorrect 10 inch valve fails closed on loss of air
C. incorrect B HX 10 inch valve would have to open further to supply equal cooling
D. incorrect A HX 6 inch valve fails open on loss of air
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(

7.

(1 )

As a result of ECN P0959, four MOVs
were installed on the essential loop
header, two on the essential loop
penetration going into the drywell
(FCV-70-314 inboard and FCV-70312 outboard), and two on the
essential loop (FCV-70-313 inboard
and FCV-70-311 outboard).

(2)

These allow local leak rate testing of
FCV-70-47 and CKV-70-506.

(3)

The valves are manually operated
only; no power or controls are
connected. Possibly a later
modification will connect these valves
to PCIS circuitry

Valves are
electrically
disconnected on
unit 2. Unit 3 has 4
manual valves 70315 thru 70-318
which allow leak
rate testing of
drywell penetrations
Right Unit, Right
train, Right
Component

Temperature Control Valves (TCVs)
a.

Purpose: The RBCCW TCVs automatically
maintain a constant RBCCW temperature by
regulating RCW flow through the RBCCW
heat exchangers

TACF-2-06-007-024
TACF-3-06-005-024
Set maximum to
95°F

b.

Two valves in parallel are located on the
RCW discharge line of each RBCCW heat
exchanger.

Obj. V.D.10

c.

The valVes are positioned by air pressure,
controlled by a temperature sensor on each
RBCCW heat exchanger shell-side outlet.

d.

The temperature setpoint for these valves is
set locally.

e.

The TCVs are sequenced such that the A
valve (TCV-24-80A, 6" valve) will open first
on increasing demand. After it is full open,
the B valve (TCV-24-80B, 10" valve) will
begin to open.

f.

On loss of control air, the A valve fails open
while the B valve fails closed. The A valve is
sized to pass the required RCW flow.

g.

The TCVs may be set in a predetermined
position from the Backup Control Center via
OVERRIDE control switches.

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M

55.

OPL171.047 049/CINTlG1170 - RBCCWII295018AK1.01IBF0530113.5/3.6/0606R NEW4/27/07

Unit 2 is operating at 80% power, when fouling of the RBCCW heat exchanger results
in rising RBCCW temperatures. Efforts are underway to place the spare heat
exchanger in service.
Which ONE of the following is the reason reactor power is reduced under these
conditions?

A. Prevents automatic isolation of RWCU system.
B. Reduces Recirc pump VFD temperatures.
C. Reduces heat load on RWCU NRHX.
D~

Reduces Recirc Pump Temperatures.

295018AK1.01 Knowledge ofthe operational implications of the following concepts as they
apply to PARTIAL OR COMPLETE LOSS OF COMPONENT COOLING WATER: Effects on
component/system operations
References: 2-AOI-70-1, Rev.27, page 7
A. Incorrect, RWCU pumps are tripped to lower heat load on RBCCW
B. Incorrect, VFD's are cooled by RCW
C. Incorrect, heat load on RWCU HX is determined by RPV temp/press
D. Correct answer per step 4.2.4 of 3-AOI-70-1.
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BFN
Unit 2

4.2

Loss of Reactor Building Closed
Cooling Water

2-AOI-70-1
Rev. 0027
Page 7 of 14

Subsequent Actions (continued)
[3]

IF RBCCW flow was restored to two pump operation by
placing the Spare RBCCW pump in service in the preceding
step, THEN (Otherwise N/A)
PERFORM the following:
[3.1]
[3.2]

[4]

REOPEN RBCCW SECTIONALIZING VLV,
2-HS-70-48A.

D

RESTORE the RWCU system to operation. (REFER TO
2-01-69).

D

IF RBCCW loss is partial, THEN
PERFORM the following to control or reduce Drywell and
Recirc Pump temperatures. REFER TO 2-GOI-100-12A.
(Otherwise N/A)
[4.1]
[4.2]
[4.3]
[4.4]

[5]

REDUCE recirculation flow as necessary until 50-60%
core flow is reached.

D

INSERT control rods per 2-SR-3.1.3.5(a} as directed by
Reactor Engineer until below 66.7% rod line.

D

REDUCE recirculation flow as necessary until minimum
core flow is reached.

D

INSERT control rods per 2-SR-3.1.3.5(a} as directed by
Reactor Engineer.

D

IF RBCCW Surge Tank level is low, THEN
PERFORM the following: (Otherwise N/A)

[6]

•

OPEN RBCCW SYS SURGE TANK FILL VLV,
2-FCV-70-1 (PaneI2-9-4).

D

•

DISPATCH personnel to the RBCCW Surge Tank.

D

VERIFY all available Drywell Coolers in service. REFER TO
2-01-64.

D

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M

56.

OPL171.054 052/C/AffIGl/33/B9/295018AK3.0l//3.3/3.4/0606R NEW4/27/07

Browns Ferry has experienced a failure of the Control Air system that results in Control
Air pressure falling to 15 psig. The Unit 1 Operator notes that 0-FCV-33-1 Service Air
to Control Air Crosstie valve has closed with the hand switch in Automatic.
Which ONE of the following describes the reason for the closure of 0-FCV-33-1?

A'! 33-1 closes at 30 psig air pressure due to the design of the valve.
B. 33-1 has failed, the valve should remain open until closed by the handswitch.
C. 33-1 closes at 55 psig Control Air pressure to maintain air pressure for SRV
operation.
D. 33-1 closes at 15 psig Service Air pressure to maintain seal air available for E
Service Air Compressor.
295019AK3.01 Knowledge of the reasons for the following responses as they apply to
PARTIAL OR COMPLETE LOSS OF INSTRUMENT AIR: Backup air system supply
Reference: 171.054 rev 12, page 27
A. correct answer
B. incorrect, valve fails closed on loss of air
C. incorrect, service air does not backup drywell air system
D. incorrect, valve closes at -30 psig due to design characteristics of the operator
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(2) Valve controls
(a) Secondary Containment isolation valves
i.

TP-1

Control air to reactor building isolation
valves (32-28 and 32-29)

ii. Control air to the CRD modules isolation
valve (32-91)
a. Each of these valves has two solenoids.
There are two handswitches for each
solenoid. Therefore, two handswitches
in the Control Room and two
handswitches local in the Turbine
Building for each valve.
b. Normal line-up has all four
handswitches in the open position.
Placing anyone of the four
handswitches in the open position will
open the valve. However, all four
handswitches must be in the closed
position for the valve to close.

Manual bypass valves
around 32-28, 32-29, 3291 on all 3 units are
open per valve checklist.
This change occurred
Jan. 2006. EDC 65754

c. Units 2 and 3 are the only ones with
valves 32-28, 32-29, and 32-91 still in
place. Unit 1 valves were removed and
replaced with pipe per PIC 66696 to
DCN 51122. EDC 64201 had already
downgraded these valves from Safety
Related Secondary Containment
Isolation Valves to Non-Quality Related
system isolation valves. These valves
are not required for operation. Control
Room and local handswitches for these
valves were removed also. The manual
bypass valve around each valve is still in
place.

DCN 51122
PIC 66696
EDC 64201

(b) Service air supply valve from control air
header (0-FCV-33-1). Can be operated from
panel 1-9-20 and/or 3-9-20. The switch
positions are CLOSE-AUTO-OPEN, with
position indication lamps just above each
control switch. The valve automatically opens
if control air pressure falls to 85 psig and
closes at ~ 30 psig (due to insufficient air
pressure to keep the valve open).
(c) A manual bypass valve can be utilized if
0-FCV-33-1 should fail to open.

Attention to detail

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M

57.

(

OPL171.054 053/MEM/T2G1/32 - CONTROLAIR/2/300000AKI041/2.9/2.7/0606R NEW 6/21/2007

Which ONE of the following correctly describes air compressor trip setpoints for
compressors A, F and G?
A Compressor

F Compressor

G Compressor

A.

300 F air temperature 4 psig seal pressure 115 F air temperature

B.

305 F air temperature 5 psig seal pressure 120 F air temperature

C.Y' 310 F air temperature 6 psig seal pressure 125 F air temperature
D.

315 F air temperature 7 psig seal pressure 130 F air temperature

300000A3.02 Ability to monitor automatic operations of the INSTRUMENT AIR SYSTEM
including: Air temperature
References: 0-01-32 rev 113, page 10 and 11; 0-01-33 rev 62, page 9
setpoints are wrong on all answers except C
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3.0

0-01-32
Rev. 0113
Page 11 of 105

PRECAUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS (continued)
I.

During a surge condition, Control Air Compressor G will alarm and
automatically unload. The compressor will automatically reload after 6 seconds
for the first 3 surges in ten minutes. If a fourth surge occurs within the
10 minute period, the compressor will remain unloaded until being
acknowledged at the Microcontroller. Section 6.1 provides additional instruction
on compressor surge.

J.

Control Air Compressor G shall NOT be manually restarted until it has come to
a complete rest.

K.

To limit thermal duty on the compressor motor, the following starting limitations
should be observed for Control Air Compressor G:

L.

1.

Two starts per hour from ambient temperature.

2.

One start per hour from rated temperature.

3.

The compressor motor should be allowed to cool for approximately
20 minutes while running unloaded or for approximately 45 minutes while
standing idle before each additional restart is attempted.

Control Air Compressors A, B, C, D will trip and must be manually reset on the
following signals:
1.

Discharge air high temperature - 310°F

2.

Lube oil high temperature - 180°F

3.

Lube oil low pressure - 10 psig

4.

Compressor motor bus undervoltage

M.

Control Air Compressors A, B, C, D are normally operated with their Auto/Hand
Selector Switch in the "HAND" position. Operating anyone of these
compressors with their switch in "AUTO" will result in the compressor stopping if
that compressor runs unloaded for more than 10 minutes.

N.

Control Air Compressor A, B, C, D Primary Controller fails on loss of power or
software failure. This will automatically transfer control of the A, B, C, D
compressor loading sequence to the Backup Controller. Should power be
restored to the Primary Controller, it will regain control of the loading sequence.
Failure of both the Primary and Backup Controllers will result in A, B, C, D
compressors to come on line at Full Load and cycle between Full load and
unload within the High Pressure Cutoff Switch setpoints. Illustration 2 can be
referred to for general information on Primary Controller, Backup Controller, and·
Cutoff Switch response. Illustration 8 can be referred to for general information
on the operation of the Primary and Backup controllers.

BFN
UnitO

Control Air System

0-01-32

Rev. 0113
Page 10 of 105

3.0

PRECAUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS (continued)

D.

If Control Air Compressor G is NOT running and loaded, then the
recommended lineup for Control Air Compressors A, B,C, D is as follows:
1.

One compressor in Full Load (Sequence Selector Switch in "8").

2.

One compressor in Second Lead (Sequence Selector Switch in "2").

3.

One compressor in Third Lead (Sequence Selector Switch in "3").

4.

One compressor in Standby (Sequence Selector Switch in "5").

E.

Control Air Compressor G Prelube Oil Pump will NOT run when Seal Air
pressure is less than or equal to 6 psig.

F.

Control Air Compressor G will automatically trip and remain tripped on any of
the following conditions:
1.

Vibration high, Stage 1 - 1.00 mil

2.

Vibration high, Stage 2 - 0.94 mil

3.

Lube Oil Pressure low - 16 psig

4.

Lube Oil Temperature high - 125°F

5.

Lube Oil Temperature low - 65°F

6.

Air Temperature high, Stage 1 - 125°F

7.

Discharge Air Temperature high - 125°F

8.

Seal Air Pressure low - 6 psig

G.

A loss of power to 4KV Shutdown Board B OR a sustained loss of power
(greater than 4 seconds) to 480V RMOV Board 2A will result in a trip of Control
Air Compressor G.

H.

Control Air Compressor G has an auto restart circuit which will restart the
compressor after a momentary power loss (up to 4 seconds) from
480V RMOV Board 2A. This feature was designed to maintain Control Air
Compressor G operation during board transfers and momentary interruptions in
power involVing 480V RMOV Board 2A. The restart circuit is in place when
COMPR G AUTO-RESTART ON-OFF SELECTOR switch, 0-HS-032-3087, is in
the ON position AND the compressor is running. The auto restart circuit will
reset automatically after each restart attempt, thus enabling multiple restart
attempts.

Service Air System

BFN
Unit 0

0-01-33
Rev. 0062
Page 9 of 94

3.0

PRECAUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS (continued)
2.

The Service Air Compressor F Prelube Oil Pump will NOT run when Seal
Air Pressure is ~ 6 psig.

3.

Service Air Compressor F will trip and stay tripped on the following
conditions:

•

Vibration Stage 1 high

0.85 mil

•

Lube Oil Pressure low

8 psig

•

Lube Oil Temperature high

180°F

•

Lube Oil Temperature low

35°F

•

Air Temperature Stage 1 high

125°F

•

Discharge Air Temperature high

125°F

•

Seal Air Pressure low

6 psig

4.

When an alarm or trip occurs on Service Air Compressor F, the Function
Display Window on the Microcontroller will display the affected parameter
and the appropriate alarm or shutdown light will flash. The parameter can
be acknowledged by depressing the Acknowledge/Reset push-button
once. This will cause the appropriate alarm or shutdown light to be
continuously illuminated. Depressing the Acknowledge/Reset push-button
twice will reset the parameter. If the push-button has been depressed
twice and the function does NOT reset, indicates that the parameter has
NOT returned to normal and corrective action will be required. Parameters
causing alarm or shutdown conditions of Service Air Compressor F should
be recorded in the narrative log.

5.

During a surge condition, Service Air Compressor F will alarm and
automatically unload. The compressor will automatically reload after
6 seconds for the first 3 surges in ten minutes. If a fourth surge occurs
within the 10 minute period, the compressor will remain unloaded until
being acknowledged at the Microcontroller. Section 6.2 provides additional
instruction on compressor surge.

6.

Service Air Compressor F shall NOT be restarted until it has come to a
complete rest.

QUESTIONS REPORT
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58.

(

OPL171.067 043/C/A/TIG2/31-HVAC/21295034EK1.01/l3.8/4.1/0606R NEW 512712007

During loading of a Dry Cask from the Unit 2 Fuel Pool an irradiated fuel bundle is
damaged. Unit 2 Reactor and Refuel Zone Rad Monitors are upscale and the
ventilation systems have initiated as designed.
Which ONE of the following describes the status of the Control Bay ventilation system
Dp and the reason for this status?

A.

Maintained positive to ensure adequate supply flow to sensitive equipment.

B.

Maintained negative due to exhaust flow from CREV system.

C.oI Maintained positive to minimize inflow of contamination.
D.

Maintained negative to ensure exhaust flow from vital electric board rooms
provides adequate cooling.

Knowledge of the operational implications of the following concepts as they apply to
SECONDARY CONTAINMENT VENTILATION HIGH RADIATION: Personnel
Protection
Reference: 171.067 rev 13, page 30
A. incorrect maintained positve to prevent inflow of contamination
B. incorrect maintained positive
C. correct answer
D. incorrect maintained positive
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INSTRUCTOR NOTES

7.

Control Room Emergency Ventilation (CREV) is
designed to supply and process the outdoor air
needed for pressurization during isolated
conditions. There are 2 CREV units rated at
3000 cfm each. A CREV unit consists of Motordriven fan, (power supply is from 480V RMOV
Bd 1A for CREV Fan A; RMOV Bd 3B for CREV
Fan B), HEPA filter (common), charcoal filter
assemblies located in the CREVS Equipment
Room, charcoal heater, and inlet isolation
damper and a backflow check outlet damper.
They are designed to maintain a positive
pressurization to 1/8" w.g. minimum to the
control room.

Tech. Spec. 3.7.3
Obj.V.B.2/ V.B.51
V.C.6N.C.7
(Old CREV Units
abandoned in place
as Auxiliary
Pressurization
Systems)
TP-4
2-47E2865-4

a.

A CREV may be started manually from
control room Panel 2-9-22 if local control
switch is in AUTO position via a 3
position, spring-return to center switch.
(STOP-AUTO-START). Actuates only the
CREVS unit & associated damper, not the
isolation dampers.

b.

There is also a 2 position maintained
contact, one per train, AUTO-INITIATE/
TEST switch which is used to perform
system level actions for that train
(primarily testing). It provides the same
response as auto start.

Red indicating lights
on panel 3-9-21 to
provide indication of
CREV Fan A and/or
B running on Unit 3.
Annunciators are on
panel 9-6 for all
units.

c.

Local start at local control station in relay
room is done using a 2 position
maintained, one per train, AUTO-TEST
switch. Isolation dampers do not operate
automatically if started from local panel.

d.

Automatic start signals are:
(1)

(2)

High radiation of 221 cpm above
background (270 cpm Tech Specs)
in air inlet ducts to control room
from (Radiation monitor RE 90259A Units 1 & 2, Radiation
monitor RE 90-259B Unit 3). Either
monitor starts selected CREV unit.
Reactor zone ventilation systems
radiation high ~72 MRlhr

Obj. V.B.1N.B.2
Obj. V.C.1
Obj. V.C.17

T. S. 3.3.7.1

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M

59.

OPL171.0n 024/C/NT2G 1/480VLS/4/26200IK3.03//2.9/3.2/0606R BANK

Unit 2 experienced a complete loss of offsite power. All Diesel Generators started and
tied to their respective shutdown boards.
Shortly thereafter, Unit 2 experiences a leak inside containment causing the following
plant conditions:

OW pressure:
RPV level:
RPV pressure:

8 psig slowly rising
-100 inches stable
425 psig stable

Assuming a normal systems lineup, what is the status of the 250v Battery Charger 2A?

A

The battery charger is de-energized and can only be energized when the accident
signal clears.

B. >I The battery charger is de-energized but can be re-energized by utilizing an
emergency bypass switch.
C.

The battery charger is energized, it automatically restarts forty seconds following
an accident signal.

D.

The battery charger is energized, it has not received a trip signal yet.

262001 K3.03 Knowledge of the effect that a loss or malfunction of the AC.
ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION will have on following: D.C. electrical distribution
Reference: 171.037 rev 10, page 13
A incorrect, emergency on switch will energize charger if AC power is available
B. correct answer
C. incorrect Battery chargers have no auto restart function
D. incorrect high OW pressure with low Reactor pressure is a valid trip signal
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(e)

(f)

(2)

250V DC battery chargers 1, 2A and 2B
will load shed upon receipt of a Unit 1 or
Unit 2 accident signal and any Unit 1/2
shutdown board being supplied by its
respective diesel generator or cross tied
to a Unit 3 shutdown board and a unit
three Diesel Generator. 250 VDC
Battery Charger 3 will load shed on a unit
3 load shed signal. The load shedding
feature can be bypassed by placing the
"Emergency" switch on the charger to
.
the "EMERG" position.
Station Battery charger 4 does have load
shed logic via Unit 3 logic only. UV
protection is supplied to trip charger.
Accident signal on Unit 3 with diesel
supplying bus will load shed #4 charger
from 3B 480 V Shutdown Board via
normal supply breaker and can be
manually reclosed after 40 second time
delay. See DWG 3-45E779-5,51; 045E704. See 01-570 P & L 3.6

Batteries
The 250 volt batteries are 120-cell leadcalcium type. The Unit Batteries (Mfg type
LCUN-33) have a manufacturer 1 minute
discharge rating of 2080 amps and an 8-hour
discharge rating of 2320 amp-hours to a 21 OV
DC minimum (required ECCS components
must operate with as low as 200V). Two
batteries can carry maximum expected load
under DBA (Design Basis Accident) conditions
without recharging for 30 minutes.
The Plant/Station Batteries (Mfg type LCR-33)
have a manufacturer 1 minute discharge rating
of 2240 amps and a 8 hours discharge rating
of 2320 amp-hours.

Obj. V.B.3
Obj. V.C.3

Conservative
Decision Making

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M

60.

OPLl71.075 OOI/MEM!T3/EPIP//2.4.12//3.4/3.9/0606R BANK

During the initial phases of an Alert (emergency centers not yet staffed) the Onsite
emergency response organization is normally notified by:

A.

the Site Director's staff, using a phone list.

B. '" the U1 UO, using the Automated Paging System.
C.

the REP Manager, using the Automated Paging System.

D.

the Operations Duty Specialist, using a phone list.

2.4.12 Knowledge of general operating crew responsibilities during emergency
operations
Reference: EPIP-3 rev 31, page 2
A. incorrect, UO performs this function
B. correct answer
C. incorrect, UO performs this function
D. incorrect, UO performs this function
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I BROWNS FERRY
3.0

ALERT

EPIP-3

EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION ACTIONS
This section of the procedure is utilized for actions to be taken when the initial Alert
emergency classification is originating from the Control Room. If the Technical Support
Center is operational, utilize the instructions found in Appendix Eof this procedure for
actions to be taken upon the Alert emergency classification being declared.
3.1 Activation of the Emergency Response Organization (ERO)

CAUTION
Ongoing or anticipated security events may present a danger to normal staffing of the
Emergency Response Organization. Select the "Staging Area" option when events are ongoing
or anticipated that may present a danger to normal ERO staffing as determined by the SED
and/or Nuclear Security.

Itll6rmall~

NOTE

"'\L.

IJ~ CfiX-tf :.unit Op.e.ratb~otifications , IS conaueteo-t::!v_ a unl1 T, ·unit ~

,7

Depending upon the affected unit, this action may be delegated to a Unit Operator on an
unaffected unit. .

3.1.1 NOTIFY... a Unit Operator of the Alert Emergency
Classification
AND

o

3.1.2 DIRECT... the Unit Operator to implement Appendix B,
activating the paging system using option

o
oo

DRILL
EMERGENCY
STAGING AREA (See caution note above)

PAGE 2 OF 21

REVISION 0031

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M
61. OPL171.087 0631MEMff3/TS BASES//G2.2.25//2.5/3.7/0606R BANK
Which ONE of the following describes the basis for the Minimum Critical Power Ratio
(MCPR) Safety Limit?

A"! This limit ensures that more than 99.9% of the fuel rods in the core are expected to
avoid transition boiling.
B. This limit ensures that fuel damage will not result in the release of radioactive
materials in excess of the guidelines of 10 CFR, Parts 20, 50, and 100.
C. The MCPR safety limit ensures that the 1% limit on the fuel cladding plastic strain is
not exceeded during all postulated operational transients.

D. Maintaining the safety limit above the MCPR limit ensures that cladding
temperatures stay below that which is required for a zirconium-water reaction for all
fuel rods.

KIA: G2.2.25 Knowledge of bases in technical specifications for limiting conditions for
operations and safety.
References: TS Bases Section 2.0, page B2.0-2
TS Bases Section 3.2, pages B3.2-1, B3.2-6 and B3.2-12
A. Correct answer.
B. Incorrect since this is the basis for the LHGR limits.
C. Incorrect since this is the basis for the APLHGR limits.
D. Incorrect since this is not true for all fuel rods. It could be true for 99.9% of the fuel
rods.
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Reactor Core SLs
B 2.1.1
BASES

BACKGROUND
(continued)

incremental, cladding deterioration. Therefore, the fuel
cladding SL is defined with a margin to the conditions that
would produce onset of transition boiling (Le., MCPR 1.00).
These conditions represent a significant departure from the
condition intended by design for planned operation. The MCPR
fuel cladding integrity SL ensures that during normal operation
and during abnormal operational transients, at least 99.9% of
the fuel rods in the core do not experience transition boiling.

=

Operation above the boundary of the nucleate boiling regime
could result in excessive cladding temperature because of the
onset of transition boiling and the resultant sharp reduction in
heat transfer coefficient. Inside the steam film, high cladding
temperatures are reached, and a cladding-water
(zirconium-water) reaction may take place. This chemical
reaction results in oxidation of the fuel cladding to a structurally
weaker form. This weaker form may lose its integrity, resulting
in an uncontrolled release of activity to the reactor coolant.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The Reactor Protection System setpoints (LCO 3.3.1.1,
"Reactor Protection System (RPS) Instrumentation"), in
combination with other LCOs, are designed to prevent any
anticipated combination of transient conditions for Reactor
Coolant System water level, pressure, and THERMAL POWER
level that would result in reaching the MCPR limit.

(continued)
BFN-UNIT 1

B 2.0-2

Revision 0

APLHGR
B 3.2.1
B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS
B 3.2.1

AVERAGE PLANAR LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE (APLHGR)

BASES

BACKGROUND

The APLHGR is a measure of the average LHGR of all the fuel
rods in a fuel assembly at any axial location. Limits on the
APLHGR are specified to ensure that the fuel design limits
identified in Reference 1 are not exceeded during abnormal
operational transients and that the peak cladding temperature
(PCT) during the postulated design basis loss of coolant
accident (LOCA) does not exceed the limits specified in
10 CFR 50.46.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The analytical methods and assumptions used in evaluating
the fuel design limits are presented in References 1 and 2. The
analytical methods and assumptions used in evaluating Design
Basis Accidents (DBAs), abnormal operational transients, and
normal operation that determine the APLHGR limits are
presented in References 1, 2, 3, 4, and 7.
Euel aesign evaluations are pe ormea to oemonsfrate trun ttle'
% limit on the fuel cladding plastic strain and ather fuel design
limits aescri5ea in Reference 1 are not exceeded during
al5normal operational transients for operation with LHGRs up to
tne operating limit LHGR. APLHGR limits are equivalent to the
LHGR limit for each fuel rod divided by the local peaking factor
of the fuel assembly.

---

APLHGR limits are developed as a function of exposure and
the various operating core flow and power states to ensure
adherence to fuel design limits during abnormal operational
transients (Ref. 7). Flow dependent APLHGR limits are
determined using the three dimensional BWR simulator code
(Ref. 8) to analyze slow flow runout transients. The flow
dependent multiplier, MAPFACt, is dependent on the maximum
core flow runout capability. The maximum runout flow is
(continued)
BFN-UNIT 1

B 3.2-1

Revision G,-40
October 26, 2006

MCPR

B 3.2.2
B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS
B 3.2.2

MINIMUMCRITICAL POWER RATIO (MCPR)

BASES

BACKGROUND

a

MCPR is a ratio of tne fuel asseml5ly power tna wou result in
the onset of boiling transition to tFie actual fuel assembly power.
MCPR Safety Limit (SL) is set such tnat 99.9% oJ the fuel
rods avoid boiling transition if he limit is not violated (refer to
the Bases for SL 2.1.1.2). The operating limit MCPR is
established to ensure that no fuel damage results during
abnormal operational transients. Although fuel damage does
not necessarily occur if a fuel rod actually experienced boiling
transition (Ref. 1), the critical power at which boiling transition
is calculated to occur has been adopted as a fuel design
criterion.
The onset of transition boiling is a phenomenon that is readily
detected during the testing of various fuel bundle designs.
Based on these experimental data, correlations have been
developed to predict critical bundle power (Le., the bundle
power level at the onset of transition boiling) for a given set of
plant parameters (e.g., reactor vessel pressure, flow, and
subcooling). Because plant operating conditions and bundle
power levels are monitored and determined relatively easily,
monitoring the MCPR is a convenient way of ensuring that fuel
. failures due to inadequate cooling do not occur.

(continued)
BFN-UNIT 1

B 3.2-6

Revision 0

LHGR
B 3.2.3
BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES
(continued)

A value of 1% plastic strain of the fuel cladding has been
defined as the limit below which fuel damage caused by
overstraining of the fuel cladding is not expected to occur
(Ref. 3).
Fuel design evaluations have Been performed and demonstrate
that the 1% fuel cladding plastic strain design limit IS no
exceeded during continuous operation with LHGRs up to the
operating limit specified in the COLR. The analysis also
includes allowances for short term transient operation above
the operating limit to account for abnormal operational
transients, plus an allowance for densification power spiking.
The LHGR satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement
(Ref. 4).

LCO

The LHGR is a basic assumption in the fuel design analysis.
The fuel has been designed to operate at rated core power with
sufficient design margin to the LHGR calculated to cause a 1%
fuel cladding plastic strain. The operating limit to accomplish
this objective is specified in the COLR.

APPLICABILITY

The LHGR limits are derived from fuel design analysis that is
limiting at high power level conditions. At core thermal power
levels < 25% RTP, the reactor is operating with a substantial
margin to the LHGR limits and, therefore, the Specification is
only required when the reactor is operating at;:: 25% RTP.

(continued)
BFN-UNIT 1

B 3.2-12

Revision 0
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62.

OPLl71.098 007/C/AffIG1/79/3/295023AK1.03//3.7/4.0/0606R BANK

Fuel loading is in progress. As a fuel assembly is lowered into the core, the Rx.
engineer assigned ICS (RFF) duty denotes rising SRM counts, the CR operator
confirms SRM period lights illuminated over the radio.
Determine the correct action to be performed.

A.

Immediately notify the SM & RX engineer for directions concerning an inadvertent
criticality.

B.

Immediately scram the Rx & verify any PCIS isolations occur as expected.

C.

Immediately remove the fuel assembly from the core & if criticality is still
confirmed, then move the assembly to the SFSP least populated rack location with
grapple latched. Evacuate the RFF.

D. '" Immediately remove the fuel assembly from the core & if criticality is still
confirmed, then move fuel assembly away from core to the cattle chute; evacuate
the RFF.
Knowledge of the operational implications of the following concepts as they apply to
REFUELING ACCIDENTS :Inadvertent criticality
3.7/4.0

Reference: 2-AOI-79-2 rev 13, page 5

(
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BFN
Unit2

Inadvertent Criticality During Incore
Fuel Movements

4.0

OPERATOR ACTIONS

4.1

Immediate Actions
[1 ]

2-AOI-79-2
Rev. 0013
Page 5 of8

IF unexpected criticality is observed following control rod
withdrawal, THEN
REINSERT the control rod.

[2]

IF all control rods CANNOT be fully inserted, THEN
MANUALLY SCRAM the reactor.

[3]

0

IF unexpected criticality is observed following the insertion of a
fuel assembly, THEN
PERFORM the following:
[3.1]

[3.2]

VERIFY fuel grapple latched onto the fuel assembly
handle AND immediately REMOVE the fuel assembly
from the reactor core.

[3.3]

0

0

IF the reactor can be determined to be subcritical AND
no radiological hazard is apparent, THEN
PLACE the fuel assembly in a spent fuel storage pool
location with the least possible number of surrounding
fuel assemblies, leaving the fuel grapple latched to the
fuel assembly handle.

0

IF the reactor CANNOT be determined to be subcritical
OR adverse radiological conditions exist, THEN
TRAVERSE the refueling bridge and fuel assembly
away from the reactor core, preferably to the area of the
cattle chute, AND CONTINUE at Step 4.1 [4].

[4]

0

0

IF the reactor CANNOT be determined to be subcritical OR
adverse radiological conditions exist, THEN
EVACUATE the refuel floor.

0

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M
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(

OPL171.102 055/C/AlT2/Gl/57C/6/262002K6.02//2.8/3.l/0606R BANK

U-2 is in mode 1, a malfunction causes a fuse to clear in the the Division 1 ECCS ATU
Inverter input from 250VDC supply.
Which ONE of the following accurately describes the effects of this loss on the HPCI,
RCIC system and ECCS/RCIC initiation logic.

A

HPCI Inoperable, RCIC Operable, all ECCS/RCIC auto initiation logic Operable

B.'; HPCI Operable, RCIC Inoperable, all ECCS/RCIC auto initation logic Operable.
C.

HPCI Inoperable, RCIC Inoperable, half of all ECCS/RCIC auto initiation logic
Inoperable.

D.

HPCI Operable, RCIC Operable, half of all ECCS/RCIC auto initiation logic
Inoperable.

262002K6.02K6.02 Knowledge of the effect that a loss or malfunction of the following
will have on the UNINTERRUPTABLE POWER SUPPLY (AC.lD.C.): D.C. electrical
power
Reference: 171.102 rev 6, page 43
A incorrect RCIC is made inop by loss of this inverter
B. correct answer
C. incorrect RCIC is made inop by loss of this inverter
D. incorrect RCIC is made inop by loss of this inverter

(
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Revision 6
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c.

6.

Loss of power to 250 VDC RMOV Bds
AlB will result in loss of the applicable
ECCS ATU Inverter and all ATU's from
that div. Other indications of an inverter
loss are:
(1)

"ECCS analog trip unit trouble
"alarm on panel 9-3.

(2)

If the Division 1inverter is lost, the
"A" High water level trip circuit for
the main turbine and reactor feed
pump turbines will be deenergized. The RCIC power supply
is lost making the RCIC INOP.
Torus temp monitoring will be
reduced.

(3)

If the Division II inverter is lost, the
HPCI turbine controller will not
function. This is also indicated by
the alarm "HPCI 120 VAC Power
Failure" on panel 9-3. Torus Temp
monitoring will be reduced. "B"
High water level trip circuit for main
turbine and RFPT.

Overview of 120VAC Distribution
a.

This shows an overview for the
following 120VAC distribution.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

C.

Unit Preferred
Unit Non-Preferred
Plant Preferred
Plant Non-Preferred

120 Volt AC Procedure Coverage Guideline

1.

01
a.

0-01-57C (120V AC 01)
Discuss the following:

Obj. V.B.5.c
Obj. V.C.6.

Transfer of power
supplies at pnl 2532 will restore
power to RCIC flow
controllers and pnl
25-32 and 25-31

TP-10

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M

64. OPLl71.148 215/C/Aff2G1/PRNM/12/215005K5.05//3.6/3.6/0606R NEW 6/17/2007
Unit 2 APRMs have the following indications:
APRM1 - 106%
APRM2 -104%
APRM3 -104%
APRM4-105%
Recirc Loop A flow 60%
Recirc Loop B flow 64%
Given these APRM indications, what is the appropriate plant response?

A.

Full Scram

B.

Half Scram

C.

No alarms, Rod Blocks, or Scram

D.'; Control Rod Withdrawal Block
215005K5.05 Knowledge of the operational implications of the following concepts as
they apply to AVERAGE POWER RANGE MONITOR/LOCAL POWER RANGE
MONITOR SYSTEM: Core flow effects on APRM trip setpoints
Reference: 171.148 rev 8, pages 42 and 62
w =(60 + 64)/2 =62
rod block setpoint = (.66(62) + 59) = 99.92
scram setpoint =(.66(62) + 65) = 105.92
A. incorrect requires 2 APRM inputs above setpoint (.66w + 65) to initiate scram
B. incorrect PRNM system only provides half scrams during voter testing
C. incorrect control rod block and APRM Upscale alarms would be in
D. correct answer
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(
m.

2/4 Logic Module
(1)

TP-10,11,12

The main functions of the voters are
to perform:
•

voting of the APRM trip outputs
for RPS

•

considering APRM channel
bypass conditions

•

provide an isolation (interface)
between APRM and external
equipment.

(2)

The 2/4 Logic module monitors the
control messages from the four
NUMAC Average Power Range
Monitors (APRM) and initiates
Reactor Protection System (RPS)
safety functions in the event of
specific trip conditions.

Full reactor scram
vs.
11:2 scram

(3)

rearo scram -etgut is
provlClea wl'ien at lea~t~two of tl'ie
same type (APRMlePRM) of tri
inputs are in a tripped state.

TOP row of lights

2nd row of lights

Either from APRM HIGH HIGH/INOP

any combination
of these
algorithms

•

OR
•

any OPRM algorithm set point
exceeded
ABA
PBA
GRBA

OPL171.148

Revision 8

(

Page 62 of 150

(2)

The STP scram and rod block trip set
points are flow-biased when the reactor
mode switch is in RUN mode.

Obj.V.D.6

The fixed average neutron flux upscale
scram trip and flow-biased upscale rod
block trip set points are replaced by
significantly lower fixed values when the
Reactor Mode Switch is in any position
OTHER THAN RUN mode.
(3)

Run

Setpoint

=

The Simulated Thermal Power Level trip
set point varies with total recirculation flow
as indicated below, and the ~flow set point
is applied when single-loop operation is
active.

(Slope

(a)

*

(Flow

_ 6Flow»

+

Offset

With Mode switch in run

Roa Block: (.SSw+69%) in 9bQ
.66(w - ~ flow) + 59% in SLO
Trip signal (.66w+65%) in DLO
.66(w - ~ flow) + 65% in SLO
(b)

Slope defines the rate of rise for the

Explain each term

rod block and scram lines. It is set
for .66.
(c)

Flow is the current total
recirculation flow input signal (in
percent) for each specific APRM
channel. It is applied to each flow
biased scram and rod block setting.
The flow signal changes with
changes in recirculation pump flow.

(

Obj V.D.5

QUESTIONS REPORT
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65. OPL171.201

062/C/A/T2G2/EOI/IO/256000G2.4.21//3.7 14.3/0606R NEW 6/22/2007

Which ONE of the following will meet the definition of adequate core cooling.

A.

Reactor water level is verified to be at or above 2/3 core height.

B.

During execution of C-1 with all rods in, two Condensate pumps injecting at 4000
gpm (each pump) with RPV water level -200 inches.

C. II During execution of C-5 after ED, 4 SRVs open with reactor pressure at 290 psig
and steady.
D.

During execution of C-4 with all rods in, reactor pressure is 60 psig above torus
pressure with 5 SRVs open.

256000G2.4.21 Knowledge of the parameters and logic used to assess the status of
safety functions including:
1. Reactivity control
2. Core cooling and heat removal
3. Reactor coolant system integrity
4. Containment conditions
5. Radioactivity release control.
Reference: EOI program manual
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EOI PROGRAM MANUAL
SECTION O-Y-K

CS, LEVEUPOWER CONTROL BASES

STEP: C5-32

-

r.:m C5-20

C5 INJ SYSTEM STATUS

E"ERCENeV "P'II DEPRESSURIZATION IS REQUIRED
(EOI-1. IlC/P-A)

Ir-LJ
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• lPCI
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APPX

rw

L
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_
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C5, LEVEUPOWER CONTROL BASES

EOI PROGRAM MANUAL
SECTION O-V-K .

I- - - - - - - - - -I
DISCUSSION: STEP C5-32

This decision step has the operator evaluate MSRV status and RPV pressure to detennine if
adequate core cooling is assured.

Actions to restore RPV water level are delayed until RPV pressure falls below the applicable
RPV Pressure value that corresponds to number of open MSRVs in Table 1.
Engineering calculations have determined that wnen RPV l'ressure is above the value that
corresponds to number ofMSRVs open in :r:abl 1, adequate-core cooling is assure. - V.
pressure values that correspond to number of MSRVs open in Table 1 are the values that make up
Minimum Alternate RPV Flooding Pressure.
inimum Alternate RPV Flooding Pressure is defined to be the lowest RPV pressure at wruch
--:st"'-eam-- flow through open SRVs is sufficient to preclude any clad temperature-from exceeding
1500 OF, even if the reactor core is not completely covered.
The figure below illustrates the manner in which Minimum Alternate RPV Flooding Pressure is
determined.

D3

w

02

~

«

0:::
~

o....J

01

l.J...

L

«

w
~

U1

.~

--A

RPV PRESSURE
•

Curve A is the steam flow required to remove core heat by steam cooling with the clad
temperature of the hottest fuel rod not exceeding 1500 OF.

•

Curves D 1 through DX are plots of steam flow through one to X nwnber of open SRVs as
a function of RPV pressure.
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C5, LEVEUPOWER CONTROL BASES

STEP: C5-32 (Continued)
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SECTION O-V-K

I, - - - - - - - -I
DISCUSSION: STEP C5-32 (Continued)

RPV pressure that corresponds to the intersection of Curve A with each Curve D is defined to be
Minimum Alternate RPV Flooding Pressure for the given number of open SRVs.
Tfierefore. as long as RPV pressure remains above Minimum ~ltemate RPV Flooding Pressure,
adequate core cooling is assured, and there is no neeo 0 commence injection. However, once
RPV pressure drops below Minimum Alternate RPV Flooding Pressure, adequate core cooling is
no longer assured and injection must be reestablished to adequately cool the core. MSRV control
switch position, or position indicators, do not provide direct indication that a MSRV is open.
Instead, the acoustic monitor provides the best indication of number of open MSRVs.
If RPV pressure is below Minimum Alternate RPV Flooding Pressure the operator continues at
Step C5-34 through Caution #5. IfRPV pressure is above Minimum Alternate RPV Flooding
Pressure, the operator continues at Step C5-33.

o
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66. OPL171.202 027/C/AJTIGI/EOI/6/295037EA2.0l//4.2/4.3/0606R BANK

(

Unit 2 experienced a turbine trip from 75% power. All rods fail to insert because of a
hydraulic ATWS. The following conditions exist:
-

Reactor level
Reactor power
Mode switch position
Reactor pressure
Pressure Control
Suppression pool temperature
Drywell pressure
Drywell temperature

+33" controlled by RFPs
12%
Shutdown
980 psig and steady
4 Bypass valves open
95 deg F and slowly rising
1.03 psig
115 deg F

The Unit Supervisor orders a level band of -50 to -100 inches in order to lower reactor
power and to minimize power oscillations.
Given these plant conditions, how will this level band lower power and minimize power
oscillations?

A.

Lowers power by uncovering the top portion of the fuel
Minimizes oscillations by lowering NPSH to the recirc pumps.

B.oI Lowers power by more core voiding
Minimizes oscillations by reducing feedwater subcooling
C.

Lowers power by uncovering the bottom portion of the fuel
Minimizes oscillations by eliminating natural circulation flow

D.

Lowers power by stabilizing reactor pressure
Minimizes oscillations by raising the feedwater temperature in the downcomer
region

295037EA2.01 Ability to determine and/or interpret the following as they apply to
SCRAM CONDITION PRESENT AND REACTOR POWER ABOVE APRM
DOWNSCALE OR UNKNOWN: Reactor power
4.2/4.3
Reference: 171.205 rev 7, page 60
A. incorrect the fuel remains covered at these water levels
B. correct answer
C. incorrect the fuel remains covered at these water levels
D. incorrect pressure stabilization would not lower power but will help with level control
Friday, July 06, 2007 12:41 :04 PM
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This places the feedwater spargers in the steam
space providing effective heating of the relatively
cold feedwater and eliminating the potential for high
core inlet subcooling.
For conditions that are susceptible to oscillations,
the initiation an growth of oscillations i priffcipa y
dependent upon the subcoeling at the core inlet, the
greater the sUDcooling, the more likely oscillations
will commence and get larger in magnituae.
If reactor power is at or below 5%, it is highly
unlikely that core bulk boiling boundary would be
below that which provides suitable stability margin
for operation at high powers and low flows.
Twenty-four inches below the lowest nozzle in the
feedwater sparger has been selected as the upper
bound of the RPV water level control band.
(fhis water level is sufficiently low that steam l1eating'
of the injected water will De at least 65% to 75%
effective. (Le., the temperature of tFie injected water
ill be raised to 65% to 75% of its equilibrium value
in the steam environment.
This water level is sufficiently high that you should
be able to control RPV water level with feedwater
pumps to preclude a MSIV isolation at -122".
Lowering RPV water level is accomplished by
terminating and preventing all injection into the RPV,
except from SLC, RCIC, and CRD.
SLC, RCIC, and CRD are relatively low flow
systems. Boron injection systems and CRD may be
needed to establish and maintain reactor shutdown
conditions.
When restoration of injection is subsequently
required but other outside shroud injection systems
are incapable of injection, continued RCIC operation
(along with SLC and CRD) may prevent RPV water
level from dropping to the level that requires
emergency RPV depressurization.

QUESTIONS REPORT
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67.

OPL171.202 062/C/NTI Gl/EOI/6/295025G2.4.4//4.0/4.3/0606R NEW4/27/07

A failure of the EHC pressure controller causes reactor pressure to reach 1080 psig.
The reactor automatically scrams.
Reactor water level to drops to -60 inches and lowering.
IRMs are inserted, on Range 3 and lowering.
Several minutes after the scram, level is normal and reactor pressure is being
maintained by the turbine bypass valves.
Two control rods are at position 04.
Which of the following should the crew be executing to stablize RPV water level, RPV
pressure, and Rx. power?

A.

C5, RC/P, RC/Q

B.

C1, RC/P, AOI-100-1

C.

C1, RC/P, GOI-100-12A

D..... C5, RC/P, AOI-100-1

295025G2.4.4 Ability to recognize abnormal indications for system operating parameters
which are entry-level conditions for emergency and abnormal operating procedures.
Reference: 171.202 rev 7, pages 9, 39, 50
A. incorrect RC/Q should have been exited
B. incorrect C1 is not used when all rods are not in
C. incorrect 100-12A is normal shutdown procedure
D. correct answer
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67.

(

OPL171.202 062/C/A/TlGl/EOI/6/295025G2.4.4//4.0/4.3/0606R NEW4127/07

A failure of the EHC pressure controller causes reactor pressure to reach 1080 psig.
The reactor automatically scrams.
Reactor water level to drops to -60 inches and lowering.
IRMs are inserted, on Range 3 and lowering.
Several minutes after the scram, level is normal and reactor pressure is being
maintained by the turbine bypass valves.
Two control rods are at position 04.
Which of the following should the crew be executing to stablize RPV water level, RPV
pressure, and Rx. power?

A.

C5, RC/P, RC/Q

B.

C1, RC/P, AOI-100-1

C.

C1, RC/P, GOI-100-12A

D.oI C5, RC/P, AOI-100-1
295025G2.4.4 Ability

to recognize abnormal indications for system operating parameters
which are entry-level conditions for emergency and abnormal operating procedures.
Reference: 171.202 rev 7, pages 9, 39, 50
A. incorrect RC/Q should have been exited
B. incorrect C1 is not used when all rods are not in

C. incorrect 100-12A is normal shutdown procedure
D. correct answer

Saturday, June 23, 2007 5:50:32 PM
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This entry condition setpoint is sufficiently
above the low RPV water level ECCS
initiation setpoint such that, for less severe
transients, prompt operator action may be
succe.ssful in restoring and maintaining RPV
water level without automatic initiation of
ECCS.
b.

pressure aDove 1Q73 f}sig
This entry condition addresses:
1.

Safety relief valve failure.

2.

EHC failure.

A steam line break is indirectly addressed.
This condition will initiate a closure of the
MSIVs which, with the reactor at power, would
yield a high RPV pressure condition.
c.

Drywell pressure above 2.45 psig
This entry condition addresses:

d.

1.

Loss of coolant accidents due to
breaks inside the drywell.

2.

Loss of drywell cooling.

Scram condition and Reactor power above
5% or cannot be determined
This entry condition addresses a failure to
scram event, where the reactor remains at
power, or where power cannot be determined.

OPL 171.202
Revision 7
Page 39 of 68
INSTRUCTOR
NOTES

ECCS and RCIC initiation aligns sources of
makeup water and starts pumps for injection into
the RPV. More detailed instructions for operation
of these systems to establish and maintain
control of RPV water level are provided in
subsequent steps.
5.

Step RC/L-3
This retainment override step applies throughout
performance of the remainder of the RC/L.
Section.
Whenever any of the conditions in this retainment
override step are met, the operator is directed to
perform the specified actions. Anyone of the
three retainment override statements require
specific RPV water level control actions which
differ from those specified in this procedure.
h firs re aimf'ien over 'oe statement--directs
the operator to transfer RPV water level control
actions if the reactor cannot be determineo to
remain subcritical un(Jer all conditions witl10ut
ooron. Actions required for control of RPV water
level differ from those prescribed in the RC/L
Section. ifherefore, it is appropriate to exiUt:le
RC/L Section and enter C5, Leitel/Power Control.
The second retainment override statement directs
the operator to transfer RPV water level control
actions, if RPV water level cannot be determined.
RPV water level control actions specified in the
RC/L Section cannot be performed, because
RPV water level and water level trend information
is necessary for determining which actions to
take. Therefore, exit from Section RC/L and
entry into C4, RPV Flooding, is required to assure
that appropriate RPV water level control guidance
is provided to assure continued adequate core
cooling.

OPL171.202
Revision 7
Page 50 of 68
INSTRUCTOR
NOTES

2.

Step RC/Q-1

3.

This action step directs the operator to monitor
reactor power for any abnormal indications, and
to control operation of those systems, controls,
and equipment as directed in the steps that follow
so as to achieve reactor subcriticality. Following
a successful scram, this includes trending the
decrease in reactor power.
Step RC/Q-2
This retainment override step is applicable
throughout performance of the remainder of the
RC/Q Section.
The first retainment override statement directs
the operator to stop boron injection and transfer
reactor power control actions to AOI-100-1 if it
has been determined that the reactor will remain
subcritical without boron under all conditions.
Since remaining steps in RC/Q address only
conditions dealing with a reactor not currently
subcritical, it is appropriate to exit RC/Q and
perform actions specified in AOI-100-1, Reactor
Scram.
Reactor Scram is appropriate even though the
existing margin to criticality may not maintain the
reactor subcritical when cold shutdown conditions
are achieved. A return to criticality under these
conditions is manageable because steps in the
RC/P Section of this procedure, which are being
executed concurrently, will terminate further
cooldown, thereby stopping reactor power
increase.

(
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68.

OPL171.203 017/MEM/Tl G 1/EOI/11/295026EK1.02//3.5/3.8/0606R NEW 5/26/2007

Which ONE of the following correctly describes the expected adverse consequences of
initiating ADS if the plant is operating in the ACTION REQUIRED region of the Heat
Capacity Temperature Limit curve?

A.

The Primary Containment Level Limit may be exceeded.

B.

Excessive hydrodynamic stresses placed on submerged components in the
suppression chamber due to flow oscillations in the SRV tailpipe.

C. >I Loss of the pressure suppression function of primary containment.
D.

Excessive noncondensible gases released to the suppression chamber.

295026EKl.02 Knowledge of the operational implications of the following concepts as they
apply to SUPPRESSION POOL HIGH WATER TEMPERATURE :Steam Condensation
Reference: 171.203 rev 6, page 38
A. incorrect ADS actuation would not raise level above allowable range
B. incorrect the SRVs are protected by the tailpipe limit curve

c. correct answer
D. incorrect ADS blowdown does not add excessive non condensibles

Friday, July 06, 200712:41:04 PM
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(

Failure to maintain suppression pool temperature
within prescribed limits could result in anyone or
more of the following:
1) loss of the pressure suppression function of
primary containment
2) exceeding suppression chamber design
temperature limits, and/or
3) exceeding NPSH limits for pumps that take
suction on the suppression pool.

1.

Step SPIT-1

This action step directs the operator to place an
available RHR System in suppression pool
cooling as necessary to control suppression poOl
temperature below 95°F

Initial actions taken to control suppression pool
temperature employ the same methods typically
used during normal plant operations:
1) monitoring suppression pool temperature
status and trend, and
2) placing available suppression pool cooling in
operation as required to maintain temperature
within Technical Specification limits.
2.

Step SPIT-2
This decision step has the operator evaluate
present and future performance of suppression
pool cooling, if in service, in relation to the
current value and trend of suppression pool
temperature, to determine if suppression pool
temperature can be maintained below 95°F.

Caution 2
Applies
EOI Appendix 17A
provides step-bystep guidance for
operating RHR in
suppression pool
cooling mode.

QUESTIONS REPORT
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69.

OPLl71.203 034/MEMlTlG2/EOI/l1/500000EA2.03//3.3/3.8/0606R BANK

Which one of the following represents the lower and upper bounds of percent hydrogen
in air where the mixture is explosive, detonable, or combustible?

A.

1 to 46%

B.

2 to 56%

c.

3 to 66%

D.1I 4 to 76%
Ability to detennine and / or interpret the following as they apply to HIGH PRIMARY
CONTAINMENT HYDROGEN CONCENTRATIONS: Combustible limits for Drywell
Reference: 171.016 REV 15, PAGE 39

Friday, July 06, 2007 12:41 :04 PM
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(b)

Fission products could also be
released to suppression pool
water.

(c)

Fission products in more intimate
contact with water will increase
probability of disassociation and
resultant production of hydrogen
and oxygen.

(d)

Decay of fission products
contributes to the long term
production and subsequent
accumulation of gases.

(e)

Hydrogen accumulation could
Post LOCA
reach flammable/detonable limits in importance of
an air filled containment.
CAD system.

(f)

Oxygen production and
accumulation could dilute nitrogen
concentration in an inerted
containment and drive the mixture
into the flammable region.

g.

Hydrogen, if allowed to exceed flammable
concentrations, could cause an explosion inside
the drywell which could result in degradation of
primary containment integrity. The lower
flammability limit for hydrogen in air is 4%.

h.

Hydrogen buildup after a loss of coolant accident TP-12
(1)

Hydrogen produced from the Zircaloysteam reaction is over a short time span.

(2)

The radiolytic hydrogen generation rate
continues for hours which will cause the
total hydrogen concentration to increase.

Operator
Fundamentals
SER-03-05

( == 4 minutes)
== 5 - 76% is
hydrogen
flammable
range

(3)

If drywell atmosphere is not controlled, a
flammable mixture could be reached.

(==700 minutes)

(4)

The control of primary containment H2

Obj. V.B.9,10

and 02 is addressed by EOI-2 PC/H.
(App. 14A for N2 Make up)

~2.4%
~3.3%

H2 and

O2
EOI-2 PC/H
Control Values

QUESTIONS REPORT
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70. OPL171.203 084/C/AfflG l/EOI/3/295028EK3.05//3 .6/3.7/0606R NEW 5/26/2007

(

Unit 1 is operating at 50% power when the BOP Operator reports that Drywell
temperature is at 198 degrees and slowly rising.
Which ONE of the following describes the required action and reason for the action?

A. Enter EOI-2, minimize damage to safety related equipment
Bl' Enter EOI-1, minimize damage to non-EQ equipment
C. Enter EOI-2, ensures Reactor is scrammed if RPV depressurization is required
D. Enter EOI-1, ensures Reactor is scrammed prior to initiation of containment sprays
295028EK3.05 Knowledge of the reasons for the following responses as they apply to .
HIGH DRYWELL TEMPERATURE :Reactor Scram
3.6/3.7
Reference: 171.203 rev 6, pages 16
A. incorrect safety related equipment is designed for these conditions
(

B. correct answer

C. incorrect EOI-2 does not direct a reactor scram
D. incorrect Scram is to minimize damage to nonEQ equipment
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71.

(

OPL171.203 134/C/A/T2G2/EOI-2//226001K3.0l//3.6/3.8/0606R NEW 6/22/2007

A loss of coolant accident and loss of offsite power have occurred. The following plant
conditions exist:
-

RHR pump A maintaining Reactor water level at -140 inches.
No other RHR pumps available
Drywell pressure at 20 psig and rising
Reactor pressure at 400 psig

Which ONE of the following is correct given these conditions.

A.

Drywell pressure will continue to rise, initiate Drywell sprays.

B.

Drywell pressure will continue to rise, rapidly depressurize the Reactor with the
bypass valves.

C. II Drywell pressure will continue to rise, Emergency Depressurization will be
required.
D.

Drywell pressure will continue to rise, emergency venting of containment is
required.

226001 K3.01 Knowledge of the effect that a loss or malfunction of the RHRlLPCI:
CONTAINMENT SPRAY SYSTEM MODE will have on following:
Containmentldrywell/suppression chamber pressure
Reference: 2-EOI-2 Flowchart rev 10
A. incorrect, RHR pump is required for core cooling
B. incorrect, condenser is not available
C. correct answer
D. incorrect, ED required prior to pressure reaching 55 psig
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(

OPL171.205 122/C/A/TIG2/85-RMCS/9/295037-A2.02//3.4/3.7/0606R NEW 5/27/2007

Unit 2 plant conditions are as follows:
- A scram condition exists but the reactor did NOT shutdown.
- Reactor power is 15%
- SLC is injecting.
- The MSIVs are closed and 3 MSRVs are open for pressure control
- RFlV Water Level is +15 inches and is being deliberately lowered.
- Suppression pool temperature is 112 degrees F.
The CRS directs you to insert Control Rods per Appendix 1D
WHICH ONE of the following is the primary reason for bypassing RWM per Appendix
1D?

A.

To allow selection of any control rod when the Mode Switch is placed in Refuel.

B.

To force RWM to rescan so rod positions are accurately indicated.

C." To inhibit the rod blocks enforced by the RWM group limits.
D.

To enable use of the Emergency In position of the CRD Notch Override switch.

Knowledge of the reasons for the following responses as they apply to INCOMPLETE SCRAM :
Bypassing Rod Insertion Blocks
Reference: 171.029 rev 12, page 15
A. incorrect Mode switch is not placed in refuel

B. incorrect RWM does not scan on manual bypass
C. correct answer
D. incorrect Emergency Rod In position of this switch is always enabled
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(2)

(3)

c.

NOTCH OVERRI DE position
(a)

Allows for continuous
withdrawal of control rod

(b)

Used in conjunction with CRD
Control Switch - ROD OUT
NOTCH position.

(c)

Amber light above switch is
energized during notch override
action.

(d)

RONOR switch may only be
used when positioning a control
rod to position 48. (01-85)

EMERG ROD IN position
(a)

Acts directly on directional
control valves to bypass timer

(b)

No settle function, forces water
past seals in CRD while settling
into notch

(c)

Green light above CRD Control
Switch is energized during
emergency - in function.

(d)

RWM Insert and Select Blocks
will prevent using Emerg Rod
In; must bypass RWM if below
16% power and required to
drive rods by procedures. (EOIAPPENDIX 1D)

Consider
consequences of
Improper
Performance!!
STAR

BFPER980266
Obj. V.B.2.e

Obj. V.D, E.9

01-85 requires PM
approval to bypass.
the RWM except
as specifically
permitted by
procedures.

CRD Rod Power Switch (85-46)
(1 )

HS-85-46 has two positions (ON and
OFF).

(2)

Furnishes power to select matrix

(3)

Rod Select power is furnished by 120
VAC Unit Preferred from Panel 9-9,
Cabinet 6

Obj. V.B.8

QUESTIONS REPORT
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73. OPL171.208 009/C/AlTlGlI71/B.4/295016AA1.07//4.2/0606R NEW4/27/07

(

The Unit 2 control room has been abandoned.
2-AOI-100-2 has been completed to the point that RCIC is injecting and controlling
reactor water level.
Which ONE of the following conditions would result in RCIC turbine trip?

A.

Reactor water level at 57 inches.

B.

Steam line flow at 165% of rated.

C.

Reactor pressure at 50 psig.

D.'; Pump suction pressure at 15 inches Hg vacuum.
295016AA1.07 Ability to operate and/or monitor the following as they apply to
CONTROL ROOM ABANDONMENT: Control room/local control transfer mechanisms
reference: 171.208 rev 5, page 12. 2-AOI-100-2 rev51, pages 11,21.
A. incorrect, high level trip disabled with breaker in emergency
B. incorrect, RCIC isolation circuitry disabled when transferred to 25-32
C. incorrect, RCIC isolation circuitry disabled when transferred to 25-32
D. correct answer
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Unit 2 Subsequent Actions (continued)

NOTES
1)

Attachment 1 provides normal backup control stations and available communications.

2)

Attachment 10 provides PAX extensions and locations.
[7]

ESTABLISH communication with the following personnel and
DIRECT attachments be completed as follows:
•

U-2 Unit Operator complete Attachment 2, Part A.

D

•

U-2 Rx Bldg AUO complete Attachment 3, Part A.

D

•

U-2 Turb Bldg AUO complete Attachment 4, Part A.

D

CAUTION
RCIC TURBINE STEAM SUPPLY VALVE, 2-FCV-71-8, transfer switch has been placed in
EMERGENCY and will NOT trip on Reactor: Water Level High (+51 inches). Failure to
maintain level below this value may result in equipment damage.
RCIC will still trip on low suction pressure, high turbine exhaust pressure, mechanical
overspeed, and trip push button on pnl 25-32.

[8]

[9]

Upon completion of attachments, RE-ESTABLISH
communication using the best available means and continue
procedure.

D

INITIATE RCIC as follows:
[9.1]

[9.2]

[9.3]

At Panel 2-25-32, CHECK OPEN 2-FCV-71-9 (Red Light
above switch) RCIC TURB TRIPITHROT VALVE
RESET,2-HS-71-9D.

D

At 250V DC RMOV Bd 2B, compt. 5D, PLACE RCIC
PUMP MIN FLOW VALVE EMER HAND SWITCH,
2-HS-071-0034C, in OPEN. (Unit 2 Turbine Building
AUO)

D

At 250V DC RMOV Bd 2C, compt. 4B, PLACE RCIC
TURB STM SUPPLY VALVE EMER HAND SWITCH,
2-HS-071-0008C, in OPEN. (Unit 2 Reactor Building
AUO)

D

Control Room Abandonment

BFN
Unit2
4.2

2-AOI-100-2
Rev. 0051
Page 21 of 95

Unit 2 Subsequent Actions (continued)

NOTE
With RCIC steam supply line isolation valves 2-FCV-71-2 and 2-FCV-71-3 transfer
switches in EMERG position, RCIC will NOT automatically isolate when Reactor Pressure
drops to 50 psig.
[19]

WHEN Reactor Pressure is less than 50 psig, THEN
(Otherwise N/A)
At Panel 2-25-32, SHUT DOWN RCIC as follows:

[19.1]

[19.2]

DEPRESS RCIC TURBINE TRIP pushbutton,
2-HS-71-9C.
CHECK that the turbine comes to a complete stop using,
RCIC TURBINE SPEED, 2-SI-71-428.

(

0
0

OPL171.208
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D.

Alarms on the Backup Control Panel
1.

TP-8

RHRSW Pump A2, C2, B2 and D2 DISCH PRESS LOW
Low pressure from the RHRSW pump could be an
indication of impending loss of Suppression Pool Cooling
and. Shutdown Cooling capability.

2.

SUPPRESSION CHAMBER WATER LEVEL
ABNORMAL
Low Level could be indicative of leaks. High level might
result from a valve misalignment (or could be expected
with prolonged cooldown).

3.

RCIC TURBINE TRIPPED
The RCIC System is used to maintain reactor water level
during the cooldown. Loss of the system would
complicate water level control, unless reactor pressure
were low enough to enable using RHR or Condensate.

4.

Note that high level trip
is disabled and operator·
must trip RCIC if
required.

EECW FLOW LOW
EECW provides cooling water to diesel generators, RHR
Pump Room Coolers and Seal Heat Exchangers.

E.

(

Control stations involved in actions performed as required by
Control Room Abandonment

Obj. V.B.6.
Obj. V.C.7.

1.

Operating RCIC requires coordinating actions between
the Unit Operator at the Backup Control Panel, the
Reactor Building AUO at 250V RMOV Board C and at
panel 25-31, and Turbine Building AUO at 480VAC
RMOV Bd Band 250 VDC RMOV Bd B.

Obj. V.C.1
Obj. V.C.7

2.

Operating RHR for Suppression Pool Cooling

a.

A Unit 2(3) AUO at 4kV Shutdown Board B(A) starts
RHRSW Pump C2(A1). At 480V RMOV Board A, the
Unit operator throttles open the heat exchanger service
water outlet valve, FCV 23-40(34) to achieve >48
amps on 4kv SD BD feeder breaker (min flow
protection), and opens the torus return isolation valve,
FCV 74-57.

Actions are listed by
control station, not in
sequence performed.
Obj. V.C.8.
Obj.V.C.7

b.

The Unit 2(3) Reactor Building AUO checks open the
minimum flow valve, FCV 74-7, at 480V RMOV Board
D. The UO throttles open the torus test return valve,
FCV 74-59, at 480V RMOV Board A.

TP-4

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M

74.
(

OPL171.228 o12/C/AiTlGl/47/1.B/295005AA1.05//3.4/3.6/0606R BANK

Unit 2 is at full power when an actuation of the Power Load Unbalance Circuit, i.e., load
reject occurs.
Which One of the following describes a condition to cause this actuation and the
expected plant response?

A.

Loss of Stator Cooling Water
Turbine will NOT receive a trip signal
Reactor will scram based on Turbine Control Valve Limit Switch Position

B." Generator High Side (500KV) Breakers Trip
Turbine will trip
Reactor will scram based on Turbine Control Valve Pressure Switch Actuation
C.

Generator Output Breaker (22KV) Trip
Turbine will trip
Reactor will scram based on Stop Valve Pressure Switch Actuation

D.

Moisture Separator Drain Tank High Level
Turbine does NOT receive a trip signal
Reactor will NOT scram

295005AA1.05 Ability to operate and/or monitor the following as they apply to MAIN
TURBINE GENERATOR TRIP: Reactor/turbine pressure regulating system
Reference:171.228 rev 3, page 20,47
A. incorrect, turbine trip is generated on stator coolant low flow
B. correct answer
C. incorrect, this is a PLU condition, Reactor scram is from ETS pressure to control valves
D. incorrect, turbine trip is generated by MS drain tank level
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c.

In order for the PLU logic to be enabled,
both load sensor signals and the
intermediate pressure signals must be
valid. If the difference between the load
signals is more than 50 MW, the PLU
logic in disabled.

d.

l1e in ermeaiate pressure (tur6ine loa )
is 40% greater tIlan generator loaa, fI1e
control eJetects a Pl:tJ conaition.

e.

8.

(

Low ETS pressure at
the Control Valve
Disc dumps sends a
signal to RPS

Alarms
a.

All system related alarms are indicated on
the EHC workstation.

b.

All hardware alarms will illuminate the
EHCITSI SYSTEM TROUBLE
annunciator. All hardware alarms must
be RESET from the AUX. INST. ROOM or
the EHC workstation once the condition
has cleared.

QUESTIONS REPORT
for OPERATIONS-M
75. OPL171.228 020/MEM/T2G2/47/1/245000A3 .04//2.7/2.8/0606R NEW 6/22/2007
Unit 3 is performing testing of the EHC logic system. The UO depresses and holds the
Overspeed Test pushbutton.
Given the above conditions, which ONE of the following depicts the Turbine speed at
which an actual trip will occur?

A. 1926 rpm
B. 1944 rpm
C~

1962 rpm

D. 1980 rpm
245000A3.04 Ability to monitor automatic operations of the MAIN TURBINE
GENERATOR AND AUXILIARY SYSTEMS including: Turbine Speed
Reference: 171.228 rev 3, page 17
A and B incorrect, overspeed setting are overridden by the push button

C. correct answer
D. incorrect, this is speed pushbutton is calling for

(
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d.

The Overspeed Test, when enabled, will
raise the setpoint to 1980 rpm. As turbine
speed rises above the overspeed trip
setpoint, the OVERSPEED TEST
indicator will flash on and off indicating
that the setpoint was exceeded. (The
turbine will not be tripped)
(1 )

e.

7.

Whenever turbine speed is
within ± 3 rpm of the selected
speed, the AT SET SPEED light
will be illuminated.

Speed feedback to the intercept
valves and control valves is fixed
at 1800 rpm during the time the
Overspeed test pushbutton is
depressed.

Obj.V.B.9.k

Electrical Overspeed
108% =1944 rpm
(107% =1926 rpm
until EPU mods)
Obj.V.B.9.i
Back-up Overspeed
109% =1962 rpm
(Pro-Tech system)
Valves would
otherwise close in
response to the
overspeed condition.

(2)

Releasing the OVERSPEED
TEST button when turbine
speed is above 1800 rpm will reenable these functions.

(3)

Releasing the OVERSPEED
TEST button while turbine speed
is above the overspeed setpoint
will result in a turbine trip.

Procedural
Adherence

(4)

Not releasing the OVERSPEED
TEST button will result in the
back-up overspeed turbine trip
from the Pro-Tech System.

Understand
expected response
and stop if they are
not exhibited

The speed reference setpoint may be
manually selected for any speed
reference between 0 and 1890 rpm via
the Speed Target Category.

Speed Startup Rate Selection

Obj.V.B.5

a.

Obj.V.B.9.1

Three rates available, SLOW, MEDIUM,
FAST ( 60, 90, 180 rpm/min)

